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Introduction

In the field of renewable energy sources the solar energy can potentially provide a clean, sustainable

alternative to fossil fuels to meet the global growing needs for energy. Despite today the market

is governed by silicon based solar cells, in the last decades alternative photovoltaic technologies,

based on different materials, were investigated. This Ph.D thesis focuses the attention on the Or-

ganic Photovoltaic (OPV) and in particular on the so called bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar cells.

The interest on OPV technology comes from the specific properties of the organic materials such

as: low production costs (wet processing), compatibility with flexible and transparent substrates,

possibility to tune their optoelectronics proprieties by “ad hoc” structural modifications and ab-

sence of rare earth elements or precious metals reducing the environmental impact. However in

order to develop competitive products, further improvements in terms of efficiency and stability

are still required.

In sight of this, the present Ph.D thesis has a double goal: 1) a better understanding of the rela-

tionship between devices performance and photoactive materials structures 2) a deep investigation

on device degradation processes, with particular attention to the effects induced by temperature

and incident light.

To address these goals the work has been performed in collaboration with different research groups.

The main part, regarding the fabrication and characterization of photovoltaic devices, has been

carried out at “Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche - Istituto per lo Studio dei Materiali Nanostrut-

turati (CNR-ISMN)” in Bologna, additional morphological characterizations have been performed

at “Universitá di Bologna - Dipartimento di Fisica e Astronomia”, while specific investigations

based on Impedance Spectroscopy have been developed at “Universitat Juam I - Photovoltaic and

Optoelectronic Devices Group” in Castellon de la Plana (Spain).

The first Chapter of the thesis is focused on a critical overview of advantages and disadvantages

of OPV comparing to other PV technologies and a brief introduction on the working principles

of a BHJ solar cell. The second Chapter summarizes the main physical-chemical properties of

the organic materials employed and briefly describes the working principles of the fabrication and

characterization techniques used in the work. The third Chapter introduces the science of organic

semiconductors, including the descriptions of the main characteristics/requirements of photoactive

polymers applied on OPV. Then, the relationship between the photoactive materials properties and

the photovoltaic performance of the resulting BHJ solar cells is investigated, demonstrating how

fine structural modifications of an organic semiconductor can strongly influence the corresponding

device performance. The fourth Chapter indentifies the main degradation mechanisms affecting an

1
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organic solar cell, with particular attention to the thermal degradation. Two BHJ devices based

on different polymer:fullerene blends are investigated. The morphological evolution of the active

layers, induced by temperature (85oC), has been monitored by complementary scanning probe

microscopy techniques. The fifth Chapter develops the issue of the thermal stability focusing the

attention on the whole working device. A new investigation tool able to predict the thermal be-

havior of a complete organic solar cells is presented. In addition the Impedance Spectroscopy is

used as a complementary method to identify and explain the main processes occurring within the

device during thermal degradation. The sixth Chapter describes a preliminary study on the photo

degradation of an organic solar cell. In particular, the photostability of BHJ solar cells based on

different donor polymers has been studied and compared with the intrinsic photostability of each

single polymer. Moreover the role of the adjacent layers and the interfaces, on the device photo

degradation is also investigated.



1

Organic Photovoltaic: critical

overview and physical processes

1.1 Renewable Energy

In the modern times, the energy consumption is rising tremendously year by year due to the fast

development, demands comfort, higher mobility and growing world population. At the moment

fossil fuels as coal, oil and gas, joint with the nuclear energy, are playing lead role to meet the

energy demand. However, the limited availability of primary exhaustible energy sources (i.e. fossil

fuels and uranium) and the long-term adverse effects on the environment due to their exploitation,

reflects the urgency to develop new strategies to effectively utilize other primary energy sources:

the renewable ones. In the last 20 years a lot of work was done to increase the amount of energy

comes from clean sources not just in terms of research and development, but also in terms of

legislation and politics. A clear example is The Renewable Energy Target for Europe that consists

on achieving the 20% of power produced by renewable energy by 2020.[1] Similarly, Barack Obama

on the occasion of Earth Day, declared that developing renewable energy is crucial to America’ s

prosperity and he promised to spend $ 150 billion over the next 10 years developing alternative

energy. Japan targets to develop R&D, provide incentives to install plant for renewable energy easily

with lower investment costs. China’s Renewable Energy law was made to increase and develop the

renewable energy resources.[2] The consequence of those politics had great results as reported in

the Figure 1.1, where a prospective on 2013, from the International Conference ”Renewable Energy

Policy Network for the 21st Century” [3] shows that almost 20% of the energy in the world comes

from renewable sources. The main sources are hydropower(16,4 %), wind (2,9 %), biomass (1,8%),

solar (0,7%), geothermal and tidal (0,4%).

In theory among all the renewable sources, solar energy appears to be particularly attractive.

The sun bathes the earth with 92’000 TW of electromagnetic radiation, in free form, abundant,

non-polluting and, on scale of our times, inexhaustible. Moreover, based on a rough calculation

illustrated in the Figure 1.2, taking into account the amount of sunlight that reaches the land area

of the Earth, supposing to cover just 2% of the earth surface with solar panels, and considering

3



4 1. ORGANIC PHOTOVOLTAIC: CRITICAL OVERVIEW AND PHYSICAL PROCESSES

Figure 1.1: Estimation of the global energy production distribution [3]

modules with power conversion efficiency of 12%, the power produced would be 67 TW. If it is

consider that the global energy demand estimate for 2050 is 30 TW, the amount produced from the

Photovoltaic (PV) would be enough to meet the global demand. However the development of PV

is still on going and the some intrinsic problem has to be overcome before to reach this ambitious

target.[4]

Figure 1.2: Rough approximation of technically feasible photovoltaic solar energy worldwide supply
based on usage of 2% of land area and a power conversion efficiency of 12% [4]

The first generation of PV was dominated by crystalline silicon (c-Si). It is a wafer-based tech-

nologies, which benefit from high power conversion efficiencies, abundant materials, and proven

manufacturability.[5] However in order to obtain high purity and crystalline materials, the fabrica-
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tion process is complex and expensive. As a consequence the production costs increase, and worst,

the CO2 emissions increase [6][7] reducing the attraction to this technology. For this reason a sec-

ond generation photovoltaic has developed based on thin-film cells that allow to reduce material

usage, manufacturing costs and environmental impact. An overview of the main PV technologies

is reported in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: Overview of main PV technologies

The inorganic alternative are:

• ribbon-Si: to reduce cost for developing PV module Evergreen Solar developed a polycrys-

talline manufacturing technology that produced ribbons of polycrystalline silicon. However,

due to their high defect density and generally higher impurity concentration its efficiency is

low compared to mono-crystalline cells and other developing materials. [8]

• a-Si: amorphous silicon technologies has a higher band-gap(1.7eV)than crystalline sili-

con(1.1eV), it is compatible with lightweight and flexible solar cells[9]. Those cells are well

suited for small-scale and low-power applications, however their susceptibility to light-induced

degradation (the Staebler-Wronski effect [10]) and their low efficiency compared to other ma-

ture thin-film technologies limit market adoption.

• CdTe Cadmium telluride technology is an attractive thin film technology thanks to the de-

position processes that offers low module costs. Good performance was found with sputtered

CdTe layers only 0.5 mm thick, allowing low consumption materials and reduced the time

processing. [11] However the main problems of this technology are the toxicity of elemental

cadmium and the scarcity of tellurium.

• CIGS Copper indium gallium diselenide devices are based on films that can be deposited by

a variety of solution- and vapor-phase techniques on flexible metal or polyimide substrates.
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They shown record efficiencies of 21.7% for cells and 17.5% for modules[12]. Despite they

seems a good alternative the main disadvantage is the scarcity of indium that could hinder

large-scale deployment of CIGS technologies.

Summarising the key advantage of the thin-film technologies is the low materials used. Further-

more, life cycle analyses suggest that thin films produce lower greenhouse gas emissions during

production and use than c-Si PV. [13] [6]. However the use of regulated, toxic elements (e.g., Cd)

and reliance on rare elements (e.g., Te, In) may limit the potential for large-scale deployment.

In recent years, several new thin-film PV technologies have emerged as a result of intense R&D

efforts in materials discovery and device engineering.

The third generation of thin-film PV technologies include the following:

• DSSCs: Dye-sensitized solar cells are photoelectrochemical cells consist of a transparent

inorganic scaffold anode (typically nanoporous TiO2) sensitized with light-absorbing dye

molecules (usually ruthenium(Ru) complexes).[14] Key challenges involve limited long-term

stability under illumination and high temperatures, low absorption in the near-infrared and

the used of rare elements that can limited the use of this technology on large scale production.

• Perovskite cells Solar cells evolved from DSSCs based on a new materials called perovskite,

it refers to the ABX3 crystal structure. The most widely investigated is the hybrid organic-

inorganic methylammonium lead halides CH3NH3Pb(I, Cl, Br)3 that produced a certified

efficiencies reaching 20.1% in less than 3 years of development.[15] Despite the great increase

of the efficiency, key challenges need to be addressed, such as: to refine the control of film

morphology and material properties, high sensitivity to moisture, unproven cell stability and

the use of toxic lead.[16]

• OPV Organic PV are based on organic small molecules or polymers. These materials consist

mostly of Earth-abundant elements, they can be processed by solution reducing the fabrica-

tions costs. They are compatible with roll to roll (R2R) fabrication that allow to implement

the large scale production.[17] They are compatible with light weight, transparent, plastic

substrates. They show the smallest ecological footprint and the shortest energy payback time

possible [4]. Key challenges are: to get high efficiency at the modules scale and to increase

the lifetime.

1.2 Advantages and disadvantages

Among all different photovoltaic technologies this work will focus on OPV. Conscious that the

module efficiency is still not enough high for a commercial product and the lifetime still be an

issue, the low cost, easy processable, portability, aesthetics freedom and low environmental impact

are fundamental factors that encourage to continue the development of this technology. In this

section it will be analysed in details the advantages and disadvantages of OPV.
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1.2.1 Low cost

The main advantage that characterized the polymer based technologies is the low cost. In fact

those materials can be processing from a liquid ink in R2R process, this can significantly re-

duces the costs from the expensive vacuum technologies usually required for processing other

PV technologies. On 2009 Krebs at el. [18] reported a polymer solar cell processed by R2R

on a polyethyleneterephthalate (PET) substrate with a coated layer of indium-tin-oxide (ITO)

acted as transparent electrode. Recently [19], replacing the ITO electrode with high conductive -

poly(3,4-ethyl-enedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) (HC-PEDOT:PSS) was showed that all

OPV layers can be process by inkjet printing directly over the encapsulation foil, further reducing

costs. This manufacturing technique has many advantages as the high speed and the low energy

consumption, but most important it allows a direct patterning of all the layers, including the elec-

trodes, offering full freedom of design without the use of masks or structuring by hardware.

Saving cost doesn’t concern just into a cheap fabrication process, but it involve also the post

production activities. In fact OPV need low temperatures during drying and curing (< 150oC)

allowing to use flexible and transparent substrates. The results are light weight and mechanical

flexible panels that permit to reduce transport costs and simplifying the installation. [20]

To take into account all those costs and compare OPV with other PV technologies it is introduced

the “energy payback time” (EPBT), that is the time it takes for a solar cells to generate the same

amount of energy invested during manufacturing, installation and maintenance. In Figure 1.4 it is

reported the EPBT comparison between OPV and the commercial technologies in current, mid-

term (5 years) and long-term (10 years) prevision. Currently an EPBT of ca. 90 days is possible for

polymer solar cells with an efficiency of around 2% which is currently reached on flexible ITO-free

modules.[21]

Figure 1.4: EPBT for silicon based solar cells, CdTe and OPV modules for current, mid-term (5
years) and long-term (10 years) scenarios. [4]
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1.2.2 Environmental impact

The low EPBT and the used of Earth-abundant elements lead to believe that OPV is an eco-

friendly technology. However some components of standard solar cells have a bad environmental

impact. In the last years the research take care of this problem looking for new green materials

able to replaced the toxic ones. The main toxicity arrive from PET, ITO and halogenated solvents

used in the active layer ink. In the first place the PET is the most common synthetic fibre used

in the world thanks to its light weight, transparency, gas-impermeability, mechanical stability,

persistence, and cheap production costs. Although the high durability of PET is a requirement for

commercial solar cells, it implies that its disposal has to be controlled. The immense production

volumes and large amounts of PET dumped or incinerated in an uncontrolled manner represent a

major environmental problem.[22] To overcome this issue different substrates have to be developed

which maintain the same physical advantages joint with biodegradability. Many biopolymers such

as cellulose [23], 4poly-L-lactic acid (PLA) [24] and glucose [25], have been successfully used as

substrates for optoelectronic devices, but recently an interesting approach was demonstrate using

silk fibroin (SF) natural protein, extracted from Bombyx mori cocoon (Figure 1.5). The main

advantages is that SF can be easily processed from eco-friendly aqueous solution, it has the ability

to host functional compounds such as nanoparticles (NPs) and/or optically active molecules, allows

to tailor the SF properties and confer to it additional functionalities.[26].

Figure 1.5: SF-based ITO-free polymeric solar cell [26]

In second place the ITO transparent electrode is another source of pollution. The toxicity may

be restricted to the nanoparticulate form, since ITO is applied as a semiconductive surface layer can

be used for biological systems without adverse effects.[22] However ITO electrodes are fabricated

via sputtering or e-beam processes, techniques that need high temperatures and high vacuum, thus

resulting extremely expensive both in terms of costs and environmental impact. Luckily it is well

demonstrated that ITO can be replaced with a conductive polymer: HC-PEDOT:PSS.[27] Many

toxicity tests have been done on this material, the results indicate that PEDOT:PSS is non-toxic

in its polymeric form.[22] Moreover it is water soluble processable, thus compatible with more

eco-friendly coating process, in additional it is more robust than ITO during the banding and for

this reason it is currently used in large area panel.[20]

In the end, the solvent used for the photoactive layer ink is another source of toxicity. Since

large amounts of solution are used in the R2R printing of large-area modules, it is imperative

to search for more environmentally friendly solvents. So far, most of the high-performance OPV
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devices was based on acutely toxic halogenated solvents, such as chloroform, chlorobenzene or

dichlorobenzene. Recently the process from non-halogenated solvents was shown to give not only

the same performance. [28] [29] but also an higher thermal stability. [30]

Taking into account all those consideration OPV technology appears as a promising solution that

guarantees benefits not just in terms of energy production, but also of environmental impact.

1.2.3 Power Conversion Efficiency

A disadvantages of OPV is the low efficiency under sunlight, compared with other PV techniques.

However looking the Figure 1.6 the constant increase of performance in the last decades encourages

the researchers to continue in this development. Different approach can be adopted to improve the

performances, first, as it will be discussed in details in Chapter 3, new polymers can be designed

and synthetized with better electrical and optical proprieties. Another method is to work on the

device structure modifying interfacial layers, optimizing film morphologies and engineering device

architectures. An example is to introduce nanocomposites on the PEDOT:PSS layer that allow to

increase the incident light by scattering, inducing higher photocurrent and in consequence increas-

ing the performance.[31] Else it possible to functionalize the substrate as Prosa et al. demonstrates

using SF doped with a fluorofore as substrate, it acts as a luminescent down-shifting layer (LDS).

This layer enhances the overall photocurrent of the solar cell by widening its spectral response in

the range of absorption of the LDS. [26]

Even higher OPV efficiencies can be achieved by fabricating tandem solar cells composed of mul-

tiple active layers with different band gaps they allow to capture a greater fraction of the solar

spectrum. In these devices, high energy photons are absorbed by the first layer, which has the

largest band gap, and lower energy photons pass through it, and they are absorbed by a second

layer of a material with a lower band gap. The theoretical best efficiency reached by a single layer

cells is 15% [32] while for a tandem solar cells is over 20%.[33]

Actually the best performance is 10,1% [34] for a single layer and for a multi-junction cells

11,8%[35]; the main problems are the selection of materials with perfect absorption mismatch and

the difficulty in the fabrication of a optimal interconnection layer between the two subcells.

1.2.4 Lifetime

If improving the efficiency of organic solar cells seems to be feasible, the main problem that affects

those devices is the fast degradation. Different physical agents can damage the solar cells, such as

water, oxygen, light and temperature.

The presence of oxygen can doped metal oxides [37], widely employed as interfacial layers between

the BHJ and the cathode or can altered the photoactive polymer doping [38]. The ingress of water

into the device causes fast oxidation of the low-work function metal cathode (Ca, Al) [39]. Some

of these issues can be prevented with some precaution during fabrication processes and with a

proper encapsulation, however other intrinsic degradation mechanism cannot be eliminated. In

fact the high temperature can damage the active layer blend morphology induced separation of

the polymer and fullerene phases [40], or induce the diffusion of atoms from interlayers, inside the
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Figure 1.6: Overview of PV technologies efficiency [36]

active layer [41]. Unfortunately also the light soaking can induce photo reactions with solar cells

compounds, that are usually detrimental for the device.

A deeper understanding on how the degradation mechanisms affect organic solar cells, may

help the selection of stable materials, both in terms of active layer compounds, but also in terms

of interlayer and electrodes [42]. In sight of this, in Chapters 4 and 5 it will be analysed in details

the thermal degradation issue, while in Chapter 6 a preliminary observations on light soaking will

be discussed.

1.2.5 New market opportunities

The goal of organic based optoelectronic devices is not to attain or exceed the level of performance

of silicon technologies but it is to enable the fabrication of new devices with new functionalities

at reduced costs (e.g., mechanical flexibility, impact resistance, and optical transparency) that are

challenging to achieve with silicon.[43] The compatibility with transparent and flexible substrate,

add the use of high-throughput printing techniques, allow to obtain light-weight and freedom of

shape, properties that can be used in different situation. In Figure 1.7 are showed some examples

of innovative applications such as active decorations on windows.

Another proprieties of OPV is to maintain the same efficiency also under un-direct or artificial

light, enabling their used also in cloudy city or indoor application.[45] Furthermore, the potential

for spectral selectivity through the choice of OPV materials and the semi-transparent behaviour
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Figure 1.7: Different examples of OPV applications a) at Milano EXPO’s German padillon, b) as
windows decoration c) detail of a semi-transparent and light weight module [44]

induced to evaluate their use in photovoltaic greenhouse.[46]

Lastly the so called out-off grid energy is another market opportunities. Today more than 1

billion of people have no access to electricity. The problem is particularly acute in rapidly developing

areas of Asia and Africa, where a combination of population growth and industrial development is

placing huge demands on the existing electrical infrastructure. The main energy sources exploited

until now are batteries, kerosene or diesel generators, all of which have a disproportionately high

environmental impact as well as high costs. Traditional solar generation efforts have focused on

replacing fossil fuel-based power generation but the hight weight and fragility of the traditional

PV panels introduced high costs of transportation and installation. In this view OPV represents a

valid alternative for the generation of out of grid electricity [47].
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1.3 Concepts and evolution

To better understand the OPV technology it is important to start from the proprieties of organic

materials. First of all, the main characteristic of an organic compound is that all molecules are

based on a skeleton of carbon atoms. The most common artificial organic materials is the plastic,

mainly based on polymers. Usually those materials are isolators, but in 1977, Heeger, McDiarmid

and Shirakawa [48] reported the discovery of an organic semiconductor for which they received the

Nobel prize in Chemistry on 2000.

At a molecular level, organic semiconductors are based on a C2H4 molecules, where the pz

atomic orbitals of the carbon atoms overlap to form π+ and π− conjugation molecular orbitals

(also called π∗ and π respectively) while the sp2 form a σ+ and σ− planar molecular orbitals as

shown in Figure 1.8a. When the number of adjacent molecules increase, the alternations of single

and double bond create a conjugation that extended along all the polymer. In this way an organic

semiconductor is formed and the π-electron result delocalized along the carbon backbone. From

a physical point of view the system can be described with the tight binding model : when two

atoms are closed, an orbital overlap is observed. The wave function of the two atoms Ψ1 e Ψ2, can

combine in two different way: Ψ1 + Ψ2 or Ψ1−Ψ2. The first case is the bonding orbital and it has

a lower energy than the anti-bonding orbital (second case). When the number of atoms involved

increase the number of molecular orbital increase. In the case of an organic semiconductor those

correspond to π− and π+ orbitals. Increasing the conjugated orbitals the energy levels approach

and form a continuous set of energy state forming an energy band. Also the energy separation

diminish (Figure 1.8b). In comparison with the inorganic semiconductors two band can be defined:

the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) that corresponds to the Valence Band, and the

lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) corresponds to the Conduction Band. The difference

in the energy level determines the Energy gap (Eg) of the organic semiconductor.[49] In Chapter

3 the proprieties of organic semiconductor will be explain in details.

The main difference with the inorganic semiconductor is connected with the charge transport.

In a crystalline Silicon, where the atom are well ordered and the charge are free to move, the

mobility is high (103cm2V −1s−1). On the contrary an organic materials are characterized mainly

by an amorphous phase alternating with crystalline regions. The charge carriers move freely in the

conjugated backbone, but hopping from one molecule to the adjacent one, limiting the macroscopic

charge transport. As a result, the charge mobility of organic materials is 10−5 − 0.1cm2V −1s−1.

[50] Despite the low mobility, the organic materials can be efficiently used in a photovoltaic device

thanks to their high absorption coefficients ( α > 105cm−1 ) which allow to capture most of the

photons (within the absorption range) using a very thin layer( ∼100 - 200 nm) in order to preserve

a good charge transport [17]. Another main different from inorganic and organic based solar cells

concern the generation of photo-charges. In inorganic semiconductors, when a photon is absorbed,

at room temperature, free charges are immediately generated. Contrary in organic materials,

due to their low dielectric constant (εr = 2 − 4), tightly bound Frenkel excitons is observed [51].

The exciton binding energy is typically on the order of 0,3-1 eV that is considerably higher than

the thermal energy at room temperature (25 meV)[52]. Therefore an additional electric fields is

required to dissociate it into free charge carriers.
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Figure 1.8: a) Scheme of orbitals overlap of two C2H4 molecules b) π and π∗ level (correspond to
π− and π+) increasing the C2H4 adjacent molecules.

1.3.1 History of Organic Photovoltaic

The first organic solar cell was based on a single organic layer sandwiched between two metal

electrodes with different work functions (WF). As the organic semiconductors are mainly p-type,

in the single layer structure, the semiconductor metal junctions are in one part an ohmic contact

in the opposite a Schottky contact. At the interface between the organic layer and the cathode,

the bands bending induces the formation of a depletion region (Figure 1.9a). The resulting electric

field facilitates the dissociation of excitons generated, then the generated electrons can be collected

by the low WF electrode while the holes are transported across the film to the higher WF electrode.

Because of the short diffusion length (λD), most excitons generated outside the depletion region

recombine to the ground state and do not contribute to photocurrent. Moreover, since free charges

travel in the same phase, important charge losses due to recombination are also present. The

combination of these factors explains the low photovoltaic performance observed in single layer

OPVs in the range of 10−3to10−2% [53].

To partially resolve the problems of a single layer solar cell, Tang et al. [54] introduced the

bilayer structure (Figure 1.9b). The idea was to use two materials with different electron affinity

and ionization potential. Between them, at the interface, the difference in potential energy is larger

than the exciton binding energy provides the exciton dissociation. Then the electron is accepted by

the material with the larger electron affinity (n-type) and easily collected by the cathode, while the

hole is transported through the material with the lower ionization potential (p-type) and collected

by the anode. In the work it was used a thin layers of p-type small molecules (copper phthalo-

cyanine) and n-type molecules (perylene diimide derivative) thermally evaporated between a ITO

and silver. The charge separation at the donor-acceptor (D-A) interface was efficient and the cells
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Figure 1.9: Scheme of band diagram of a single layer and bilayer structure

gives an efficiency of 1%. Beside the Schottky barrier limit was eliminated, the main limitation of

this structure is correlated with the short lifetime of the exciton that has a λD of only ∼ 10nm

[55]. To avoid exciton recombination, the active layer must be very thin, but such a thin film (

∼ 20nm) is insufficient for effective optical absorption.

In this view the early 1990s were very fruitful for the OPV technology infact Heeger, Sariciftci et

al. [56] first discovered electron transfer from polymer to fullerene. They reported ultrafast pho-

toinduced electron transfer ( ∼ 50fs) from a conjugated polymer (MEH-PPV) to fullerene (C60).

In the same year Yoshino et al. reported photoconductivity enhancement when polythiophene is

blended with C60 [57]. Those results was very useful for Sariciftci and Heeger, that on 1992 patent

the bulkheterojunction (BHJ) structure made from a solution of D and A materials [58] [59] [60]Ȧs

in the bilayer structure, the difference in electron affinities of the two materials creates a driving

force at the interface between them that is strong enough to split photogenerated excitons. By

blending materials on a nanostructured scale (about 10 nm), the interface is distributed through-

out the device. Hence, all photogenerated excitons are likely to find an interface and split before

recombining, if the charge transfer is significantly faster than competing recombination channels.

Then, the separated charges can travel through the appropriate material toward the mutual con-

tacts allowing the charge collection.

The cross-section of a standard bulk-heterojunction solar cells is depicted in Figure 1.10.

1.3.2 Working principles of bulk heterojucntion solar cells

The working principles of a BHJ solar cells is reported in Figure 1.11. The main steps are:

1. Photon absorption. The number of photons absorbed at a fixed wavelength is determined by
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Figure 1.10: Scheme of a BHJ in standard configuration. HBL stand for Hole Blocking layer while
EBL for Electron Blocking layer.

Figure 1.11: Working principles of a BHJ solar cells

the Lambert-Beer law 1.1:

A = log10(
I0
Tt

) = αd (1.1)

where A is the absorbance, defined as the base-10 logarithm of the ratio between the incident

light (I0) and the light transmitted by the sample (It). The absorbance depends, first of all,

on the optical density of the film (α), which is correlated with the molar extinction coeffi-

cient (the intrinsic capacity of light absorption by a single molecule), the mass density of the

layer and the orientation of absorbing molecules compared to incident light. Furthermore,

absorbance is directly proportional to film thickness (d). The improvement of both α and

d leads to an enhancement of absorption. However, an active layer with a significant high

thickness typically affects the mobility of free charge carriers. Hence, a good balance between

these two aspects is required.

When a photon is absorbed by the p-type donor material, an electron and hole with opposite

spin are created, bounded by their Coulomb attraction in a singlet exciton state. Because

coupling between neighbour molecules in molecular solids is low, the molecular excitations
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are localized and there is no band to band transition, unlike in inorganic semiconductors.

Concomitantly, the relative dielectric constant of the order of 3, as compared to 10 in in-

organic semiconductors, results in strongly bound Frenkel like localized excitons [61]. The

binding energy of the exciton is not well defined due to the disorder present in the conjugated

polymer, but it can be determined for each single case [61]. In general the exciton binding

energy is around 1- 0.3 eV. [62]

2. Exciton diffusion. Because of the high exciton binding energy the thermal energy at room

temperature (25 meV) is not sufficient to dissociate a photogenerated exciton into free charge

carriers. Consequently this quasi-particle diffuses inside the donor material as long as recom-

bination processes do not take place. The exciton diffusion is an energy transfer processes,

it can occur through two different types of interactions shown in Figure 1.12 i) Coulombic

or Forster and ii) Exchange or Dexter interaction. Forster energy transfer represents a long

range action occurring at a distance in the order of 3-7 nm. It is based on a non-radiative

dipole-dipole coupling between an excited molecule, energy donor, and an exciton acceptor

molecule, and it does not require physical contact of the interacting partners. On the other

hand, Dexter energy transfer can be summarized with a double electron jump occurring

through orbital overlap between the donor and acceptor molecules, thus it requires physical

contact between the molecules involved. It is a short- range process which takes place only

within distances in the order of 0.3-2 nm. [63]

Figure 1.12: Schematic representation of the Forster and Dexter energy exchange mechanisms
within two molecules 1 and 2

3. Exciton dissociation. The exciton λD ranging from 5 to 20 nm [61], in a BHJ solar cells the

active layer morphology has to be optimized in order that the D domain size should be kept

approximately in the same range of λD. Therefore to efficiently dissociate, the exciton has

to reach an D/A interface.

The dissociation can pass through an intermediate state called charge transfer (CT) state

where the two charges are still bound by a Coulombic attractive forces. Thus an additional
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force is needed to separated the charges, mainly it is determined by the different work-

functions of the electrodes at the two sides of the device. This mechanism is in competition

with the geminate recombination (transition from the CT state to the Ground level). [64]

When the separation is efficient the two charges are free to diffuse in the respective material

and to reach the electrodes.

4. Charge transport. Once the charges are separated the hole can diffuse in the p-type material,

while the electron can move in the n-type material. In order to transport the charges until the

respective electrodes the active layer morphologies has to be optimized to allow percolation

pathways. It is clear that an ideal BHJ come from a compromise between high D/A interface

and continuous pathways of the same species. When this condition is met the charge transport

depends just on the conductivity of the D and A materials. However evaluate the charges

mobility it is not trivial, because the intrinsic mobility can change when the two material

are blended together. An useful technique that allows to reproduce the active layer device

condition and measure the true mobility is the Space-Charge-Limited-Current (SCLC). In

this measurement just one type of charge can be measure, by an electron- or hole- only device

where, with an opportune choice of the electrode, the large injection barrier suppressed one

of the type of charges. In a standard active layer composed from P3HT:PCBM (1:1 w/w)

the charge mobility are for hole: µh = 10−4 − 10−3cm2/V s [65] while for the electron:

µh = 10−3cm2/V s [37].

5. Charge collection. For an efficiently charge collection, following conditions must be met: the

cathode Fermi level energy as to be lower then the acceptor LUMO ((EF )cathode < (ELUMO
A ))

and the anode Fermi level energy has to be higher then the donor HOMO level ((EF )anode >

(EHOMO
D )). Moreover another fundamental request is that one of the electrodes must be

transparent to allow the light to pass through the active layer. The common electrode that

satisfy this condition is a thin layer ( 150 nm) of highly conductive Indium Tin Oxide (ITO).

ITO is a semiconductor made by In2O3 (90%) and SnO2 (10%), it is transparent to visible

light and partially to near UV radiation due to its bandgap (around 3.7 eV), and highly

conductive due to its oxygen lacunas. The other electrode usually is a metal, such as: Al,

Ca, Au, Ag, that is thermally evaporated over the active layer, if a good flatness is guarantee

this electrode can acts as a mirror, reflecting part of the light that wasn’t absorbed by the

active layer, in order to increase the total number of photon absorbed.

In the classical metal/insulator/metal (MIM) concept, if the semiconductor/metal is a non-

ohmic contact the electrodes WF difference determine the performance of the solar cells

in particular the Open Circuit Voltage Voc. In case of ohmic contacts, in order to align

the Fermi levels, the electrodes WF result pinned close to the LUMO/HOMO level of the

semiconductor. Because of this pinning, the Voc will be governed by the energetics of the

LUMO of the acceptor and the HOMO of the donor. Indeed, in BHJ solar cells, a linear

correlation of the Voc with the reduction potential of the acceptor has been reported [66].

Moreover only a very weak variation of the Voc (160 meV) has been observed when varying

the work function of the negative electrode from 5.1 eV (Au) to 2.9 eV (Ca). [67]

In the end to optimize the charge collection another factor as to be taking into account:
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in a BHJ solar cell due to the intermixed active layer, both D and A are in contact with

both electrode. Therefore at the semiconductor electrode interface non-geminate charge

recombination processes (recombination between free charges) could take place, leading to

performance losses. For this reason, a selective charge blocking layer or buffer layer is usually

interposed between each electrode and the organic layer.

1.3.3 Buffer layers

In a standard structure device, the ITO is an anode and collects the holes. Usually an Electron

Blocking Layer (EBL) is deposited in between the ITO and the active layer in order to prevent

the charge recombination at the interface.

The most common EBL layer consists of PEDOT doped with PSS deposited as thin film onto the

ITO. The PEDOT:PSS structure is reported in Figure 1.13.

Figure 1.13: chemical structure of the PEDOT:PSS polymer

The main advantages of the PEDOT:PSS are: easily deposited by water solution/suspension,

insolubility in organic solvents, relatively high conductivity (> 200S/cm)[68], excellent electro-

chemical and thermal stability, relatively high transparency to visible light as a thin film (30 nm)

[69]. In addition, an interesting feature of this material is that the Conduction Band (CB) can be

tuned between -4,8 and -5,2 eV relatively easy by different ways, such as: adding oxidizing or re-

ducing agents, adding NaOH or CsOH, or applying an electrochemical treatment to the dispersion.

On the other hand, PEDOT:PSS has some negative implications due to: i) the extreme acidity

of its dispersion (pH ∼ 1), causing indium loss from the ITO contact; ii) the presence of water,

both from its formulation and from humidity uptake from the ambient (PEDOT:PSS is highly

hygroscopic), which could be detrimental for the device. Despite those disadvantages PEDOT:PSS

results the most used EBL in the OPVs.

On the other hand in between the active layer and the top electrode (cathode), a buffer layer is

often used to help the charge collection through the reduction of the barrier energy of the charge

extraction process. The common material use for this purpose is Lithium Fluoride (LiF) usually

combined with aluminium as electrode. The main improvement to used this buffer layer is that

it induces a change in the work function or surface potential of the metal [62]. As results the Voc

is increased and the charge collection is improved with consequence increase also of Jsc and FF.
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However the LiF is usually evaporated over the active layer, and this method deposition, despite

it give high flatness and low roughness, it is not useful in the view of a full printed solar cells. For

this reason different HBL are studied, such as LiCoO2, TiOx, ZnO, etc. deposited by solution.

Moreover, when ZnO is used as HBL, in addition to its electrical and energetic advantages, it was

demonstrate that it acts as an optical spacer that allow improving spatial distribution of light

inside the multilayer stack of the solar cell and thus optimizing the absorption in the Active layer

[70] [71].
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2

Fabrication and characterization

techniques

2.1 Device Fabrication

As reported in Chapter 1 a standard BHJ solar cell is composed by the structure:

glass/ITO/EBL/ActiveLayer/HBL/Cathode.

A thin film of 150 nm of ITO is generally sputtered on the glass substrate and processed in order to

obtain a smooth surface, with a roughness less than 1 nm. The glass/ITO substrate is opportunely

pattered compatibly with the final device geometry. After this procedure the substrate has to be

properly clean before coating the next layers. The substrate is sequential sonicating (for 15 min)

in baths of deionized water, acetone and isopropanol. Between each sonication step, substrate is

dried with a stream of N2 gas. After the last sonicating step it is placed in an oxygen plasma

chamber for 10 min. The plasma treatment has a double scope, first it cleans the surface from any

residual impurities, second it functionalized the ITO surface increasing the hydrophilic behaviour.

This step is crucial for the deposition of the EBL.

A thin film (∼ 35nm) of PEDOT:PSS is deposited in air condition and then annealed at 150oC

for 15 minutes in order to eliminate any residual water that can be detrimental for the solar cells.

Then the active layer film has a thickness, in the order of 100 nm, is deposited over the EBL.

The main mandatory require for a full solution fabrication is that each layer has to be based on

orthogonal solvent, to allow the deposition without damage the layer below. For this reason the

common active layer ink is based on organic solvent that doesn’t dissolved the EBL layer. The

correct choice of the D:A ratio, solvent, solution concentration and different deposition parameters

are crucial to optimized the morphology of the active layer, that, as explain in the Chapter 1, is

fundamental for the solar cells performance.

Over the active layer usually LiF, combined with aluminium, is deposited by thermal evaporation

in the same chamber where is evaporated the metal contact. Alternatively a HBL based on ZnO

nanoparticles is deposited by solution over the active layer. The optimization of the ZnO layer in

terms of thickness and morphology is crucial for the performance of the solar cell [71]. In the end

21
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the negative electrode (cathode, typically, Ca/Al, or Al) is thermally deposited through a shadow

mask. The geometrical overlap between the positive electrode and the negative electrode defines

the active area.

The main techniques used to deposit thin film from solutions are spin coater and doctor blade

(Figure 2.1 a and b respectively).

Spin coating allows to obtain uniform thin films on flat substrates via centrifugal force. Usually a

small amount of coating material is applied on the center of the substrate,then the rotation spread

the solution over all the substrate surface due to the centrifugal force. The affinity between the

solution and the substrate, the viscosity of the solution, the boiling point of the solvent are main

factors that induce different thickness and morphology. The main parameter that can be varied

is the speed, increasing the rotation speed a thinner film is expected. However in a BHJ together

with the thickness, also the morphology of the layer is crucial for the OPVs performance. It is

possible to change the reorganization of the blend and maintain the same thickness, using different

time of rotation, for example the film can remain complete dry or still wet after the spin coating.

This condition implies different rearrangements of the active layer blend. The main limitation of

the spin coater is correlate with the substrate dimensions. In fact to guarantee a homogeneous film

the substrate has to be at least the same dimension of the rotate plate, in a common spin coater

this limit is < 25cm2. However is an useful technique at laboratory scale, indeed it can be easily

located in a glovebox allow a base study on intrinsic proprieties in a controlled atmosphere.

A different technique used in laboratory, compatible with a R2R manufacturing technologies is the

doctor blade. It is based on a blade that spread the solution over the substrate. The sample is

fixed over a thermal plate, the temperature is precisely adjusted to change the proprieties of the

final film. Then the ink is deposited forming a meniscus between the substrate and the blade. In

the case of solution for OPVs, where the solvent can evaporate during the coating, the height of

the blade and the amount of the solution are parameters crucial for the final film properties, but

not direct depend with the final thickness of the layer. While the speed of the blade coating, in

first approximation from experimental evidence, is direct proportional to the thickness of the final

film. Obviously, as for the spin coater, [72] the quality of the layer depends also on the solution

proprieties (solution concentration, solvent, viscosity etc.). Contrarily to the spin coater, the device

dimensions are compatible with a commercial module (> 100cm2) because the main limitations

are due to the hotplate area and the blade length. In this view the doctor blade is usually placed

outside the glovebox as in an industrial production line. It is important to note that not always

it is possible to reproduce the quality of the film obtained via spin coater with the doctor blade,

while once the layer is optimized with this blade technique the transfer to a R2R process is always

guarantee. An example of a common technique used in an industrial production line is the slot

die (Figure 2.1c) [73] [18] [74]. The main different with the doctor blade is that here the sample is

moving and the blade is fixed. As in the previous case, the ink forms a meniscus with the substrate,

then the height, the speed and the temperature can be properly change to optimized the film.
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Figure 2.1: Main depositions techniques: a) spin coater b)doctor blade c) slot die coating

2.2 Organic materials for the BHJ active layer

Many different D photoactive polymers have been investigated in the present work. For facilitate

good readability, each polymer has been numbered and the chemical name structure is resumed

in an acronym. A part of two commercial products (P(7)-P3HT provided by Rieke Metals and

P(8)-PTB7 provide by 1 Material) all the polymers are synthesized and characterised by colleagues

at the ”Chalmers University of Technology - Department of Chemical and Biological Engineering”

in Goteborg (Sweden). The chemical structures of all D polymers are reported in Figure 2.3. In

Table 2.1 main physical properties are reported: the molecular weight, the HOMO and LUMO

energy and the best PV efficiency obtained in the work. Because during the thesis different batches

of polymer have been investigated, for clarity it is reported also the Chapter where the specific

polymer batch is used.

For the measure of the HOMO and LUMO level Square-wave voltammetry (SWV) measurements

were carried out on a CH-Instruments 650A Electrochemical Workstation. The values are extrap-

olated from the potentials of the first oxidation and reduction peaks registered. The results are

characterized by an experimental error of 5%, except the commercial products for which the data

are obtained from literature and they are presented without error. Regarding the A materials,

two commercial products have been used in the thesis: PC61BM ([6,6]- phenyl-C61-butyric acid

methyl ester) and PC71BM ([6,6]- phenyl-C71-butyric acid methyl ester) both provided by Solenne

BV. Their chemical structure is reported in Figure 2.3.
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Polymer Mn

[KDa]
Mw

[KDa]
EHOMO

(eV)
ELUMO

(eV)
PCE Chapter Ref

P(1) Q-BDT-4TR 16.3 47.4 -5.68 -3.14 3,2 % 3 [75]

P(2) FQ-BDT-4TR 18,5 46,1 -5,96 -3,20 5,3 % 3 [75]

26 124 3,1 % 5 [76]

P(3) P-FQ-BDT-TR1 25 64 -5,89 -3,61 5,7 % 3 [77]

37 133 5,2 % 6 [78]

P(4) P-FQ-BDT-TR2 30 66 -5,87 -3,63 3,4 % 3 [77]

P(5) P-FQ-BDT-T 101 270 -6,00 -3,63 5,3 % 3 [79]

P(6) P-FQ-BDT-TT 15 42 -5,90 -3,52 5,3 % 3;6 [79]

P(7) P3HT 18 37 -4,9 -2,7 3,0 % 4 [80]

P(8) PRB7 80 200 -5,15 -3,31 6,4 % 4;5 [81]

P(9) P-TT-MIM 91 252 – – 3,4 % 5 [76]

P(10) P-BnDT-FTAZ 79 204 -5,36 -3,05 2,8 % 5 [82]

P(11) P-FQ-BDT-OTR 32 82 -5,74 -3,50 4,1 % 6 [78]

P(12) P-FQ-BDT-TROR 24 54 -5,84 -3,56 3,8 % 6 [78]

P(13) P-FQ-TT 19 53 -5,64 -3,45 3,8 % 6 [78]

P(14) P-FQ2T-BDT 28 66 -5,90 -3,60 4,2 % 6 [83]

Table 2.1: Summary of main physical properties of the D materials used in the thesis.
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Figure 2.2: Chemical structure of D and A materials used in the thesis
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Figure 2.3: Chemical structure of D and A materials used in the thesis
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2.3 Characterization techniques

2.3.1 Current - Voltage characteristic

To determinate the performance of solar cells it is necessary to know its Current - Voltage charac-

teristic curve in dark and under illumination. This curve depends on intensity and spectrum of the

incident light, for this reason it is necessary to define a standard illumination. Ideally the sun can

be consider as a black body that emitted, however in a real situation part of the solar spectrum

is absorbed through the gases in the atmosphere, consequently the spectrum changes as shown in

Figure 2.4a. Moreover the amount of atmosphere that the sunlight must travel through to reach

the Earth surface, depends on the inclination on the horizon and thus on the position in the world.

To take into account this difference, it is introduced a value: Air Mass AM(x) where x is the inverse

of the cosine of the zenith angle of the sun. To better clarify this idea, in Figure 2.4b different

angleθ of about 48o and 60o are shown, that correspond of AM1.5 and AM2 respectively, while the

solar spectrum emitted outside the atmosphere is defined as AM0 spectrum. For convenience, the

flux of the standardized AM1.5 spectrum is called 1 Sun and it has been corrected to a fix value

of 1000W/m2 = 100mW/cm2; this value will used for all the experiments in this work.

Figure 2.4: a) solar spectrum outside (black line) and trough the atmosphere at different incident
angle. b) Scheme to explain the definition of the value AM(x) to identify the correct amount of
sunlight reach each part of the world.

The experimental set-up used to measure the characteristic curve of a solar cells is reported in

Figure 2.5. Due to the possible reactivity of the organic solar cells with the air all the I-V mea-

surements are carried out inside a glovebox in inert atmosphere (H2O < 1ppm and O2 < 1 ppm).

The sun light (1Sun AM1.5) is produced by a simulator placed under the glovebox. The correct

amount of light is controlled by a reference cells. The incident light reachs the sample through a

quartz window allowing an optimal transparency in the range of wavelength that are useful from

an organic solar cells. During testing, each cell is carefully masked, by a calibrated mask, to pre-
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vent an excess photocurrent generated from the parasitic device regions outside the overlapped

electrodes area. The sample is contacted with a gold spring tips to preserve the electrodes, and

then connected via BNC cable to a Keytley controlled by a Labview software.

Figure 2.5: Scheme of the experimental set-up for the J-V measurement

The photocurrent generates under illumination depend on illuminated area, therefore for a

properly comparison between different devices the theory will be explained based on current density

instead of current. The Current density - Voltage (J-V) characteristic of an illuminated solar cell,

in a first approximation, can be describe as an ideal diode p-n junction by the equation 2.1

J = Js[exp(
qV

kBT
)− 1]− Jph (2.1)

Where Js is the saturation current density, q is the electron charge, V is the applied voltage, kB

is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. Since empirically the real diode behaviour

deviates from the ideal diode relation, an ideality factor n has to be introduced, leading to the

Equation 2.2

J = Js[exp(
qV

nkBT
)− 1]− Jph (2.2)

The first term in equation describes the dark diode current density (Jdk ) following the Schottky

relation and the second term describes a constant photocurrent generated under illumination(Jph).

In the dark, there is almost no current flowing, until the contacts start to inject heavily at forward

bias for voltages larger than a certain threshold voltage. While under illumination, the current

flows in the opposite direction than the injected currents. However in the real solar real cells, even
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in the best of cases, the ideal behaviour of the recombination diode of Equation 2.2 is never follow

exactly. Indeed voltage and current are distorted with respect to this model by other elements

in the device[84]. Those parameters are parasitic resistances: series resistance (Rs) and shunt

resistance (in parallel) (Rsh). The Rs is the resistance offered by the solar cell in the path of the

current flow. On the contrary, the Rsh is referred as the leakage path of the current in a solar

cell and, therefore, it is represented in parallel with the current source. To describe the device

an equivalent circuit is reported in Figure 2.6a. The current density of the dc current source

corresponds to the photocurrent density Jph. The diode is characterized by its reverse saturation

current density Js and ideality factor n.

Figure 2.6: a) Equivalent circuit of an organic solar cell b)J-V curve of a solar cells where the main
PV parameters are highlighted.

The electrical characteristic under illumination (IL) can be easily obtained once the functional

relation of Jph to IL is known. For typical inorganic pn-junction solar cells, Jph vs IL is mainly

linear. While in the organic solar cells the dependence is most complicated and it is not possible

to fit experimental data over a range of different IL without a significant change in the diode

parametersJs, n and Rsh. To take into account this fact a most complex equivalent circuit as to

be introduces [63], but it is out of the aim of this work where just one light intensity will be used

for all the experiments.

In the equivalent circuit model of Figure 2.6a, the current-voltage characteristic is described

by equation 2.3 :

J =
1

1 +Rs/Rsh

{
J0[exp(

q(V − JARs)
nkBT

)− 1]− [Jph −
V

ARsh
]

}
(2.3)

where A is the area of the solar cell. From the J-V curve can be directly evaluated the most

important parameters of a photovoltaic cell: the short-circuit current (Jsc), the open circuit voltage
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(Voc), the fill factor (FF) and the power conversion efficiency (PCE).

The Voc is the maximum voltage that a solar cell can deliver when no current flows through the

external circuit (see Figure 2.6b). Following the classical thin-film solar cell concept, the metal-

insulator-metal (MIM) model is applied to BHJ devices. In the MIM picture, Voc is simply equal to

the WF difference of the two metal electrodes. However in a BHJ solar cells this simple model has

been found to be insufficient to justify the experimental open circuit voltage values. In fact it was

shown that there is a linear relation between Voc and the conjugated polymer oxidation potential

[66]. Therefore, in first approximation, the open-circuit voltage of a conjugated polymer-PCBM

solar cell can be estimated by the following equation:

Voc =
1

q
(|HOMOD| − |LUMOA|)− 0, 3V (2.4)

Other elements, such as temperature, light intensity, active layer morphologies, nature and mor-

phologies of interfacial layers and electrodes, can induce variation on the Voc. However the equation

2.4 is considered as a starting point to evaluate the open circuit voltage.

Jsc, is the current flowing through the solar cell when the applied voltage V = 0V. At a certain

photon flux, Jsc primarily depends on the ability of the Donor material to absorb light and create

exciton, this is mainly determined by the absorption coefficient and the band gap. Moreover it

depends on the exciton λD can vary with the intrinsic proprieties of the donor material, but also

with the active layer morphology [85]. In the end Jsc depends on the carrier mobility in the D and

A phases.

The power conversion efficiency (PCE) is defined as the maximum electric power (Pmax) pro-

duced by the solar cell under illumination divided by the incident light power (Pi).

PCE =
Pmax
Pi

(2.5)

As mentioned before, the standard method to express the efficiency of a solar cells uses the con-

ventional light intensity of 1Sun AM1.5 corresponding to 100mW/cm2.

In Figure 2.6b it is shown the maximum value of the output electrical power (Pmax) in the

J-V curve. At this value, the cell produces a certain current density Jm under an applied load of

Vm. The ratio between the maximum power produced by the cell (Jm × Vm, or Pmax) and the

theoretical maximum power that could be obtained (Jsc × Voc) is called fill factor FF, calculated

as in Equation 2.6

FF =
Pmax
JscVoc

(2.6)

The FF is therefore an indicator of the quality of a photovoltaic cell. In fact it represents the

deviation of the J-V behaviour from ideality. These deviation is significantly affected both by the

ideality factor (n) of the cell, but also from its electrical resistances (Rs and Rsh). For an ideal

solar cell having a pronounced diode dependence of the current with voltage, Rs would be zero, and

Rsh would be infinite. In real cases, the increase of Rs and a decrease Rsh determine modifications

on the J-V curve shape, as shown in Figure 2.7. Indeed, a low shunt resistance implies free charges

recombinations, thus current losses. As Rsh decrease, the J-V curve is smoother than ideality,
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FF is farer from unity and Voc is lower. On the other hand, a high series resistance causes ohmic

losses at short circuit conditions, affecting Jsc and FF, while Voc is not influenced. Strategies to

Figure 2.7: Effect of variation of Rs and Rsh on the ideal J-V curve.

decrease the contact resistances (thus lowering Rs) include the accurate choice and processing of

the buffer layers and electrodes, while the strategies to decrease the shunt currents bypassing the

D/A interface (thus increasing Rsh) involve the improvement of the BHJ morphology as well as

the control and tuning of the energetic and kinetics involved in the charge separation process [86].

2.3.2 Quantum Efficiency

Another important photovoltaic parameter characterizing solar cells is the External Quantum

Efficiency (EQE), also called incident-photon-to-current efficiency (IPCE). The EQE is defined as

the ratio between the number of photogenerated electrons collected by a solar cells and the number

of incident photons at specific wavelength. If the absorption spectrum of the solar cell is known,

the fraction of absorbed photons can be used to calculate the internal quantum efficiency (IQE).

This value gives the percentage of photons absorbed by the cell and converted into electrons as a

function of wavelength. The EQE is directly correlate with the photocurrent (Isc) by the equation

2.7 and it is generally measured under short-circuit conditions (V =0V) where the electric field

within the device is large.

EQE(λ)

∣∣∣∣
λ

=
nphotoelectron
nincidentphoton

∣∣∣∣
λ

=
hc

q
(
Isc
Pλ

)

∣∣∣∣
λ

(2.7)

where h is Planck’ s constant, c is the speed of light, q is the electron charge, λ is the wavelength

in meters and P is the power incident on the cell as measured by a power meter in Watts.

The experimental set-up used to measure the EQE is reported in Figure 2.8. The monochro-

matic light is obtained with a Xenon arc lamp from Lot-Oriel (300 Watt power) coupled with a

Spectra-Pro monochromator. To evaluate properly the EQE of a functioning device an additional

light simulating the Sun has to be added, to take into account the same amount of free charges than

in the real device. To distinguish the photocurrent generated due to the external bias from the
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Figure 2.8: scheme of the experimental set-up for the EQE measurement

monochromator one, the last ray passes through an optical chopper connected to a Lock-In Digital

Amplifier -SR830. The light, and in consequence the current signal, is pulsed with a frequency

of 500Kz. To evaluate the amount of monochromatic photons that reach the sample it is used

a reference Silicon UV-enhanced photodiode for which the quantum efficiency it is well known.

During the measurement, the BHJ solar cells is properly encapsulated to prevent any degradation

during the measurement

A simple calculation can be done to check for consistency between data obtained from EQE and

J-V measurements. In fact, Jsc of a cell measured under solar simulator can be compared to a

value calculated from the EQE data, using the expression 2.8

Isc =

∫ λmax

λmin

PSun(λ)EQE(λ)dλ (2.8)

where λmax and λmin are the wavelengths where the EQE vanishes.

For the operation of a organic solar cell, EQE is dependent on five major steps, each of which

has some associated efficiency leading to the equation 2.9 [87]

EQE(λ) = ηAbs(λ)× ηDiff (λ)× ηDiss(λ)× ηt(λ)× ηcc(λ) (2.9)

The absorbance efficiency parameter, ηAbs , describes the fraction of incident photons absorbed

by the active layer which is determined by the bandgap and the absorption coefficient of the

material, whilst the thickness of the active layer also affect the absorption yield. The exciton

diffusion efficiency parameter, ηDiff , describes the ability of photogenerated excitons to diffuse

through the D material and to reach a D/A interface. The dissociation efficiency parameter, ηDiss,

is related to the separation process of bound electron-hole pair into free charge carriers. As the
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electron is still bound within the exciton, the energy offset formed at the D/A interfaces provides

a driving force which releases the electron and then the conduction is allowed. The transport

efficiency parameter, ηt , describes the efficiency of charge carrier transport through the device. In

the end, the charge collection efficiency parameter, ηcc , describes the ability of the charge carriers

to be injected into the electrodes from the photoactive layer this parameter depends directly on

the electronic composition of the device.

2.3.3 Mobility

In order to measure the correct mobility of the D polymer used in a BHJ solar cells it is fundamental

to reproduce the same blend condition of the active layer of the device. Both in terms of D:A

ratio, but mainly in terms of morphology. In fact, as it will better explain in Chapter 3, different

organizations of the polymer in the D:A blend, lead to different device performance and often to

different charge transport proprieties. A common technique used to measure the mobility of the D

polymer is based on a Field Effect Transistor (FET) fabricated with the active layer. Then from

the J-V characteristic of the FET it is possible to determined the hole mobility. However this

approach has a disadvantage, because the charge transport under investigation is the lateral one,

while in a solar cells the charges move in the vertical plane. It is well know that, due to the different

spatial organization of the polymer, anisotropy in the charge transport is expected. In consequence

the mobility value obtained from the FET measure is not always the relevant one. In light of this

another technique is usually used to measure the hole mobility: the SCLC [88]. This technique has

the unique requirement that the device has to be a hole-only device, thus the electrode has to be

properly choose in order to obtain one charge injection contact and one injection-blocking contact.

For example in a standard solar cells the PEDOT:PSS and the active layers are deposited in the

same conditions than in the working device, while the standard LiF/Al cathode is replaced with

Au. The measurement is carried out in Dark and inside the glovebox to prevent any degradation.

In Figure 2.9 is reported an ideal IV plot of a SCLC measurement.

At low voltages, the charges injected by the electrode are few and the relationship between

Current and Voltage follows the Ohm law. For voltage higher than a certain threshold the charges

injected increase and they generated a strong electric field, here is the region of the SCLC. In this

region the J-V curve is characteristic for an insulator with traps. The J-V relationship follows the

Child law or Mott-Gurney equation 2.10:

J =
9

8
µεε0

V 2

d3
(2.10)

where µ is the hole mobility, ε is the dielectric constant of material (typically is fix at 3), ε0

dielectric constant of vacuum and d is the thickness of the active layer.

Then, increasing the bias, all the trap levels are filled and an abrupt increase of current is observed.

Above the trap-free voltage limit, the traps are filled and the device enters into the Traps Filled

Limit.

In conclusion, the mobility value is obtained from the fitting of the SCLC region, by the equation

2.10. The main source of error is due to the correct identification of the region limits.
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Figure 2.9: J-V curve of a hole-only device. Three main regions can be identified: Ohmic region
at low voltage, the SCLC region and the Trap-Free Limit

2.3.4 Atomic Force Microscopy

The atomic force microscopy (AFM) was invented by Binnig (1986) [89]. In the AFM, the sample

surface is scanned with a probe consisting of a microscopic tip situated at the end of a cantilever.

The bending of the cantilever (contact mode) or damping of its oscillation amplitude (tapping

mode) in response to the repulsive or attractive forces between the sample and the tip is monitored

by an optical lever. A laser beam focused on the cantilever is reflected onto a four-quadrant

photodetector, with the pairs of sectors arranged to detect bending deflection, bending oscillation,

and torsion of the cantilever. The sample is moved in a raster pattern under the tip by the

piezoelectric drive in a horizontal plane, while the vertical motion is controlled by a feedback

mechanism. While scanning, the force between the tip and the sample is measured by monitoring

the deflection of the cantilever. A topographic image of the sample is obtained by plotting the

deflection of the cantilever versus its position on the sample. Alternatively, it is possible to plot

the height position of the translation stage. This height is controlled by a feedback loop, which

maintains a constant force between tip and sample. The variations of the z-position of the sample

during scanning are plotted as a function of the x,y position of the tip to create the height image

Commercial cantilevers are typically made of silicon or silicon nitride. Both are covered with a

native oxide layer of 1-2 nm thickness. The mechanical properties of cantilevers are characterized

by the spring constant kc and the resonance frequency ν0. Both can in principle be calculated from

the material properties and dimensions of the cantilever. For a cantilever with constant rectangular

cross-section of width w, length L, and thickness tc,the spring constant is [90]:

kc =
F

Zc
=
Ewt3

4L3
(2.11)
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where F is the force applied to the end of the cantilever in normal direction that induce the

deflection of the cantilever Zc, E is the Young modulus. A good cantilever should have a high

sensitivity, that is achieved with low spring constants or low ratio tc/L. Hence, in order to have a

large deflection at small force cantilevers should be long and thin.

The deflection of the cantilever is usually measured using the optical lever technique. A beam

from a laser diode is focused onto the end of the cantilever and the position of the reflected beam

is monitored by a position sensitive detector (PSD). When a force is applied to the probe, the

cantilever bends and the reflected light-beam moves through an angle equal to twice the change of

the endslope dZc/dX. For a cantilever with a rectangular cross-section the change of the endslope

Figure 2.10a is given by
dZc
dX

=
6FL2

Ewt3c
(2.12)

The signal detected with the optical lever technique is proportional to the endslope of the cantilever.

The deflection of the cantilever is given by

Zc =
4FL3

Ewt3c
=

∆PSDL

3d
(2.13)

where d is the distance between the cantilever and the detector and ∆PSD is the variation in

the position of the laser spot in the detector (Figure 2.10b). Hence, the deflection is proportional

to the signal [90].

Figure 2.10: a) scheme of a cantilever with a rectangular cross-section b) scheme of optical detection
of the cantilever deflection [90]

In AFM applications on soft materials, such as polymers and biological samples, it was found

that high tip-to-sample forces in the contact mode often led to mechanical deformation of the

surface. For this reason the no-contact mode or tapping mode is usually used for organic thin

films. In tapping mode, the oscillation amplitude, which is reduced from the amplitude of the

freely oscillating probe (A0) by tip-to-sample repulsive interactions, is kept at the set-point value
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(Asp) by adjusting the vertical (z-axis) position of the sample with the piezoelectric drive. Such

operation modes, called constant force, are the most common in AFM. Here the cantilever tip

hovers about 5-15 nm above the sample surface to detect the attractive van der Waals forces

acting between the tip and the sample.

The van der Waals force between atoms and/or molecules is the sum of three different forces, all

proportional to 1/r6, where r is the distance between the atoms or molecules. The corresponding

potentials are: the orientation or Keesom potential (wK), the induction or Debye potential (wD),

and the dispersion or London potential (wL) [91].

wV dW (r) = wK + wD + wL =
CK + CD + CL

r6
(2.14)

In the BHJ solar cells the AFM is a useful tools in order to investigate the nanomorphologies of

the active layer. In fact, in an optimized device, the morphology of D/A BHJ has to be compatible

with exciton λD ( in the order of few nanometers ). Thus AFM images can give qualitative

informations about the active layer morphology, two example are reported in Figure 2.11. In the

first image big domains are present, suggesting a bad D/A intermixing an in consequence bad PV

performance are expected. On the contrary in the second image, the fine intermixing lead to a

homogeneous surface, typical of an optimized device.

Figure 2.11: Example of active layer morphology: a) suboptimal morphology with big domains of
the two species b) optimized morphology with fine intermix between D and A

Besides a qualitative analysis, a rough quantitative analysis can be carried out. The main

parameter that allows to compare images of different blend is the Means Square Roughness (RMS).

It is calculated as a square root of the mean of the squares of deviations from the mean [92] :

RMS =

N∑
i=1

[
(zi−

−
z)2

N

]1/2
(2.15)

where zi represents the surface height at each data point on the surface profile,
−
z represents the

average height of the surface profile, and N is the number of data points. The average height of

the surface profile is defined as:
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−
z=

1

N

N∑
i=1

zi (2.16)

Basically, RMS roughness is defined in the same way as the standard deviation in statistical terms.

For this reason the assumptions of having independent data samples imposed on the standard

deviation would apply to the RMS roughness as well.

2.3.5 Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy

Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) is sensitive to local variations in the WF of materials. In

metals, the WF ΦWF is considered to be the energy difference between the vacuum level and the

EF . While, in other types of materials, such as semiconductors or insulators, it can be regarded as

the difference in energy between the vacuum level and the most loosely bound electron inside the

sample. The WF depends on the specific material, thickness, dopant concentration, electrostatic

charges, surface dipole moments and temperature. The KPFM is useful for the study of surfaces

made from different materials, for example, polymer blends and composite materials [93]. The

main advantages of KPFM are: i) it is quantitative, as it can measure the surface potential of

nanometer scale objects with a potential resolution below 10 mV; ii) it is contact-less, and thus

it does not significantly perturb the system under study and it enables in situ exploration of

operating electronic devices; iii) it is versatile, as it can be employed on both conducting and

insulating substrates and used to explore surfaces across a wide range of length scales, i.e., from

the macro to the nanometer scale. [94]

The working principles is represented in Figure 2.12

When an AFM conducting tip is brought close to the sample surface, an electrical force is

generated between the tip and sample surface, due to the differences in their Fermi energy levels.

This value is called contact potential difference (CPD) and is defined as 2.17

VCPD =
Φtip − Φsample

−q
(2.17)

where Φsample and Φtip are the WF of the sample and tip, and q is the electronic charge.

During the KPFM measure it is applied an AC voltage (VAC) plus a DC voltage (VDC ) to the

AFM tip. VAC generates oscillating electrical forces between the AFM tip and sample surface, and

VDC nullifies the oscillating electrical forces that originated from CPD between tip and sample

surface. The electrostatic force between the AFM tip and sample is given by:

Fes(z) = −1

2
∆V 2 dC(z)

dz
(2.18)

where z is the direction normal to the sample surface, ∆V is the potential difference between VCPD

and the voltage applied to the AFM tip, and dC/dz is the gradient of the capacitance between tip

and sample surface. When VACsin(ωt) + VDC is applied to the AFM tip, the voltage difference

∆V will be:
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Figure 2.12: Sketch of a tip sample contact and the associated energy levels: a) tip and sample are
separated, b) tip and sample are in contact (∆Φ = ∆V = Φtip − Φsample), and c) upon applying
an additional external potential where Vbias = VCPD [93]

∆V = Vtip + VCPD = (VDC ± VCPD) + VACsin(ωt) (2.19)

Note that the ± sign depends whether the bias (VDC ) is applied to the sample (+) or the tip (-).

Substituting equation 2.19 in equation 2.18 gives the expression of the electrostatic force applied

to the AFM tip:

Fes(z) = −1

2

dC(z)

dz

[
(VDC ± VCPD) + VACsin(ωt)

]2
(2.20)

This equation can be divided into three parts:

FDC(z) =
dC(z)

dz

[
−1

2
(VDC ± VCPD)

]2
(2.21)
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Fω(z) =
dC(z)

dz
(VDC ± VCPD)VACsin(ωt) (2.22)

F2ω(z) =
dC(z)

dz

1

4
V 2
AC

[
cos(2ωt)− 1

]
(2.23)

FDC (Eq. 2.21) results in a static deflection of the AFM tip. Fω with frequency ω (Eq. 2.22) is

used to measure the VCPD, and F2ω (Eq. 2.23) can be used for capacitance microscopy. When

electrostatic forces are applied to the tip by VAC with VDC , additional oscillating components

(due to the electrical force) will be superimposed to the mechanical oscillation of the AFM tip.

A lock-in amplifier is employed to measure the VCPD, to extract the electrical force component

with frequency ω(Fω), a function of VCPD and VAC . The output signal of the lock-in amplifier is

directly proportional to the difference between VCPD and VDC . The VCPD value can be measured

by applying VDC to the AFM tip, such that the output signal of the lock-in amplifier is nullified

and Fω equals zero. Subsequently, the value of VDC is acquired for each point on the sample

surface, composing a map of the WF or surface potential of the whole sample surface area.

2.3.6 Laser Scanning Confocal Microscopy

Laser scanning confocal fluorescence microscopy (LSCM) is a non-invasive technique which allows

observing directly the BHJ active layer morphology inside working devices. The main advantage

comparing to conventional optical microscopy is the ability to control depth of field for specimens

that are thicker than the plane of focus. A representative scheme is reported in Figure 2.13 to

explain the working principle. Coherent light emitted by the laser system (excitation source) passes

through a pinhole aperture and it is reflected through a dicroic mirror towards an objective lens

which focuses into the specimen. In confocal fluorescence microscopy , the signal detected is the

emission of the excited sample, acquired at the same focus as excitation (confocal). The light

emitted by the specimen (fluorescence) passes through the same objective lens, is transmitted by

the dicroic mirror and passes through the second pinhole having the same focus as the first pinhole.

Any light that passes the second pinhole is refocused and collected by a low-noise photomultiplier,

which generates a signal related to the fluorescence intensity of the specimen. In order to build a

two-dimensional map of the photoluminescence, the focused spot of light is moved in the x-y plane

across the specimen (laser scanning). The final resolution achieved by the instrument is governed

by the wavelength of light, the objective lenses, and the properties of the sample itself.

A standard solar cell is illuminated through the glass/ITO side under the metal electrode, and

the active layer photoluminescence signal is collected in reflection mode. The device is scanned

with a laser at 488 nm and the luminescence signal in the wavelength range 560-700 nm is acquired.

At 488 nm light is absorbed only by the donor polymer and the observed variable is its unquenched

residual luminescence from the charge generation process and from other minor energy deactivation

pathways [95]. The 2D maps acquired with LSCM represent therefore a projection of the BHJ

active layer morphology, where the contrast is determined, within the instrumental resolution, by

the different physical and chemical nature of the photoluminescent species in the bulk: domains

enriched of D would result brighter, while domains enriched of A and/or finely intermixed D:A
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Figure 2.13: Scheme of Laser Scanning Confocal Microscopy

phases would result darker. [96]

2.3.7 Capacitance Voltage characteristic

A basic band diagram of a BHJ solar cell model is reported in Figure 2.14.

A first fundamental approximation is that the equilibrium Fermi level EF0 of the polymer/fullerene

blend is situated close to the HOMO level of the D (in the present example P3HT). This assump-

tion implies that the blend, at time zero, is p-doped. Possible origins of this hole majority carriers

are negatively charged defects produced during exposure to air or moisture or induced during the

processing. Due to this p-type behaviour, when the blend is contacted with the cathode a Schottky

barrier and a depletion region is formed, while with the anode a ohmic contact is expected. The

different between the cathode WF and the blend EF gives the so called flatband potential Vfb

(Equation 2.24).

Vfb = [EF0 − φc]/q (2.24)

The width of the depletion zone depends on the layer thickness the doping level and the applied

voltage (Vapp). At a low forward bias the depletion zone decreases and results confined to the

cathode contact, and when the applied bias is equal to the Vfb it complete disappeared.

One important consideration of this model is that there is no overall electrical field in the

device associated with the difference of the contact materials WFs at the two sides of the blend.

Instead, each contact has its own equilibration, due to the starting number of electronic carriers

in the blend. In the opposite case, if a reverse voltage is applied the width of the depletion region

increase. Because the common thickness of an active layer blend is around 100 nm, at a relatively
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Figure 2.14: Band diagram of a BHJ solar cells before contact and under different external bias.

low reverse bias (generally ∼ 1V ) the depletion region can cover all the thickness of the active

layer.

Figure 2.15: C-V plot of a P3HT:PCBM based solar cell [97]

This theoretical model is in perfect agreement with the Capacitance-Voltage (C-V) character-

istic [98]. As shown in Figure 2.15 the C-V plot can be divided in 4 regions: the first region,

at a large reverse bias, the sample is characterized by a constant capacitance called Geometrical

Capacitance (Cg). It is connected with the dielectric proprieties (ε) of the active layer by the

equation:

Cg =
εε0A

d
(2.25)

where A is the area and d is the thickness of the active layer film.

The second region, at a moderate reverse and low forward bias (Vapp < Vfb) the applied

voltage modulates the width of the depletion zone following the Mott-Schottky relation explain in
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the equation 2.26:

C−2 =
2(Vfb − Vapp))
A2qεε0NA

(2.26)

The third region, at when the forward voltage excess the flat-band potential (Vapp ≥ Vfb) the

depletion zone disappear, the capacitance is governed by a chemical capacitance (Cµ). This value

is related, by definition, to the change of the occupancy of charge carriers in the fullerene LUMO

and polymer HOMO [99] In the end, the fourth region, at a larger forward bias, usually the

capacitance saturates and eventually decreases. [100]

To measure the C-V characteristic it is used using a Gamry Instruments Reference 3000 po-

tentiostat/galvanostat/ZRA.

2.3.8 Impedance Spectroscopy

Impedance Spectroscopy (IS) is a technique allows addressing dynamic operational electric mech-

anisms of OPV devices which are not detectable by standard steady-state J-V characteristics. For

instance, light absorption, charge separation, carrier transport (linked with series resistance), re-

combination losses or extraction efficiency (related to dynamic parallel resistance) and outer inter-

face influences can be discerned, thus providing precious information in terms of device behaviour

before and after thermal stress. The working principles, shown in Figure 2.16 consists on: to apply

a voltage VAC(ω) = ∆V sin(ωt) and to measure the current that will be I(ω) = ∆Isin(ωt + φ).

The function that correlate this two quantities is called impedance response (Z(ω)). It is a complex

number express by the equation 2.27:

Figure 2.16: Sketch of the working principles of Impedance Spectroscopy

Z(ω) =
V (ω)

I(ω)
= Z0e

iφ(ω) = Z0[cos(φ)− isin(ω)] = ZRe − iZIm (2.27)

To investigate the device behaviour at different point of the characteristic I-V curve it is possible

to applyed and additional VDC .

Before to evaluate the Z(ω) and to guarantee a correct measurement three fundamental condi-

tions must be met:

1. Linearity: the current response has to be direct proportional to the applied voltage. For

this reason it is fundamental a correct choice of the amplitude of the voltage signal (∆V )

and to investigate a point in J-V characteristic where the response is linear (as in Figure
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2.17a). To be sure that the linearity is maintained a Lissajous plot it usually used. As shown

in Figure 2.17b the JV plot obtained during the measure, has to be symmetric to guarantee

the linearity, otherwise an asymmetric curve implies a non linear response and consequently

the measure cannot be interpreted correctly. The amplitude used for all the measurement

presented in this thesis is 20 mV.

Figure 2.17: a) Condition where linearity requirement is guaranteed b)example of symmetric and
asymmetric Lissajous plot useful to check the linearity of the response

2. Stability: the IS measurement depends on the frequency used, higher is the frequency used

faster is the measure, vice versa lower is the ω slower is the measure, thus the lowest frequency

determines the time of the measurement. To guarantee the validity of the data it is necessary

that the system as to be stable along all the measurement. It is necessary to find a good

compromise between the number of VDC investigated and the range of frequency used. In

this thesis the range used is from 1 MHz to 10 Hz.

3. Causality: as mentioned before, from Z(ω) response it is possible to obtain important

informations of the device, so it is fundamental that the current response is induced just

from the Vapp, and not from external noise. Thus, the whole system is properly shielded with
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a Faraday cage.

Once those three condition are fulfilled the data can be interpreted, but to do that a physical

knowledge of the system is required. Different ways to represent the data, helping their inter-

pretation, are : the Nyquist plot and the Bode representation. The first is obtained plotted the

imaginary part of the Z(ω) versus its real part, for each frequency. While the Bode plot represents

the module |Zc| and the phase φ against the frequency range. The interpretation consists to find an

equivalent circuit that can fit both experimental curves. Some basic examples of different systems

can be used to explain the IS data analysis [101].

If the sample is an ideal resistance of length d area A characterized by a conductivity σ, the

impedance response, shown in the Figure 2.18a will follow the Ohm law:

Z(ω) =
V (ω)

I(ω)
= R =

Lσ

d
(2.28)

No frequency depends and no different in phase φ are expected, so in the Nyquist plot the point at

different frequency will overlap, the imaginary part will be 0Ω and the real part will have exactly

the value R. In the bode representation the module |Zc| will be the resistance value R and the

phase will be constantly 0o.

If the sample is an ideal capacitor with a dielectric constant ε area A width d, the capacitance

value is: C = εA/d. The impedance response, shown in the Figure 2.18b, will follow the equation:

Z(ω) =
V (ω)

I(ω)
=
−i
ωC

(2.29)

In this case Z(ω) is imaginary and the current will out of phase of 90o, so in the Nyquist plot a

straight line is expected centred at 0Ω because at different frequency just the imaginary part is

changed. In the bode representation the module |Zc| will change with the frequency following the

Equation 2.29 while the phase will be constant at 90o

Starting from those two basic elements it is possible to compose most complex circuits, for

example they can be joined together in series or in parallel. In the first case the impedance

response become:

Z(ω) = ZR(ω) + ZC(ω) = R+
i

ωC
(2.30)

As shown in Figure 2.19, the Nyquist plot is characterized by a straight line centred at value

corresponds to the resistance R. In the Bode representation at high frequency the system mostly

depends on the resistance behaviour, while at low frequency the main proprieties depend on the

capacitor behaviour.

Vice versa when R and C elements are put in parallel the Z(ω) becomes:

Z(ω) = [
1

ZR(ω)
+

1

ZC(ω)
]−1 =

R

iωRC + 1
(2.31)

As reported in Figure 2.20, if the axis have the same scale, the Nyquist plot presents a semicircles,

the diameter correspond to the resistance R. The frequency at the maximum (ω0)it is directly
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Figure 2.18: IS results of a) an ideal resistor b) an ideal capacitor

connected with the time-scale τ of the process described by the equation:

1

ω0
= RC = τ (2.32)

The Bode representation contrarily than in series case, at high frequency mostly depends on the

capacitor behaviour, while at low frequency depends on the resistor behaviour.

As mentioned before, the knowledge of the system in the point of view of the physical process

is fundamental to interpret properly the IS data.

2.3.8.1 Impedance Spectroscopy applied on organic solar cells

To understand the IS data, it is necessary to implement experimental ad hoc, where just one

parameter is carefully changed. For a solar cells a standard measure is done at different DC

external bias both in dark and under 1 Sun. Moreover it is possible to fabricated ad hoc solar cells

in order to enhance one effect/defect, for example, change the transport layers, the electrodes, the

thickness of each layer, add impurities or insulating layers. Those experiments allow to understand

the time scale of each physical processes involved in a solar cells, and identify each arc o segments
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Figure 2.19: a) Example of IS results of an ideal resistor (R = 50Ω) in series with an ideal capacitor
(C = 10µF )

of an Nyquist spectrum.

From the physical knowledge of a standard solar cells based on a device structure:

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/ActiveLayer/Al, the equivalent circuit is reported in Figure 2.21.

In first approximation the ITO/PEDOT:PSS can be consider as an ohmic contact characterized

by a resistance called series resistance (Rs) connected with the conductivity of the two layers. It

is important to underline that the IS measurement can investigate just the free charges, so the

exciton formation and dissociation are not considered. When the charges are generated they can

follow different pathways. In one case the electrons can be transported by the A and the holes by

the D polymer. This process appears as an arc in the Nyquist spectrum, connected to a resistance

called Transport Resistance Rt that depends on the conductivity of the blend and the dielectric

proprieties of it represented by the Cg. In a BHJ solar cells those parameters depend on the

active layer morphology and thickness. In opposite pathway the free charges recombine. The

recombination process is characterized by a resistance called Recombination Resistance Rrec in

parallel with the Cµ. The first has to be as higher as possible to give a high efficiency solar cell

while the capacitance, as will be shown later, is direct correlated with the density of the state

(DOS) of the A material. Those processes can occurs along all the active layers thickness at

the different interfaces. The equivalent circuit used to describe those physical process is based

on the diffusion coupled with a homogeneous reaction (recombination) with absorbing boundary

condition and is represented as a transmission line model with infinite elements. In the end, the

charge collection process can be represented by a Contact Resistance RCo which take into account

the difficulty to extract charges by the electrode, in parallel with a Contact Capacitance CCo that

represents accumulation of charges at the contact interface. In an optimized solar cell the Rs,

Rt and RCo have to be as low as possible. In consequence in a solar cell with a good transport
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Figure 2.20: a) Example of impedance response of an ideal resistor (R = 50Ω) in parallel with an
ideal capacitor (C = 10µF )

and with an efficient extracting contact, in the Nyquist plot it is expected a single arc connected

with the recombination process, that cannot be eliminated. In this view, the appearance of an

additional arc in the Nyquist spectrum is correlated with an alteration on the solar cells. Different

experiments was carried out to correlate the each arc with the processes occurred in the device.

One example concerns the study of the transport process. Guerrero et al. [102] demonstrated

that the charge transport is connected with the response at high frequency in the Nyquist spectrum.

The basic idea proposed in the work assumes that, if the transport proprieties of the blend are

altered, it is expected that just Rt and Rs will change. A standard BHJ solar cell based on

P3HT:ICBA is used as reference cell. Then, 0,1 % and 1 % of PCBM molecules have been

incorporated into the active layer blend to altered the transport proprieties. Indeed the presence

of PCBM acts as traps for the charges and limits the conductivity. As result in the high frequency

part of the Nyquist spectrum an additional arc is observed (Figure 2.22b)

The data was fitted with a simple equivalent circuit (Figure 2.22a) and with the assumption

that the high frequency arc correspond to the transport behaviour, while the other to the recom-

bination process. The dependence of each parameters with the Vapp has been found and reported

in Figure 2.23. As results the resistance of the high frequency arc, increase when the number of

the PCBM traps increase as shown in Figure 2.23a, while the other fitting parameters doesn’t

changed 2.23b,c,d confirming the hypothesis. Moreover using different cathode contacts the same

behaviour is observed, confirming that high-frequency resistances only depend on the active layer

blend composition, and not on the outer contact structure.

As mentioned before, another important parameters is the Cµ. In contrast with the standard

dielectric capacitor, the Cµ describes a change in the electronic density that appears as a conse-

quence of the displacement of the electrochemical potential (the Fermi level or chemical potential).
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Figure 2.21: Equivalent circuit of a standard solar cells, details are described in the text.

In theory Cµ depends on the change of the occupancy of charge carriers in the both fullerene

LUMO and polymer HOMO. However it was observed in a variety of polymer/fullerene blends that

holes form a set of majority carriers in the active blend, and that the hole quasi Fermi level EFp

correspond to the equilibrium Fermi level EF0 [103][99]. The D polymer results intrinsic p-doped

due to oxidation upon exposure to the air or moisture. The amount of excess, photogenerated holes

∆p = p− p0 for usual illumination intensities around 1 Sun lies within the order of magnitude of

the density of dopant p0 ∼ ∆p = 1016 − 1017cm−3.

Therefore the downward shift of EFp by effect of illumination or Vapp should be restricted

within a few kBT (thermal energy), thus EF0 − EFp ∼ kBT ln(p/p0). Hence the shift of Fermi

levels originated by excess carriers mainly affects the electron level EFn, which then screens a large

portion of the effective band gap (Figure 2.24).

In the general mentioned conditions, assuming that the carriers follow the zero-temperature

Fermi distribution, it can be shown that the Cµ is proportional to the DOS, g(E), at a given

position of the Fermi level by the equation 2.33.

Cµ = q2g(EFn) (2.33)

The DOS in disordered organic conductors usually exhibits a Gaussian distribution following the

equation 2.34

g(E) =
N√
2πσ

exp
[
−E − E0)2

2σ2

]
(2.34)

Here N is the total DOS with mean energy E0 and width σ. Experimentally in was found for

different D:A materials an exponential increment of the type

Cµ = C0exp(
αqVF
kBT

) (2.35)
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Figure 2.22: a) equivalent circuit used to fit the IS data b)Nyquist spectra of device with transport
properties altered, each line correspond on different external bias. [102]

with α ∼ 0.3− 0.4 according to an exponential bandgap DOS.
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Figure 2.23: Dependence with the applied voltage of: A) Resistance of low frequency arc: Rrec
B)Capacitance of low frequency arc: Cµ C)Resistance of high frequency arc: Rt D) capacitance of
high frequency arc: Cg. [102]

Figure 2.24: Mechanisms governing the Fermi level location within the effective band gap estab-
lished between HOMOD and LUMOA levels [99]



3

Correlation between organic donor

material structure and PV

properties

3.1 Physics of Organic Semiconductor

As introduced in Chapter 1, organic materials are, by definition, compounds of Carbon. The main

ability of this atom is to build complex molecules and macromolecules, the infinite possibilities to

modify chemical structures lead to materials with endless different proprieties. Indeed from the

knowledge of the structure-proprieties relationship, it is possible to synthesized material that meet

any requirement. Organic materials can be distinguished in two categories: molecules and poly-

mers. A polymer is composed by many identical bulding blocks called monomers. A metaphorical

way to describe a polymer is to picture the monomer as a pearl and the polymer as the necklace

composed by the pearls. When the repeat unit is a single monomer the result is called homopoly-

mer, but more often the monomers are two different unit and the result is called copolymer. The

different way to combined the based unit defines four different categories of copolymer (Figure

3.1):

• Alternatic copolymer: regularly alternating monomers [ABAB...]n

• Statistical copolymer: monomer arranged according to a known statistical rule or random.

• Block polymer: have two or more homopolymer subunits linked by covalent bonds

• Graft copolymer: side chains whit a different composition than the main chain

The different type of polymers are responsible of materials behaviour, in terms of morphological,

mechanical, thermal, optical and electrical properties. Among all the different capability of poly-

mers, this thesis will concentrate on the electrical proprieties, in particular on the semiconductor

polymer.

51
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Figure 3.1: Different categories of copolymer: a) alternatic b) statistical/random c) block and d)
graft polymer

3.1.1 Organic molecules semiconductor

The main proprieties of an organic semiconductor is the ability to transport charges, here the

delocalization of the charge is obtained from the conjugated π molecular orbitals. Indeed an alter-

nation of single and double bond creates a conjugation that extended along all the macromolecule.

To understand the physics of polymeric semiconductor is better to start from a simplest system

as the semiconductor molecules. The aromatic molecule benzene (C6H6) is a prototypical planar

conjugated molecule with an extended π electron system. The π electrons reside in the molecular

orbital that are delocalized over the molecule forming a negatively charged π clouds, while in the

core σ orbital the positive charged lead to a neutral molecule. As reported in Figure 3.2, in com-

parison with the inorganic semiconductor it is possible to identify two band: the π-bond energy is

the HOMO and correspond to the Valence Band, while the π∗-bond is the LUMO and correspond

to the Conductive Band.

This particular arrangement of charges corresponds to a quadrupole which can also be seen

as two dipoles µ pointing toward each other. A molecular solid can thus be represented as an

assembly of many such quadrupole charge distributions [104].

To describe the energetic proprieties of a molecules it is useful to define two value: the Ionization

Energy (IE) is the energy required to remove an electron from the sample into infinite distance,

vice versa the Electron Affinity (EA) is the energy need to attach an electron to the sample from

infinite distance. For a single isolated molecule those values correspond to: IE ∼ −HOMO and

EA ∼ −LUMO. Despite in single molecules those value are well define, in ordered assembly, differ-

ent value of IE and EA are founded. Moreover the molecular orientation has profound consequence

on energetic distribution. A relevant case is the pentacene, (chemical structure reported in the

insert in Figure 3.3). [105]

The molecule can arrange in two different configurations: the “lying” and the “standing”, depend-
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Figure 3.2: Orbital distribution of a benzene molecule

ing on the substrate where it growths. Figure 3.3 shown the Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy

(UPS) data of the two cases: in the Au substrate the molecules lying on the surface, a distinct

peak, which corresponds to the molecular HOMO, is observed. The low binding-energy onset of

the HOMO is chosen to determine the Ionization Energy of IE= 5.35 eV.

In contrast, on silicon oxide, most rod-like organic semiconductors growth with their long molecu-

lar axis close to perpendicular to the surface. In this case the corresponding UPS spectrum yields

a significantly lower IE of 4.80 eV.

The substantial IE difference between lying and standing orientations, clearly demonstrates the

collective effect of the intra-molecular interactions.

As the energetic level are strongly dependent on the molecular aggregation, it is obviously that

also the charge transport is effected from the packing mode of the molecules.

Indeed the efficient motion of charge from one molecule to another is intimately related to the

electron cloud splitting with its neighbour molecules. Two parameters can be describe the system:

the Transfer Integral that depends on the overlap of wave function between adjacent molecules,

and the Reorganization Energy, that is the energy loss when a charge carrier passes through a

molecule and is dependent on the conjugation length, degree, and packing [106].

The main mechanism that is involved in the transport of charges between two molecules is

based on a hopping process, described by the Marcus theory [107]. The equation 3.1 gives the rate

of the electron transfer from molecule i to j as a process of reduction followed by oxidation of the

participating molecules.

νij =
|Iij |2

~

√
π

λkBT

(
− (∆Gij + λ)2

4λkBT

)
(3.1)

where Iij is the Transfer Integral between the two molecules i and j, λ is the Reorganization

Energy, ∆Gij is difference in energy between the two sites, kB is the Boltzman constant and T

the temperature.
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Figure 3.3: Pentacene orientations and corresponding energy levels.[105]

The molecules can arrange in infinite way, but when the structure is well order four main kinds

of packing motifs are identified. Summarized in Figure 3.4, they are: (1) herringbone packing

(face-to-edge) without π − π overlap between adjacent molecules; (2) herringbone packing with

π− πoverlap between adjacent molecules, also called slipped π stacking (3) lamellar packing, one-

dimension (1-D) π stacking, and (4) lamellar packing, two-dimension (2-D) π stacking [108].

It is common to consider that 2-D π stacking has the larger the Transfer Integral and the

smaller the Reorganization Energy, that give highest charge mobility.

3.1.2 Organic semiconductor polymers

If the orientation is important for an organic molecule, for the polymer this aspect is even more

crucial and complex. In fact the polymeric conformation in the solid state depends not only to its

chemical structure but also on its chain length, more precisely on the molecular weight.

In general for a polymer is better to talk about the molecular weight distribution, that describes

the relationship between the number of moles of each polymer species (Ni) and the molar mass

(Mi) of that species. Different average values can be defined to describe the distribution:

number average molar mass or Mn define as:

Mn =

∑
MiNi∑
Ni

(3.2)
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Figure 3.4: Molecular packing motifs in crystals. A) Herringbone packing without π − π overlap
B) herringbone packing with π − π overlap between adjacent molecules; c) lamellar motif, 1-D π
stacking , D) lamellar motif, 2-D π stacking [108]

and mass average molar mass or Mw define as:

Mw =

∑
M2
i Ni∑

MiNi
(3.3)

with this two value is defined the Polidispersivity PDI index as:

PDI =
Mw

Mn
(3.4)

Larger it’s PDI index, broader it’s the molecular weight distribution.

A simple representation, reported in Figure 3.5, shows how increasing molecular weight (i.e., chain

length), polymers in their solid state are organized from a highly ordered extended chain con-

formation to a structure consisting of alternating crystalline and amorphous (largely unordered)

regions.

In general, the charge transport in a semiconductor polymer has to be distinguish in two con-

tributes: the intra-chain and the inter-chain transport.

The first one is defined by the conjugation length of a polymer segment. In comparison with the

inorganic materials, in a first approximation, it can be describe by a band transport model. The

distribution of electronic states in an organic disordered semiconductor is often described to be

Gaussian Density of States distribution (GDOS), which also accounts for the random distribution

of the molecular sites [110]. Experimentally, this is observed as an inhomogeneous broadening of

the optical spectra such as absorption, fluorescence, and phosphorescence spectra. Unlike the inor-

ganic semiconductor the electronic interactions between the molecular orbitals of adjacent lattice

sites are weak and the resulting bands are narrow, with bandwidth below 500 meV [111]. Another

different is that in a polymer it is difficult to define free charges due to the strong electron-phonon
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Figure 3.5: Representation of different polymer configuration in function of increasing molecular
weight [109]

interaction. Indeed the presence of a charge in the polymer segment, induced a deformation of the

latter called “polaron”. When a polaron moves, it carries the charge associated with a structural

deformation. It appears clear that the band model used to describe the intra-chain transport is a

simple model, but it is useful to define the Energy gap and compare the energetic proprieties of

different polymers.

The second process, inter-chain transport, is mainly based on hopping between neighbour or mul-

tiple trapping and realise mechanism. Looking the Figure 3.5, it is clear that the inter-chain

transport is direct correlated with the morphology of the polymer solid state, and thus on Mw.

Kline et al. [112] showed that the charge carrier mobility of the most popular semiconductor poly-

mer, the P3HT, could be varied by several orders of magnitude by changing the Mw. The drop

in very low Mw films is attributed to poor connectivity between well-defined, highly crystalline

grains. In general low Mw materials can form highly ordered structures, but if those crystalline

region are not electrically connected between each other, the charge transport is not allowed.[113]

In opposite, long chains (high Mw) provide electrical connectivity between more ordered regions,

allowing efficient charge transport, but also result in higher structural disorder. This disorder gives

rise to energetic distribution in the π stacks, that affects intermolecular charge Transfer Integrals

[114].

Salleo et al. [115] describe the structural disorder in an imperfect crystal by a paracrystallinity

model as a random fluctuations in lattice spacings. In this region is observed a coexistence of local-

ized and delocalized states, indicating that in paracrystalline aggregates, the transport is based on

a mechanism where the charge is temporarily trapped in localized states, akin to multiple trapping

and release. The short-range order of the aggregates is sufficient to support efficient intermolecular

CT, because charges have a short scattering mean free path in the π polymers. The intermolecular

Transfer Integral (Iij) between two molecules (i and j) placed at a distance xij has an exponential

decay:

Iij = I0e
−βxij (3.5)
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where I0 is Transfer Integral at the minimum distance and 1/β is the wavefunction overlap decay

length. Those parameters govern the extent to which lattice disorder affects charge transport. For

example, I0 can be increased by reducing the π − π stacking distance. In this way, transport in

paracrystallinity aggregates is less sensitive to large amounts of disorder. Similarly, it is possible

to reduce β by designing materials with orbitals having large overlaps or that pack in symmetric

way in order to minimize the disorder.

Those considerations separate polymeric semiconductors into two classes. One class composed by

truly amorphous materials, lacking any long-range order, charge transport is limited by hopping

between localized states in a broad GDOS. In the second class are materials that can form inter-

connected aggregates exhibiting at least short-range order, with transport described by a multiple

trapping and release mechanism.

3.2 Charges generation in a bulk heterojunction solar cell

In theory the class of the materials that forms order aggregates, seems to have better electrical

proprieties, and in consequence appears to be a better choice for a device. However in the BHJ

solar cells, the active layer is based on two different material intermixed in a blend. The two

species are electron-D, usually a π-conjugated polymer, and an electron-A, commonly a fullerene

derivatives. In this complex system many factor can determine the morphology of the final blend,

in Figure 3.6 are reported main different intermixing.

Figure 3.6: 6 possible morphologies of polymer:fullerene active layers [116]

Depending on the material proprieties, the D polymer can partially crystalline or not, and in

both case it can form pure polymer region, well separated from fullerene reach domains, or vice

versa, forms intermix area with both species. The optimal morphology for a BHJ solar cell should

result in a fine intermix of the D and A domains, with sizes that meet the compromise between

the D and A exciton λD and a high D/A interfacial area, together with the need of bicontinuous

percolation pathways for charges transport at the electrodes. It is difficult to define a priori which

is the best morphology, because big crystal regions can compromise the percolation pathways to
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the electrodes, in opposite high disorder areas can act as traps and limit the charge transport.

Focusing on the photogeneration of charges, in principle, both photoactive constituents of the BHJ

solar cell, can absorb light. But fullerene derivatives, usually have lower absorption coefficients

than the D conjugated polymers. For this reason the description of the charge photogeneration is

mainly related to the D point of view [104].

In Figure 3.7 is reported the diagram of the photogeneration of charges in a BHJ solar cell.

Only photons with energy above polymer’s optical bandgap (Eoptgap), can be absorbed. This limit

value can be extracted from the absorption spectrum of the polymer, from the onset wavelength

(Eoptgap = hc/λonset ). When the photon is absorbed a singlet photo-exciton is generated. As men-

tioned before, due to the low dielectric constant (ε ∼ 3) of organic material, the exciton binding

energy (Eexcb ) results considerably high ∼ 0.3-1 eV and cannot be dissociate without and additional

force [52]. However, when the exciton is in the vicinity of a D/A interface, the energetic difference

between the two species allow the dissociation. Note that the Eoptgap differs from the effective Energy

gap by the Eexcb .

After successful singlet exciton dissociation, two scenarios are possible: the first one is charac-

terized by an intermediate state between the photo-exciton and the separated charges, namely the

CT state, where the charges still Coulomb interact among them. In the opposite, the generation

of free charges is faster then the thermalization of the CT state ( <100 fs [117] ), and the resulting

charges don’t interact between each other. The charge generation is a fast process (femtosecond)

where the exceed energy came from the exciton dissociation is completely converted to kinetic

energy of the two free charges [118]. Those process are in competition with the geminate and non-

geminate recombination illustrated in Figure 3.7 with blue arrows. The geminate recombination

occurs when an electron and hole of the exciton, recombine; while the non-geminate recombination

occurs when two free opposite charges recombine.

To identify which of this two processes are involved in the BHJ solar cell, time-resolved photo-

luminescence (PL) technique can be used. In fact the CT state can partly coupled radiatively to

the ground state. Emissive CT states have been shown to be characterized by a broad, red-shifted

PL band, with a long radiative lifetime, that occurs only in the blend and cannot be assigned to

PL from either of the individual components.[118] When the PL emission of the CT state is too

weak, the electroluminescence (EL) technique can be used [115]. The charge carrier are injected

into the solar cell device and EL spectra is recorded. The electron-hole recombination comes from

the lowest energy excited state of the blend system, which is the CT state.

It was shown that the formation of the CT state is detrimental to the efficiency of solar cells. Sev-

eral strategies, such as increasing the mobility or the crystallinity of the polymer, have beneficial

effects on the suppression of the CT state. [118]

3.2.1 Acceptor material for organic solar cells

As illustrated in the previous paragraph, in the active layer of a BHJ solar cells, the D material is

the main absorber of solar photon flux. An efficient A counterpart has high EA, a proper LUMO

level and a good electron mobility. Those aspect are satisfy from the fullerene derivates, that, for
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Figure 3.7: Diagram of the photogeneration of charges in a BHJ solar cell

this reason, are currently considered to be the ideal acceptors in OPV. The fullerene is a molecule

based on 60 Carbon that form a sphere, the structure is reported in Figure 3.8a. Increasing the

number of the Carbon involved, the distorted sphere results in the C70 (Figure 3.8b). Those

molecules are usually growth via evaporation, because they have a low solubility. To improve it

Wudl et al. [119] synthesized one of the most important derivative of C60 called PC61BM (Figure

3.8c). This fullerene derivative represents a milestone in the development of OPV acceptors and

is still widely used today due to its solubility, strong electronegativity, high electron mobility and

crystal packing. Another fullerene derivates that show an enhanced absorption in the visible with

respect to PC61BM is the PC71BM (Figure 3.8d). When it is used as A counterpart in a BHJ

solar cell, usually yields larger photocurrents. Those material show a LUMO level located at

- 4,03 and -4,3 eV for PC61BM and PC71BM respectively [66] [120], which considerably limit

the Voc of operating devices. In order to increase the LUMO level other fullerene derivates was

synthetiezed, one of the most impressive examples of these new novel materials is C60 molecule with

an indene bisadduct: ICBA (Figure 3.8e) [121]. Adding symmetrically such electron-rich indene

units to C60 molecule, the LUMO energy level of the ICBA (-3,74 eV) is up shifted compared

with PC61BM . This acceptor combine with P3HT, shows higher Voc and in consequence higher

efficiency (Voc=0,84V and PCE=5,44% compare to Voc=0,58V and PCE = 3,88% obtained with

PC61BM ).

However, due to the different proprieties in aggregate, mixing ICBA with other D material not

always improves the device performance. The study of new acceptor material is out of the aim of

this thesis, for this reason in the following section the main acceptor material used is the PC61BM .
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Figure 3.8: Chemical structure of a) C60 b)C70 c) PC61BM d) PC71BM e) ICBA

3.2.2 Donor polymer for organic solar cells

In order to reach high performance solar cells many efforts was done to optimized the chemical

structure of the D polymer. The ideal D materials have to fulfil some fundamentals requirements:[108]

1. high solubility to allow a good processability by solution

2. broad absorption spectrum with high absorption coefficient to absorbed efficiently the sun-

light.

3. high mobility

4. a good energetic alignment of the HOMO and LUMO energy levels to ideally provide large

Voc, increased environmental stability and efficient exciton dissociation at the D-A interface.

Those goals can be reach when the D polymer has two essential structural features: i) an

highly π-conjugated backbone to guarantee optimal charge transport and optical absorption; ii) a

functionalization of the polymer core with solubilizing substituents, to allow the good solubility

and processability [122].

Traditional π-conjugated polymers used as donor semiconductors in OPV cells are Polythio-

phenes due to the good optical and electrical properties and good thermal and chemical stability

that they present [123]. Polythiophenes are based on repeating units of thiophenes (Figure 3.9)

where different side chains can be added in order to tune the resulting properties and increase the

solubility [124]. The most popular example of this type of semiconductor is the P3HT reported in

Figure 3.9a. When P3HT is combined with PC61BM in a BHJ solar cells the resulting device gives

an efficiency around 3% - 4% [80]. The organization of the D strongly influences the device per-

formance, and it mainly dependent on the nature of the side chains. Different poly-thiophene and

poly-benzene derivates was synthetized to improve the reorganization(some example are reported

in Figure 3.9 [60] [125]). However the resulting devices showed lower efficiency than P3HT.

The main drawback of those kind of material is the low Voc and their restricted absorption

to below 600 nm, that limits their efficiency below 5%. [124] However studies on the above-
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Figure 3.9: Chemical structure of different poly-thiophenes and benzene derivates [123]

mentioned polymers paved the way to understanding the basic working principles of BHJ solar

cell an to identify the critical parameters affecting efficiency and stability. The main targets for

a new generation donor polymer are to enlarge their optical absorption to better match the solar

terrestrial radiation, enhance (bulk) hole mobility, and improve energy alignment with the A to

enhance the Voc. An effective strategies that allows to reduce the bandgap and broaden the optical

absorption is to realize the combination of alternated electron rich and electron poor units in so

called push-pull or donor-acceptor structures [126].

Some example of donor and acceptor groups are reported in Figure 3.10. In details, in the donat-

ing groups there are dithiophene, cyclopentadithiophene, carbazole, benzodithiophene, whereas the

acceptors are benzothiadiazole, quinoxaline, thienopyrroledione and diketo-pyrrolo-pyrrole (DPP)

[122].

Figure 3.10: Chemical structure of different donor and acceptor groups that form push-pull poly-
mers
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Among all the possible combinations of those basic units,some examples of the most performing

polymer are reported.

The PCDTBT [127] is a poly(2,7-carbazole) derivative, the chemical structure is reported in

Figure 3.11. Cho et al. [128] investigated the PCDTBT in blend with PC71BM . They observed

that the nanoscale morphology is strongly affected by processing parameters such as choice of

solvents, D:A blend ratio, thermal annealing etc. The best performance was obtained by a D:A

ratio of (1:4) in a orthodichlorobenzene (ODCB) solvent. The main advantage of this blend is that it

shows and IQE that approaches 100% around 450 nm and stays near or even above 90% throughout

the entire absorption spectrum (400-650 nm). Such a high IQE is remarkable, indicating that nearly

every absorbed photon leads to a separated pair of charge carriers and that all photogenerated

carriers are collected at the electrodes. As a result the device shows a PCE=6,1% with a Jsc=10,6

mA/cm2, Voc=0,88V and FF=66%. Then, with a further optimization of the nanoscale morphology

with the addition of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) to the ODCB solution, higher peformance was

obtained. The device showed a PCE = 6,7%, Jsc=11,4 mA/cm2, Voc=0,91V and FF=65% [127].

Another interest example of different donor-acceptor polymer is based on the combination between

benzodithiophene (BDT) unit and quinoxaline (Q) acceptor, that give the polymer PBDT-TFQ

reported in Figure 3.11 that shows a PCE up to 8% [129]. It is a medium band gap polymer, with an

excellent photon harvesting and efficient photogeneration when it is blended with PC71BM . The

HOMO and LUMO energy levels of PBDT-TFQ are -5.52 and -3.30 eV, respectively. Different

molecular weights were investigated and it was found that the charge-carrier mobility and the

nanoscale morphology of the BHJ film are strongly influenced by this parameter. In fact the

hole mobility of PBDT-TFQ:PC71BM (1:1) based devices varied from 3, 8×10−4cm2/V s to 2, 3×
10−3cm2/V s as the molecular weight of PBDT-TFQ increased. In addition,with the low molecular

weight batch, when different D:A ratio are used, the AFM images show unevenly polymer and

PC71BM domains, forming large isolated islands that are detrimental for the device performance.

Changing D:A ratio and adding additive in the active layer solution allowed to optimized the

solar cell. In the opposite using the high molecular weight PBDT-TFQ, the best device shows an

average PCE=7.8% Voc = 0.76 V, Jsc = 17,9 mA/cm2, and FF = 57,6%. The good performance

are justified from a high IPCE that show a maximum value of 85.5% at 425 nm, and exhibits a

broad photoresponse of over 75% in the 400-640 nm range.

Going on with examples, an relevant case is the high performing polymer based on a copolymers

of Benzodithiophene and Thienopyrroledione: the PBDTTPD [130][131]. An interesting aspect

of this polymer, is that with a proper choice of the side chains, it is possible to increase the

corresponding device performance. In fact by replacing short ethylhexyl chains with longer octyl

side chains, broader and red-shifted absorption spectrum, with more defined vibronic structure,

is obtained. As a result, when the polymers is combined with PC61BM , the performance of the

devices pass from PCE= 3,9% to a maximum PCE value of 6.8% [131]. Moreover, it is interesting

to note that usually a possible approach to increase the device performance is to blend the polymer

with the PC71BM instead of PC61BM in order to increase the absorption. However, after a proper

optimization of the blend morphology, the best performing device based on PBDTTPD:PC71BM

has a PCE=4,2% considerably lower than the previous one[130]. This result show that not always

the same approach used with different polymer, leads higher device performance.
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In the end, an evolution of the previous polymer is represented by tthieno[3,4-b]thiophene/

benzodithiophene (PTB7), the chemical structure is reported in Figure 3.11. The introduction of

a fluorine atom in the TT unit, thanks to its strong electron withdrawing character, determines

the lowering of the HOMO polymer, leading to an improved Voc of the resulting device. When

PTB7 is combine with PC71BM the film exhibits a strong absorption covering a range from 300 to

about 800nm. With a proper choice of solvent of the active layer solution, the corresponding device

performance shows a PCE=7,4% with a Jsc= 14,5 mA/cm2 Voc=0,74V and FF=69%. The good

perfromance are in agreement with the high IQE spectrum that shows and average higher than

90% in a wide range from 420 to 660 nm [81]. This interesting material was used as a reference in

many following works. For example it was used to demonstrate a simultaneous enhancement in the

Jsc and Voc when the common buffer layer is replaced with the alcohol/water-soluble conjugated

polymer (PFN). As result the new device showed a higher PCE of 8,37% with Jsc=15,75mA/cm2,

Voc=0,76V and FF=70% [132]. Then it was demonstrated the powerful of the inverted structure.

In a standard structure ITO is used an anode and top metal electrode as cathode, while in the

inverted structure, with a proper choice of blocking layers and electrode, ITO can be used as a

cathode and the top electrode as anode. . When this new configuration has been used for a PTB7

based device, a high average PCE of 8,97% (with a maximum of 9.15%) was achieved [133]. The

improvement in the efficiency is mainly due to the higher Jsc = 17,2 mA/cm2 while the VOC and

FF substantially unchanged in comparison to the previous cases. Additionally, with a proper light

manipulation approach based on the substrate nano patterning, the light harvesting of the active

layer can be further enhanced, without sacrificing the charge transport properties. As result a

PTB7 based solar cells exhibit highest Jsc of 19,47 mA/cm2 and a final maximum PCE=10,1%,

with a Voc=0,78V and FF=67%. [134]

To date, a PCE of 10,1% represents the world record for a single organic solar cells. More

information about the relationship between donor polymer structure and device performance is

crucial to generate improved polymers for efficient BHJ devices.
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Figure 3.11: Chemical structure of different push-pull polymers
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3.3 Chemical structure and performance correlations

Over a wide variety of push-pull polymers, this part of the work is focused on the study of novel

semiconducting quinoxaline(Q)-benzodithiophene (BDT) based copolymers. The first electron-

acceptor unit (Q) is widely used as building block for optoelectronic applications, since it can

be easily modified and side substituted to finely tune the optoelectronic properties of the result-

ing polymer [135]. On the other hand, BDT is a commonly used electron-donating moiety with

additional desirables peculiarities such as structural rigidity and planarity leading to extended π-

conjugation length and favourable inter-chain π−π stacking, other than the presence of additional

substitution sites for the incorporation of side chains. In the next sections, will be investigated the

effect different substituted on both the Q and BDT units. In particular the effect of the fluorine

atoms substituted in the Q unit, and different side chains in the BDT unit will be investigated.

Energetic, optical and transport proprieties of the polymers are expected to change, leading to dif-

ferent OPV performances. Moreover different processing conditions such as the effect of annealing

and active layer solution additives, will be examined.

3.3.1 Lowering HOMO level

An interesting approach to increase the performance of a BHJ solar cells consists of lowering the

HOMO level, to increase the Voc following the equation 2.4 already reported in Chapter 2, where

the Voc depends on the different on the HOMOD level and the LUMOA level.

A possible method to modulate the HOMO level of a semiconducting polymers is based on a

modification of side substitution of the π-conjugated co-monomers. For instance, the introduction

of strong electron withdrawing halogen atoms (e.g. fluorine) on the polymer backbone allows to

tune its electronic properties such lowering the HOMO level [136] but doesn’t increase the optical

bandgap and the LUMO level. Thus an increase in the Voc is expected in the correspondent solar

cells, without sacrificing the Jsc. In addition, it is reported that the introduction of fluorine atoms

increases the polymer charge carrier mobility by promoting stronger inter-chain interactions.[82]

In particular this effect is clear when two p-type copolymers P(1)-Q-BDT-4TR and P(2)-FQ-

BDT-4TR are compared (their chemical structure presented in Chapter 2 is recalled in Figure

3.12).

The BDT monomer is substituted with alkyl-dithiophene side groups (4TR) to form a 2D-

conjugated unit in order to obtain a broader absorption, a higher hole mobility and a low HOMO

energy level of the resulting polymer. It is combined with an unsubstituted or fluorinated quinox-

aline moiety (Q and FQ, respectively) sandwiched with a thiophene spacer to limit the inter-

monomers steric hindrance,.

In the Table 3.1 are recalled the main physical properties of the two polymer (already reported

in Chapter 2 Table 2.1).

Note that the similar values of the Molecular weight distribution allow to compare correctly

the two polymers. The lowering of the HOMO of P(2) comparing to the HOMO of P(1) by 0,28

eV confirms the strong effect played by the electron withdrawing fluorine atoms. As expected, the

influence of fluorine on the frontier orbital energies is more pronounced for the HOMO than for
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Figure 3.12: Chemical structure of P(1)- Q-BDT-4TR and P(2)-FQ-BDT-4TR. [75]

Polymer Mn (KDa) Mw (KDa) PDI EHOMO (eV) ELUMO (eV)

P(1)- Q-BDT-4TR 16.3 47.4 2.9 -5.68 -3.14

P(2)- FQ-BDT-4TR 18.5 46.1 2.5 -5.96 -3.20

Table 3.1: Molecular weight and Energy proprieties of the two polymer P(1)- Q-BDT-4TR and
P(2)-FQ-BDT-4TR

the LUMO, the latter differing only by 0,06 eV between the two polymers. P(1)- and P(2)-based

devices could reasonably give devices with a high Voc, in agreement with the experimental relation

2.1: Voc = 1/q(HOMOdonor − LUMOacceptor)− 0, 3V

Moreover, the measured HOMO energies are in an ideal range to ensure good polymer air stability

(being the oxidation threshold from air around -5,2 eV [137]). In addition, considering that the

LUMO level of the typical electron acceptor PC61BM is located at -4,03 eV [66], the offset between

the excited state of the D polymer and of the molecular A should provide the driving force for an

efficient exciton dissociation, ensuring energetically favourable electron transfer [49].

Optical characterization of the two polymer was carried out. In Figure 3.13 are reported the

UV-visible absorption spectra of P(1) and P(2), both in solution and in the solid state deposited

as thin films on glass. The two polymers show similar behaviour both in solution and in thin film,

with broad absorption spectra with a onset above 700nm. In diluted solution a first absorption

band centred around 400 nm is observed for both polymers, attributable π−π transitions localized

on the 2D π-conjugated units, as confirmed by the good overlap of this absorption band with the

spectrum of the BDT monomer in solution, also shown in Figure 3.13 in green line. Between the

500 and 700 nm, a structured peak is observed for both polymer indicates the probable presence

of molecular aggregates also in solution. In agreement with the tendency of the polymers to

aggregate promoted by their 2D highly π-conjugated structure- In particular the intra-molecular

charge-transfer-like interactions between the electron-rich (BDT) and electron-poor(Q) could be
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Figure 3.13: Absorption spectra of P(1)- Q-BDT-4TR and P(2)-FQ-BDT-4TR both in solution
and in thin film. In green line is reported the spectrum of the BDT monomeric precursor in
solution. [75]

responsable for the peak at 600nm, while the more red-shifted shoulder at 650 nm could be mainly

due to inter-chain interaction [138]. Note that the relative intensity of the charge-transfer-like

band versus the π − π∗ one is higher for P(2) than for P(1), this indicating the stronger push-pull

character of the fluorine substituted polymer comparing to the other, due to the superior electron-

with-drawing strength of the fluorine. A red shift of the low energy bands absorption maxima and

onsets is registered for both P(1) and P(2) when passing from solution to thin film. An intensity

increase of the absorption shoulder at 650 nm relative to the shoulder around 600 nm indicates a

high aggregation tendency of the two polymers in the solid state comparing to solution.

In order to evaluate the positive effect on increase the Voc as expected from the presence of the

fluorine, P(1) and P(2) was used as D material combine with PC61BM as A. The photovoltaic

performance was investigated by fabricating conventional BHJ solar cells having the following the

standard structure: ITO/PEDOT:PSS/active layer/LiF/Al. The active layers were prepared by

spin-casting with different D:A (wt/wt) ratios, from ODCB solutions. The thickness of the active

layers has been optimized for each D:A ratio. The effect of the post deposition annealing was also

investigated. In Table 3.2 are reported the best cells for each D:A ratio with and without thermal

annealing. The results are an average on 6 devices, the error of each parameters is obtained from

the standard deviation.

Devices based on the fluorinated polymer P(2) in general shown improved photovoltaic perfor-

mance with respect to P(1). For P(1) based device the best performances are obtain whit a D:A

ratio of 1:1 (wt/wt) with 5 minutes of annealing at 110oC. The average PV parameters are Jsc

= 7,3% mA/cm2, Voc= 0,74V, FF=58% and PCE=3,2%. Analogous conditions, but without the

annealing, give the best performance also for the P(2) based solar cell, with a Jsc=10.2 mA/cm2,
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Polymer D:A ratio (wt/wt) TANN [oC] VOC [V] JSC [mA/cm2] FF [%] PCE [%]

P(1) (1:2) - 0.70 ± 0,03 5.8 ± 0,3 42 ± 3 1.7 ± 0,3

(1:2) 110 / 5’ 0.73 ± 0,01 6.3 ± 0,1 61 ± 1 2.8 ± 0,1

(1:1) - 0.78 ± 0,01 6.5 ± 0,2 34 ± 1 1.7 ± 0,1

(1:1) 110 /5’ 0.74 ± 0,01 7.3 ± 0,02 58 ± 2 3.2 ± 0,1

(2:1) - 0.80 ± 0,01 3.6 ± 0,4 28 ± 4 0.8 ± 0,2

(2:1) 110 /5’ 0.75 ± 0,01 6.0 ±0,3 35 ± 3 1.6 ± 0,1

P(2) (1:2) - 0.87 ± 0,01 7.9 ± 0,1 56 ± 3 3.8 ± 0,1

(1:2) 110 / 5’ 0.86 ± 0,01 6.1 ±0,3 65 ± 2 3.4 ± 0,2

(1:1) - 0.90 ± 0,01 10.2 ± 0,5 58 ± 2 5.3 ± 0,3

(1:1) 110 / 5’ 0.86 ± 0,01 9.4 ± 0,2 65 ± 1 5.2 ± 0,2

(2:1) - 0.91 ± 0,01 6.9 ± 0,3 33 ± 2 2.1 ± 0,1

(2:1) 110 / 5’ 0.89 ± 0,01 8.7 ± 0,5 41 ± 2 3.1 ± 0,2

Table 3.2: Photovoltaic performance of P(1)- Q-BDT-4TR and P(2)-FQ-BDT-4TR based solar
cells
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a Voc = 0,90 V, a FF = 58% and a PCE of 5,3%. As expected, passing from P(1) to P(2) based

device an increase in VOC by 0,13 V is observed, due to the discussed effect of the F atoms in

lowering the polymer HOMO level. Moreover by comparing the other photovoltaic parameters,

the higher efficiency can be ascribed, other than to the higher Voc, to enhanced Jsc and FF. This

could be due to the π − π polymer chains interactions that, even is already promoted by the high

2D π-conjugation, it is stronger in presence in the fluorinated polymer. This strong interaction

enhances the polymer light absorption and most importantly its charge carrier mobility.

To confirm this hypothesis the hole mobility (µh) measurement of the two optimized active

layers, was carried out by the SCLC technique describe in Chapter 2. The plots are reported in

Figure 3.14.

Figure 3.14: SCLC plots of P(1)- Q-BDT-4TR and P(2)-FQ-BDT-4TR based devices [75]

For the optimized P(1):PC61BM blend the mobility results µh = (2, 4 ± 0, 2) × 10−4cm2/V s

while for the optimized P(2): PC61BM blend µh = (8±1)×10−5cm2/V s. The difference of three

times between the two blends, confirms the strong π − π intermolecular interactions of P(2), and

justify a higher Jsc. In fact the good mobility allows to increase the thickness of the active layer

increasing the absorption. As reported in Figure 3.15a the absorbance of the P2 : PC61BM blend

is considerably higher than the P (1) : PC61BM blend. Moreover, as noticed before, for P(2) the

absorption maximum at 650 nm is higher than the relative maximum at 600 nm, in opposite of

P(1) absorption, indicates a stronger π − π inter-chain interaction. Similar spectra features are

observed in the EQE spectra of P(1) and P(2) based devices. In particular the positive effect in the

OPV performance appears clear, at the relative polymers absorption maxima wavelength, where

the EQE of P(2) based device result to be 52%, considerably higher than the 43% for the P(1)

based device.

In the end, in order to understand the different effect of the annealing on the morphology of

the two polymer based solar cell and on the corresponding devices performance, morphological

analysis was carried out. In Figure 3.16 are reported the Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)images
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Figure 3.15: a) Absorbance and b) EQE spectra of P(1): PC61BM and P(2): PC61BM based
devices [75]

of the two polymer:PC61BM (1:1 wt/wt) blend both as-cast and annealed.

Roughness was calculated as Root Mean Square deviation (RMS). Similar RMS ¡ 1nm was

registered for P(1):PC61BM films (RMS equal to 0,8 nm and 0,9 nm for as-cast and annealed

films respectively). On the opposite, an evident increase in roughness is found when passing from

P(2):PC61BM as cast film to the annealed one, with RMS going from 1,3 nm to 3,4 nm.

In particular the P(2):PC61BM blend annealed film (Figure 3.26c) exhibits a less structured

surface with relatively larger domains comparing to the analogous as-cast film (Figure 3.26c). As

result, the annealing in the P(2) based devices causes a slightly decrease in PCE (Table 3.2).

Probably the strong inter-chain interactions of P(2), due to the presence of the F atoms in the

polymer backbone, leads to a well defined and finer polymer self-organization in as-cast blend films,

that allow to have the best performance without the needed of additional step of annealing.

An opposite trend is observed comparing the two P(1) based blends. The P(1):PC61BM

annealed film (Figure 3.26b) exhibits a superficial morphology with slightly reduced domain size

and finer nanostructures comparing to as-cast film (Figure 3.26a). For this reason the thermal

annealing leads to an increase in Jsc and in FF for the P(1):PC61BM -based devices (Table 3.2).

The finer reorganization of the active layer surface despite the identical surface roughness suggests

a better packaging/ordering of the P(1) polymer chains, which improves the polymer electrical and

optical properties.
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Figure 3.16: AFM images (size: 5 x 5 mm) of blend films on ITO/PEDOT:PSS of: a)
P(1):PC61BM as cast, RMS = 0,8 nm; b) P(1):PC61BM annealed, RMS = 0,9 nm; c)
P(2):PC61BM as cast, RMS = 1,3 nm; d) P(2):PC61BM annealed, RMS = 3,4 nm. [75]
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3.3.2 Side chains effect

Once determined the positive effect of the fluorine atoms in the quinoxaline unit, in the next

sections FQ is adopted as electron acceptor part of the push-pull polymers. Then, the effect of

different side chains on electrical, optical proprieties, is investigated. Therefore two polymer with

same backbone but different substituted are studied. Alkyl substituted aromatic side groups are

used, for their demonstrated contribution to both enhance the solubility of the macromolecule

and to extend the π-conjugation from the backbone to the lateral substituents, leading to a more

extended or 2D π-conjugated system. For instance, Li et al. [139] reported the synthesis and

characterization of a 2D-conjugated polymer with alkyl-thiophene π-conjugated side chains, which

showed improved optical, electronic and electrical properties with enhanced photovoltaic responses

compared to the corresponding alkoxy-substituted copolymer(PCEs of 6% compare to 3%). It is

well know that extending the lateral π-conjugation of 2D-polymers, the nature, length, confor-

mation (linear or branched), position and number of alkyl side chains in the side groups strongly

influence the main properties of the resulting polymers, such as: (i) solubility, (ii) miscibility with

the A counterpart and, (iii) structural conformation by favouring planarity or torsion angles on

the backbone, thus promoting or hindering intra- and inter-molecular interactions. As a result,

the optical, morphological and electrical properties of the polymer films can be controlled and

optimized.

A representative case is given from the two polymer P(3)- PFQ-BDT-TR1 and P(4)-PFQ-

BDT-T2R2, in which the BDT core unit was substituted with either 2-octylthienyl (-TR1)or 2,3-

dihexylthienyl (-T2R2), respectively, as side groups. The chemical structures, already reported in

Chapter 2, are recalled on Figure 3.17

Figure 3.17: Chemical structure of P(3)- PFQ-BDT-TR1 and P(4)-PFQ-BDT-T2R2 [77].

The main physical properties of the two polymers are reported in Chpater 2 and recalled in Table

3.3 to facilitate the comparison. The different in the side chains is not expected to influence the

energetic level of the two polymer. In fact HOMO and LUMO energy levels of the two polymer are

very similar. In addition the deep HOMO levels, comparable to the previous P(2)-FQ-BDT-4TR

polymer, suggest a high Voc for the correspondent devices, a good air stability of the two polymers
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Polymer Mn (KDa) Mw (KDa) EHOMO (eV) ELUMO (eV)

P(3)- PFQ-BDT-TR1 25 64 -5,89 -3,61

P(4)- PFQ-BDT-T2R2 30 66 -5,87 3,63

Table 3.3: Molecular weight and Energy proprieties of the two polymer P(3)- FQ-BDT-TRl and
P(4)-PFQ-BDT-T2R2

and when combined with the typical A PC61BM provide an efficient exciton dissociation. Note

that the similar values of the Molecular weight allow to compare the two polymers.

Despite the two polymer show similar behaviour from energetic point of view, the different

aggregation tendency induces different optical proprieties. In fact in Figure 3.18 are reported the

polymer dilute in chloroform solutions that appears complete different in colour, (i.e. violet and

blue), reflecting the strong influence of the alkyl side chains on the intra- and inter-molecular

interactions and aggregation tendency. To better investigate this aspect, the optical absorption

spectra of the pristine polymers P(3)-PFQ-BDT-TR1 and P(4)-PFQ-BDT-T2R2 both in solutions

and thin-films are carried out and displayed in Figure 3.19a and3.19b respectively. Both materials

exhibit two high energy absorption bands between 400nm ans 500nm, due to the π−π∗ transition

and a low-energy band arising from the intra-molecular push-pull interactions and from the inter-

molecular interactions between the polymer chains. The main parameters of the absorption spectra

are reported in Table 3.4

Figure 3.18: Chloroform solution of P(3)- Q-BDT-TR1 and P(4)-FQ-BDT-T2R2

In the solution absorption spectra, it is observed an evident red shift (by 52 nm) of the maximum

wavelength λmax of P(3) versus that of P(4) (615 nm versus 563 nm, respectively), indicates a

different aggregation tendency. It suggesting that the presence of two alkyl side chain substitution

on the thiophene rings decreases the intra- and inter-molecular interactions in solution. On the

other hand, more similar λmax are observed in the solid state spectra of the two polymers. A

broader spectrum is registered for P(3) compared to P(4), in the longer wavelength region (∼700

nm). As a result, the absorption onset values (λonset) are 730 nm and 700 nm for P(3) and P(4)

respectively, from which the resulting optical gaps Eoptgap are estimated to be 1.70eV and 1.77 eV,
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Solution Thin Film

Polymer λmax (nm) λonset (nm) λmax (nm) λonset (nm) Eoptgap (eV)

P(3) 615 714 610 730 1,70

P(4) 563 640 623 700 1,77

Table 3.4: Main optical value parameters of P(3)- FQ-BDT-TRl and P(4)-PFQ-BDT-T2R2 absorp-
tion spectra, both in solution and in thin film. An experimental error of 2 nm for each wavelength
due to the spectrum resolution is considered.

respectively.

Observing the chemical structure reported in Figure 3.17, P(3) has a linear octyl (C8H17) side

chain linked to the thiophene side group, which improves the solubility of the polymer, without

determining a significant steric hindrance or side chain congestion with the adjacent octyloxy

(OC8H17) substituent of the quinoxaline unit. As a consequence, it is assumed that P(3) adopts

a more favourable planar conformation, which could be responsible for a partial pre-aggregation

of the polymer backbone in solution, in agreement with the relatively small λonset ((16 ± 4) nm)

passing from solution to thin-film. Diversely, in P(4) the two n-hexyl side chains linked to the

thiophene side groups could sterically interact with the adjacent octyloxy chains of the quinoxaline

units. It is supposed that P(4) adopts a conformation where the side chains are placed away from

each other, probably determining a partial twisting of the polymer backbone. This twisting, as

expected, is stronger in solution, where the inter- molecular interactions are relatively low, while

in the solid state the polymer chains will be forced to adopt a more planar conformation. As a

result, the partial planarization of the P(4) backbone in the thin-film is reflected in a drastically

red-shifted onset (∆λonset= (62 ± 4) nm).

The OPV responses of P(3) and P(4) based solar was investigated tuning the D/A blend ratios

to reach the best BHJ morphology. As reported on Table 3.5 the optimal D:A ratio was found to

be 1 : 1 (wt/wt) for P(3) and 1 : 2 (wt/wt) for P(4). Upon increasing or decreasing the donor

content in the active blends, a significant drop in Jsc and Voc or FF was observed, resulting in

lower PCEs

In particular, the best P(3) based solar cell exhibits in average: Jsc = 11,1 mA/cm2, Voc =

0,84 V and FF =61% with a resulting PCE = 5,7%, while the P(4) based device shows Jsc = 6,5

mA/cm2, Voc = 0,96 V and FF =54% with a resulting PCE = 3,4%. By comparing the resulting

OPV characteristic, the main difference is represented by the Jsc and Voc values, which exhibit an

opposite trend passing from P(3) to P(4).

Note that, as for the previous case, for each D/A ratio the proprieties of the active layer was

optimized in terms of thickness, annealing, additives, deposition conditions in order to obtain the

best morphology. The best resulting thickness are reported in Table 3.5, exactly for the best

device based on P(3) is 110 nm, while for P(4) is just 65 nm. In general, the optimized thickness

is due to the best compromise between high mobility and good absorption. In this case the value

almost double of P(3) based blend indicate a better morphology that improve both proprieties. To
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Figure 3.19: Absorption spectra of P(3)- Q-BDT-TR1 and P(4)-FQ-BDT-T2R2 a) in solution and
b) in thin film. [77]

confirm this, the hole mobility for both polymer based blend was estimated by the SCLC method,

reported in Figure 3.20. The mobility of the optimized P(3):PC61BM 1 : 1 (wt/wt) film resulted

to be one order of magnitude higher compared to that of the P(4) :PC61BM blend 1 : 2 (wt/wt)(

2, 0±0, 2×10−4and4±1×10−5cm2/V s respectively). Indicate a closer π−π stacking and ordering

of P(3) polymer backbones the allow a better charge transport.

Figure 3.20: SCLC plots of P(3)- PFQ-BDT-TR1 and P(4)-FQ-BDT-T2R2 based devices [77]

In addition to the highest mobility, a better absorption proprieties are expected. In Figure

3.21a are reported the optimal blend absorption spectra of the best devices. Due to the different

thickness, to be able to compare the shape of the spectra, the normalized spectra in the range
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Polymer D:A ratio (wt/wt) Thickness (nm) VOC [V] JSC [mA/cm2] FF [%] PCE [%]

P(3) (2:1) 105 ± 6 0,78 ± 0,01 7,7 ± 0,3 39 ± 2 2,3 ± 0,2

(1:1) 110 ± 4 0,84 ± 0,01 11,1 ± 0,5 61 ± 2 5,7 ± 0,2

(1:2) 120 ± 5 0,79 ± 0,01 8,9 ± 0,3 67 ± 2 4,7 ± 0,2

P(4) (2:1) 80 ± 5 0,97± 0,01 3,1 ±0,5 30 ±2 0,9 ± 0,1

(1:1) 80 ± 4 0,96 ± 0,01 6,9 ± 0,2 47 ± 1 3,1 ± 0,1

(1:2) 65 ± 4 0,96 ± 0,01 6,5 ± 0,1 54 ± 1 3,4 ±0,1

Table 3.5: Main PV parameters of P(3)- FQ-BDT-TRl and P(4)-PFQ-BDT-T2R2

between 650nm and 750nm, of both blend, are reported in the inset. The P(3):PC61BM blend

exhibits a broader and more defined absorption profile in the red portion of the spectrum, suggest-

ing enhanced π − π inter- chain interactions, in agreement with improved charge mobility. Those

aspects lead to a substancial different EQE spectra of the best devices reported in Figure 3.21b.

The spectral features are consistent with the corresponding blend absorption spectra, with a higher

value for the P(3) based blend compared to the P(4) based one. In particular, the maximum values

of the EQE at the relative absorption maxima of the blend, are 65% (at 600 nm) for P(3)based

device and 50% (at 435 nm) for P(4) based device. Convolution of these spectra with the AM1.5

solar spectrum gives calculated Jsc in good agreement, within a 5% experimental error, with that

obtained in the J-V measurement. The best mobility, highest thickness and best EQE spectrum

justify the highest value of the Jsc of P(3) based device ( 11,1 mA/cm2 versus 6,5 mA/cm2).

Different trend is observed for the Voc. By comparing the average value of Voc (V avoc ) for each

polymer:PC61BM based solar cell, estimated from the open-circuit voltages observed at different

D/A w/w ratios (Table 3.5), an increase in V avoc by 0,15 V is observed passing from P(3) to P(4).

In particular, the best performing P(3) and P(4) based solar cells exhibit a Voc of 0,84 V and 0,96

V, respectively. This variation, despite the nearly identical electrochemically derived HOMO and

LUMO energy levels (Table 3.3), could be ascribed to the effect of the side-chain architecture on

the film-forming properties of the blend. Different blend organization could influence the exciton

stabilization and dissociation, the D:A aggregation and interfacial energetics, all factors that are

known to strongly affect the Voc [140] [141]. This, correlates well with our hypothesis that P(3),

compared to P(4), adopts a more planar conformation which promotes the generation of different

and relatively more ordered and well-organized domains, in perfect agreement with the highest

mobility and more define absorption profile.

In order to gain a deeper understanding on how the side chain architecture of polymers P(3)

and P(4) affects the solar cell output parameters, the morphological differences of optimized

P(3):PC61BM (1:1) and P(4):PC61BM (1:2) blend films by tapping-mode AFM, reported in

Figure 3.22. The surface morphology of the resulting films are significantly different with morpho-

logical features that correlate well with the previous results. In particular, the topographic image
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Figure 3.21: a) Absorbance and b) EQE spectra of P(3): PC61BM and P(4): PC61BM based
devices. In the inset there are reported the absorption spectra normalized by the thickness [77]

of as-cast P(3):PC61BM (1:1) film is characterized by a well defined and structured surface ( RMS,

of ∼ 5 nm) with the presence of more ordered and aggregated polymer domains, and an optimal

phase separation with the fullerene. Diversely, the AFM image P(4):PC61BM (1:2) exhibits a

smooth and almost featureless surface (RMS of ∼ 1 nm) with poorly defined domains indicating

an bad phase segregation of the D/A blend. Thus, limited percolation pathways are expected

that suggest a bad charge transport both in terms of mobility and charge collection. This in good

agreeement with the low charge mobility,Jsc, FF, and PCEs obtained from the corresponding BHJ

device. This result correlates well with the above mentioned hypothesis on the twisting of P(3)

backbone which might partially hinder π − π interchain interactions, resulting in relatively more

disordered and disaggregated domains.

3.3.3 π conjugated spacers

In the push-pull architectures, a part the side chains, also the connection spacer between the donor

and acceptor unit can plays a fundamental role in the proprieties of the resulting polymer. Indeed,

the presence of a conjugated π-bridges strongly affect the electronic structure, and consequently

optical and electrical properties [142]. The main effect is to mediated the electronic interaction

between the push and pull moieties, thus affect the spatial distribution of the molecular orbitals

over the polymer backbone [143]. In addition, π-bridges also influence the structural conformation

of the polymer chains, by introducing rigidity and planarity or torsion angles on the backbone and

by favouring or hindering inter-chain interactions. Many kind of π-conjugated spacers are studied,

from vinylenes [144], ethylenes [145], to aromatic rings such as thiophenes, furans and selenophenes

[146] [147]. Among them, the introduction of fused aromatic units, such as thieno[3,2-b]thiophene
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Figure 3.22: AFM images (size: 5 x 5 mm) of blend films on ITO/PEDOT:PSS of a) P(3):PC61BM
(1:1) with a RMS= 5 nm b)P(4):PC61BM (1:1) with a RMS= 1 nm

(TT) has recently attracted much interest.

In fact, the centrosymmetric, rigid and coplanar structure of TT ensures a high delocalization

of the π-electrons over the polymer backbone and also favours intermolecular π − π stacking,

resulting in red-shifted absorption, reduced band gap and enhanced charge mobility [148]. TT

has already been applied successfully as a π-bridging group in carbazole-benzothiadiazole[149] and

BDT-benzothiadiazole polymer systems [150]. The comparative studies with analogous polymers

containing a single thiophene ring, indicate a red-shifted light absorption spectra and higher charge

carrier mobility (by two orders of magnitude) of the TT containing polymer compared to the

analogous with thiophene. A band gap narrowing (by 0.1 eV) and stronger intermolecular

interactions favoured by the structural rigidity, planarity and linearity of the polymer backbone

are observed. However, a disadvantage to use the TT spacer is a decrease in the solubility of the

corresponding polymer.

Following the same approach, the thiophene (T) or thieno[3,2-b]thiophene (TT) groups are

used as π-bridging units between FQ and BDT. The results are the polymers P(5) PFQ-BDT-T

and P(6) PFQ-BDT-TT. Their chemical structures, already reported in Chapter 2, are recalled in

Figure 3.23

The main physical properties of the two polymers are reported in Chpater 2 and recalled in

Table 3.3 to facilitate the comparison. In order to compare the properties of the two polymers on

the basis of the different π spacer nature, exactly the same chemical structure of the donor and

acceptor building blocks, including side chains was maintain. An unavoidable drawback of this

choice is the big difference in the solubility of the two corresponding monomers and of polymers

during polymerization, affecting the relative molecular masses of the final products.Thus the TT

spacer, despite the optical and electrical positive effect, it affect the solubility lead a polymer with

a low molecular weight ( Table 3.6).

As for the previous investigated polymers, the deep HOMO energy levels,ensure devices with

a high Voc, good air stability and, in blend with PC61BM , provides a driving force to ensure an
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Figure 3.23: Chemical structure of P(5) PFQ-BDT-T and P(6) PFQ-BDT-TT. [79]

Polymer Mn [KDa] Mw [KDa] EHOMO[eV] ELUMO[eV]

P(5)- PFQ-BDT-T 101 270 -6,00 -3,63

P(6)- PFQ-BDT-TT 15 42 -5,90 -3,52

Table 3.6: Molecular weight and Energy proprieties of the two polymer P(5)- FQ-BDT-T and
P(6)-PFQ-BDT-TT

efficient exciton dissociation. The slightly higher lying HOMO energy of P(6) compared to P(5)

(by ∼ 0,10 eV) is in agreement with the other cases of T and TT bridged push-pull polymers

reported in the literature [149]. In fact, the relatively higher electron density of the TT spacer

compared to the T one attenuates the push-pull character of the polymer and slightly raises its

molecular energy levels. From the optical point of view a discussed red-shifted of the TT based

polymer is expected. Therefore the Absorption spectra of both solution and thin film of the two

polymer are carried out and reported on Figure 3.24.

The UV-vis absorption spectra of both P(5) and P(6) show the same features: a higher-energy

absorption band between 380-480 nm, which can be assigned to localized π − π∗ transitions,

and a lower-energy band between 500-700 nm, arising from the intramolecular charge-transfer-like

interactions between the electron-rich BDT and electron-poor FQ units and from the intermolecular

interactions between the polymer chains. As expected the a red shift both in solution and in thin

film is observed for P(6) (TT spacer). Indeed, the resulting optical gap (Eoptgap) of P(6) is slightly

lower (1.71 eV) compared to P(5) (1.77 eV). For polymer P(5), a red shift of the spectrum when

passing from solution to the thin film is observed, indicating that π−π intermolecular interactions

occur in the solid state. In addition, the main peak is structured and it displays vibronic features

both in solution and in thin film, implying the presence of ordered π − π stacks likely due to

polymeric chains entanglements, difficult to dissolve even in diluted solutions owing to the high

molecular mass of the polymer. In comparison, P(6) shows a smaller red shift of the absorption
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Figure 3.24: Absorption spectra of P(5)- PFQ-BDT-T and P(6)-FQ-BDT-TT in solution and in
thin film. [79]

onset, when passing from solution to film. This could be due to the low molecular mass, which

renders easier the polymer solubilization and chains disentanglements, and to the higher rigidity

and linear geometry of the TT spacer which imparts to the polymer a higher stability in a linear

conformation.

To investigate the effects of π-conjugated bridges on the photovoltaic properties of P(5) and

P(6), they have been employed as D materials in BHJ solar cells, with PC61BM as A counterpart,

in the conventional device configuration glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/Active Layer/LiF/Al. For each

D:A ratio, different processing conditions are investigated. As reported in Table 3.7 the presence

of additive in the P(5) blend is beneficial for the OPV performance, while for P(6) based device

is detrimental. The results are an average on 6 devices, the error of each parameters is obtained

from the standard deviation.

For both materials the optimal D:A ratio is 1:1 (wt/wt), upon increasing or decreasing it

lower OPV responses are observed. By comparing the performances of devices prepared in the

same conditions, the one based on P(5) showed a low PCE (2,2%), mainly due to a low Jsc (5,5

mA/cm2) and FF (46%). On the other hand, the device based on P(6) showed more than doubled

PCE, as high as 5,3%, with Voc = 0,82 V, Jsc = 10,9 mA/cm2 and FF = 59%. The doubled

Jsc is explicable through the effect of the TT spacer which favours a linear polymer backbone

and promotes inter-chain packing lead to an higher hole mobility. In fact the mobility, measured

through the SCLC method, of the blend processing in the same condition (without additive) of

the mentioned devices, result: for P(5): PC61BM µh = (1, 1± 0, 1)× 10−4cm2/V s while for P(6):

PC61BM µh = (3, 7± 0, 2)× 10−4cm2/V s.

However in order to enhance the photovoltaic performances of P(5) based solar cell, through

the optimization of its blend nanomorphology, a 3% (v/v) of 1,8-diiodooctane (DIO) was added

to the active layer solution. As a result, the Jsc of the P(5) based device results almost doubled

(9,3 mA/cm2) and FF grew up to 68%, resulting in a PCE of 5,3% comparable with the best
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Polymer D:A ratio (wt/wt) Additive Voc [V] JscC [mA/cm2] FF [%] PCE [%]

P(5) (1,5:1) / 0,85 ± 0,01 1,9 ± 0,1 36 ± 1 0,6 ± 0,1

(1,5:1) 3% 0,85 ± 0,01 8,6 ± 0,03 67 ± 2 4,9 ± 0,2

(1:1) / 0,87 ±0,01 5,5 ± 0,2 46 ± 1 2,2 ± 0,1

(1:1) 3% 0,84 ± 0,01 9,2 ± 0,5 67 ± 2 5,3 ± 0,3

(1:1,5) / 0,88 ± 0,01 5,1 ± 0,3 65 ± 2 2,9 ± 0,2

(1:1,5) 3% 0,81 ± 0,01 9,3 ± 0,3 68 ± 2 5,1 ± 0,1

P(6) (1,5:1) / 0,83 ± 0,01 10,5 ± 0,3 58 ± 2 5,1 ± 0,3

(1,5:1) 3 % 0,77 ± 0,01 10,9 ± 0,8 51 ± 2 4,3 ± 0,2

(1:1) / 0,82 ± 0,01 10,9 ± 0,5 59 ± 3 5,3 ± 0,3

(1:1) 3% 0,75 ± 0,01 9,5 ± 0,2 45 ± 4 3,2 ± 0,3

(1:1,5) / 0,81 ± 0,01 9,3 ± 0,5 62 ± 4 4,6 ± 0,3

(1:1,5) 3% 0,75 ± 0,01 10,1 ± 0,2 53 ± 2 4,0 ± 0,1

Table 3.7: Main OPV parameters of P(5)- FQ-BDT-T and P(6)-PFQ-BDT-TT
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P(6) based device. To add an additive in the blend solution, is a well know strategy to increase

the PCE [151]. In fact the presence of a high boiling point additive (i.e. DIO has a boiling

point of 325oC at 1 atm ) in the P(5):PC61BM blend allows a slow film forming process with an

easier macromolecules disentanglement and ordering, inducing an overall blend film morphology

with optimal phases intermixing. The rearrangement of the blend has consequence, as expected,

also in the charge mobility, in fact, in the blend processing as for the last device has a mobility

µh = (3, 7 ± 0, 2) × 10−4cm2/V s, very similar the once found for the optimized P(6):PC61BM

blend. On the contrary, the addition of 3% of DIO to the P(6):PC61BM based blend lead to a

drastic drop in PCE (3,19%), due to a decrease in Voc (0,75 V), FF (45%) and Jsc (9,5 mA/cm2).

From the optical point of view it is interesting to compare the absorption spectra of the devices,

processing with and without the additive; the spectra are reported in Figure 3.25a. A variation in

the spectral shape in the red-range of the spectra is expected due to the different reorganization

of the polymer in the blend. However, interesting, the use of DIO in the blend does not induce

any relevant spectral shift. The absorption measure results thus less sensitive to the nanomorpho-

logical variations in the active layer, that induce relevant changes clearly observed in mobility and

photovoltaic response. Taking into account both electrical and optical aspect of the device, the

EQE measurement results more sensitive. Thus the EQE spectra of the based devices processing

with and without the additive was carried out and reported in Figure 3.25. The EQE have spectral

features consistent with the corresponding blend absorption spectra, main in terms of onset. As

expected the P(5) based device processing without the additive show the lower EQE spectrum,

with a maximum value of 30%. When P(5) is processing with the presence of DIO, the EQE spec-

trum reflects the highest mobility and optimal morphology of the active layer that lead to a high

Jsc = 9, 3mA/cm2. In the opposite, the P(6) based device show a similar shape in the spectra,

but with different intensity. In particular, at 622nm (correspond to the relative absorption max-

ima of the polymer), the EQE is 48% when the blend is processing with DIO, while 54% without

DIO. This fact, in perfect agreement with the OPV devices performance, suggest that the blend

reorganization due to the presence of the additive, is detrimental

In order to deeper investigate the difference influence of the additive in the blend morphology,

tapping-mode AFM images of the active layers of optimized cells, prepared with and without DIO

additive, were registered and reported in Figure 3.26 The AFM topography of the P(5) based

blend prepared without DIO shows finer and regular unconnected grains, or small circular islands,

accompanied by a low roughness (RMS = 1.3 nm) (Figure3.26a). The addition of DIO to the

P(5)-based blend leads to an improved morphology by generating more organized nanostructures

and promoting an optimal D:A intermixing (Figure3.26c) with a similar roughness (RMS=1,5nm).

This is in agreement with the trend evidenced for the Jsc and hole mobility of the corresponding

devices and indicates that the use of the additive promotes both the phase separation between

the BHJ components and also the formation of more ordered and aggregated polymeric domains.

Similar optimal morphology is observed for the P(6) based blend prepared without DIO (Figure

3.26b). The structured topography is characterized by a slightly higher roughness (RMS = 2.2 nm)

even higher when is added the additive (RMS=2,5nm). In Figure 3.26d is observed the formation

of evident aggregates which suggest a probable higher phase separation between polymer and

fullerene. This kind of morphology is expected to result in inefficient exciton separation and lacks
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Figure 3.25: a) Absorbance and b) EQE spectra of P(5): PC61BM and P(6): PC61BM based
devices [79]

the bicontinuous interpenetrating pathways necessary for the charge transport, in agreement with

the relatively low OPV performance.
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Figure 3.26: AFM images (size: 5 x 5 mm) of blend films on ITO/PEDOT:PSS of a) P(5):PC61BM
w/o DIO b) P(6):PC61BM w/o DIO c) P(5):PC61BM with DIO and d) P(6):PC61BM with DIO.
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3.4 Conclusion

In conclusion 6 different push-pull donor polymers based on the same D and A units, precisely

Quinoxaline group as electron acceptor and Benzodithiophene as electron-rich group, have been

investigated.. Different strategies to improve the photovoltaic performance of the devices based

on those polymer, were investigated in order to highlight the complexity of the OPV. The infinite

possibilities in terms of synthesis and process are, in the same time, the best and the worst

aspects of the OPV technology. A summary of the previous results can justify this sentence. As

demonstrated, the presence of a strong electron withdrawing atoms, as the case of fluorine, has a

clear positive effect in terms of energetic properties of the polymer and in consequence enhancing

the performance of the corresponding device. However the presence of the FQ unit in the donor

polymer backbone is not sufficient to have a high performing device, this aspect becomes evident

when P(1) and P(4) based devices are compared. Despite P(4) is based on the FQ unit and P(1)

on simple Q unit, the PCE of the correspondent devices are 3,4% for P(4), slightly lower than

3,7% of P(1) based device (OPV parameters are reported in Table 3.5 and Table 3.2 respectively).

In fact, a different in the side chains in the BDT unit, induce different structural organization of

the polymer. For instance the presence of two side chains in BDT unit can induced a twisting

of the polymer backbone that hinder the π − π interactions, leading to a bad charge transport

and consequence worst photovoltaic performance. In this case is evident that the morphological,

structural behaviour of the polymer is more important than the energetic proprieties. Another

example of complexity is observed in the case of P(5) and P(6) where the T spacer is substituted

with a TT spacer. Despite in literature the clear positive effect on used TT spacer instead of T

is often reported, here, in this particular case, it was shown that with proper optimization of the

processing condition of the P(5) (T spacer) based device, it can reach the same PCE of the P(6) (TT

spacer) based device (Table 3.7). In fact, the presence of an additive in the active layer solution,

allow to a reorganization of the blend morphology. In the case of P(5) based blend, the presence of

high boiling point solvent increases the formation of order domains with a good intermixing with

the A counterpart increasing the charge transport and the resulting PV performance.

These examples suggest, in one hand that it is difficult to predict a priori which donor polymer

structure will reach the best PV performance, but, on the other hand, the infinite strategies that

can be adopted to improve PV proprieties, guarantee the possibility to reach the target of high

efficient organic solar cells.
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4

Thermal degradation of the BHJ

active layer

4.1 Overview of degradation effects on OPV

The long-term stability of organic solar cells is a fundamental issue that has to be achieved in order

to fabricate a commercial product. For this reason, to understand and prevent the degradation

processes is crucial for the success of the OPV technology. The main problem concerning the

stability is that, unlike the inorganic device, the organic solar cells can be prepared with different

architectures, using many different materials and combinations and processed by many different

methods. All these variables enter as parameters that influence the overall stability performance

of the final device. For this reason in 2011 Reese et al. [152] define guidelines for standard pro-

cedures to testing the organic solar cells stability in order to compare data and claims obtained

by different laboratories. The main degradation sources considered are oxygen, water, light and

temperature plus their combination. To illustrate the complexity of the stability issue a scheme of

the main phenomena is reported in Figure 4.1 [153]. The main part of the device that influences

the stability is the active layer. In fact, many agents can modify the blend morphology or induce

chemical reactions that can corrupt the polymer conjugation, affecting the electrical and energetic

proprieties of the D and/or A materials. These chemical degradation processes can be induced

from oxygen [153] [154], water [155] or atoms that percolate into the active layer from adjacent

layers [156] [157], moreover they can be accelerated in presence of light and/or high temperature

[158].

The mechanisms governed by oxygen can be reversible and recover with a proper annealing treat-

ments [38], or irreversible. For example Guerrero et al.[154] show that when an active layer solution,

based on P3HT:PC61BM is exposed to oxygen, the complex P3HT+ : O−2 can be formed. This

species can be identified by the formation of an additional absorption band in the UV-Visible

absorption spectrum of the blend. This process, highly reversible, leads to a decrease in the active

layer absorption that induces a reduction in the Jsc of the resulting solar cells. At the same time an

irreversible reaction with oxygen alters the electrical proprieties of P3HT, increasing the p-doping.

87
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Figure 4.1: Different degradation agents that can affect the performance of an organic solar cell:
water, oxygen, atoms percolation and light [153]

Indeed the photochemical oxidation leads to the formation of traps for electrons increasing hole

concentrations and reducing charge carrier mobility [38]. In addition, also the electrodes can suffer

from the presence of oxygen, when Ca or Al is used as cathode, aregiona of CaO or AlO2 can be

formed at the interface with the active layer. This region is insulating and detrimental for the

charges extraction [154].

Another element that can damage the solar cells is the moisture [155]. The main source of water

in organic PV devices comes from PEDOT:PSS, in fact due to his high hydrophilic behaviour it

can absorb water from the atmosphere during the fabrication process. Kawano et al. [159] demon-

strated that the main effect of water is to increase the resistivity of the PEDOT:PSS/active layer

interface. Moreover Bulle-Lieuwma et al. [157] showed that the presence of water can catalyse the

diffusion of Indium from the ITO electrode into the active layer inducing chemical reactions with

the polymer. To prevent this problem the PEDOT:PSS layer is annealed at 150oC to eliminate

residual water, however, if the following layers are deposited in air the moisture can still be an

issue. Finally, the third degradation source is the diffusion of the atoms from the adjacent layers

into the active layer. As just mentioned, Indium can diffuse from the ITO, but also metal atoms

can diffuse into the active layer during the thermal evaporation process, causing shunting or elec-

trical shorting of the device.[41] Moreover Al or LiF atoms can diffuse into the organic layer also

during the annealing processes. In the case of P3HT based solar cell the presence of Al atoms can

disturb the alignment of the P3HT crystals and limiting the charge transport. [158] On the other

hand, when LiF is used as buffer layer, the post-annealing induces the formation of PCBM:LiF

complex at the interface, which reduces the PV performance [156].

In general it is difficult to discriminate the degradation mechanisms induced by one agent at time,

however a few of them can be neglected with some precautions, such as: thermal treatment of

the PEDOT:PSS to eliminate residual water, deposition the active layer inside the glovebox in

inert atmosphere in order to prevent doping, pre annealing of the active layer and evaporation of

the top electrode with a slow rate in order to prevent the atoms percolation. Moreover a proper
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encapsulation, or the control of the atmosphere in which the device sare tested/stored, allows to

prevent detrimental interactions with oxygen and/or water.

The remaining degradation processes that cannot be eliminated with these precautions, can be

distinguished in three main categories: i) long term ii) thermal and iii) light-induced degradation.

The first category is characterized by a slow and linear decay degradation [160] which becomes

predominant after an initial loss in performance induced by light and/or temperature. A long

time test allows to predict the lifetime of the solar cells. For example Peters et al. [161] showed

that, after an initial burn-in loss in efficiency, PCDTBT:PC70BM based solar cells have lifetime

approaching seven years, which is the longest reported lifetime for a polymer-based solar cell and

approximately twice than the well-studied P3HT:PC60BM system. It is clear that in view of

a commercial product the investigation of the long term degradation is crucial, however to also

guarantee high performance during the time, a deep understanding on how to prevent or limit the

initial PCE loss is equally important. For this reason the other two categories will be investigated

more in details in the next Chapters. In particular the thermal degradation of the active layer will

be investigated in the following sections while the whole device thermal stability will be discussed

in Chapter 5. Then a preliminary study on the photodegradation will be presented and analysed

in Chapter 6.

4.2 Thermal degradation

A working device, during a sunny day in a warm region, can reach a temperature of 65/85 oC [152].

The high temperature can induce different processes into the device, for example: a reorganization

of the active layer [162], agglomeration of fullerene[163][40], crystallization of D polymer [40],

chemical changes of both species [164], percolation of atoms from adjacent layers [158][156] or

formation of defects limiting the charge transport. All of those processes mainly concern the BHJ

active layer. In fact the D/A blend morphology is crucial for the long-term operation of solar

cells. An optimal intermixing is the result of trade-off the compromise between a high density of

D/A interfaces compatible with the exciton λD and high number of percolation pathways. A little

variation of the BHJ organization can partially hinder these conditions becoming detrimental for

the functioning of the solar cell.

All these processes have in common that they have to overcome a certain activation energy

(Ea). Thus, the kinetics of these processes is strongly temperature dependent. The model that

can describe this process is the Arrhenius one [165], in which the degradation constant (kdeg) is

defined as follows:

kdeg = Aexp

(
−Ea
kBT

)
(4.1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant,T is the temperature (K), and A is a constant depen-

dent on the degradation mechanisms and experimental conditions. However, in real conditions,

where additional factors, besides the temperature, influence the degradation, more complex models

should be considered (e.g. Eyring model) [153] [166]. Nevertheless, in this thesis one source of

degradation at time is investigated, for example the thermal tests were performed in dark and in
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inert atmosphere, allowing to consider the simplest model.

4.2.1 Effect of high temperature on PV parameters

As above mentioned, one of the main effects of the thermal stress on OPV devices is the modification

of their BHJ morphology. Usually, the main consequence is the reduction of D/A interfaces and/or

the percolation pathway towards the electrode, which is reflected in the performance of the solar

cells mainly as a drop of the Jsc [167]. The example of MDMO-PPV : PC61BM is representative of

this process. Conings et al. [165] show that at temperatures above the glass transition temperature

(Tg) of MDMO-PPV (45 oC), the polymer becomes softer, allowing the fullerene molecules to move

and start forming clusters. What it is supposed to occur, confirming by TEM images, is that after

a short annealing time, small nuclei of PC61BM are formed. Then increasing the annealing time,

the fullerene molecules dispersed throughout the polymer, move to the nuclei to form clusters,

until saturation. As this process needs an activation energy to form the first nuclei and then the

process reach a plateau, it can be described by the Arrhenius model (Equation 4.1). In Figure

4.2 the current decay of solar cells based on MDMO-PPV annealed at different temperatures is

reported.

Figure 4.2: Isc decay of MDMO-PPV based solar cells at different annealing temperatures [165]

The Isc trend is an exponential decay that follow the law:

Isc = Isc(∞) + Isc(0)exp(−kdegt) (4.2)

where Isc(0) is the initial photocurrent value while Isc(∞) is the value of the photocurrent at

infinite time that seems to be independent from the temperature.

In this example the main phenomenon that occurs is the agglomeration of the fullerene, which

limits the Jsc. However, also the FF can suffer from the blend reorganization, in fact a high FF

can be expected from an optimal BHJ morphology, in which a proper D:A phase segregation and

bicontinuous inter penetrating pathways are generated. Diversely, under thermal stress, the D:A

intermixing and the number of percolation paths can be drastically modified/reduced, leading to
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an increase of the series resistance which limits the FF [167].

In the end, also the Voc can be influenced by a D/A reorganization. In fact, as discussed in

Chapter 3, the Voc directly depends on the energy of the CT state, that corresponds, in a first

approximation, to the difference of the HOMOD and the LUMOA. However it was demonstrated

that the CT state depends also on the blend organization, indeed D-A interactions/distances as

well as molecular orientation and packing can drastically deviate the CT state energy from the

simple approximation [141]. Those variations can be induced by a thermal stress, thus leading to

significant changes in Voc.

In specific cases, thermal degradation can alter just the interfaces with the active layer and the

electrodes, leaving the BHJ unchanged. The main process involved is the migration of the D or

A compounds close to the electrode, generating very thin barriers or selective transport regions as

a function of the device architecture. The mainly unaltered BHJ morphology guarantees a good

charge generation and a constant Jsc, while the barriers regions represent a shunt resistance that

can affect both the FF and Voc.

4.2.2 Influence of fullerene

In inert atmosphere, fullerene derivatives are expected to be thermally stable at the operating

temperature of OPV cells according to TGA measurements performed in inert atmosphere and in

air[168]. Therefore the main process involved with the fullerene in a BHJ solar cells under thermal

stress is connected with its agglomeration tendency [169].

The presence of fullerene can induce different organization of the D polymer. For instance

when the D polymer is mainly crystalline, as the case of P3HT, the presence of PC61BM in

P3HT:PC61BM films casted from CB reduces the crystallinity of P3HT. The P3HT crystalline

domains can be recovered with a proper annealing step, but it is demonstrated that when the

D:A ratio is 1:4 (wt/wt) the crystallization is completely inhibited [163]. Indeed when a blend

of P3HT:PC61BM with a ratio of 1:4 (wt/wt) is annealed at 110oC a strong phase separation

is observed, with the formation of fullerene clusters which almost cover the entire surface of the

film [163]. Diversely with a standard ratio of 1:1 wt/wt the phenomena is less intense. Note that,

despite the optimal morphology of the active layer has a resolution of nm, PC61BM crystals can

reach dimension of the order of µm and appear evident with optical microscopy. Interesting, when

the annealing is performed during a simultaneous illumination of the films, the phase separation

is almost totally prevented, with only a few isolated clusters of PC61BM formed [163]. This

behaviour was observed for other blend based on different polymer such as: DPP-TT-T, PTB7

and PCDTBT [170]. In particular, studying the optical microscopy images of PCDTBT: PC61BM

(1:2) blend film under thermal stress, it has been estimated the temperature dependence of the

nucleation and growth rates, both in dark and in light conditions, as reported in Figure 4.3. Clearly,

the nucleation rates for illuminated blends are significantly suppressed across all temperatures

investigated. On the other hand, the growth rate exhibits a monotonic increase, increasing the

annealing temperature. The photo-oligomerisation process appears thus to affect the nucleation

process but not the crystal growth [170].
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Figure 4.3: Nuclearization of PCBM in blend with PCDTBT [170]

4.2.3 Influence of Glass Transition Temperature

The Tg is a crucial parameter that governs the reorganization of a polymer in the solid state.

It corresponds on a second order state transition from a hard and relatively brittle state into a

molten or rubber-like state. However this important value is not an absolute constant related to

a particular chemical structure, in fact, it is necessary to consider the technique and experimental

parameters that were used to determine a particular Tg value as well as the processing history of

the sample [164]. It should also be noted that only the amorphous and disordered fraction of a

polymeric material displays a glass transition and, hence, the signal strength of any Tg measurement

depends on the polymer crystallinity. From the chemical point of view the Tg strongly depends on

a number of structural factors such as: the molecular weight, the constitution of chain segments,

the side-chains length and grafting density and the interchain interactions that can reduce the

molecular mobility of polymer segments. Many techniques can be used to determine the Tg,

however the most common is the Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). The DSC measures

the difference in heat flow to/from a sample compared to a reference system as a function of

temperature. The heat can be absorbed or released during phase transitions such as melting or

crystallization and they appear as peaks in the DSC graph, while the glass transition temperature

appears as a inflection point. The main advantage of this technique is that just few milligrams of

material (in powder)are required for the measurement. However, the main limitation is that some

crucial factors that can affect the Tg ,such as the polymer organization/cristallinity and eventual

interactions with the substrate, are not taken into account.

An alternative technique used to measure the Tg is the Ellipsometry that provides information
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about the evolution of the film thickness (d) with temperature. In fact phase changes manifests

themselves as a change in volumetric expansion coefficient α, which is directly proportional to

variations in the rate of change of the volume (hence d due to the substrate confinement), with

temperature T, according to α = 1
dδd/δT . Contrarily to DSC here the sample is a thin film

of polymer. With this technique it has been clearly demonstrated how the confinement effects

interactions with the substrate [171] and the thickness of the layer, can affect the Tg [172]. An

example is reported in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Variation of the Tg with the thickness of the PDCTBT layer measured with Ellipsom-
etry [172].

The knowledge of the Tg of a D polymer is expected to be a fundamental parameters in order to

determine the thermal stability of the BHJ solar cells. In fact, the main hypothesis on the thermal

degradation process asserts that at temperature above the Tg the polymer matrix become more

soft and the fullerene molecules start to form crystal, with consequent losses in the PV performance

[173]. In the opposite at temperature lower the Tg the blend morphology is unaffected and thus

thermally stable. This hypothesis is well demonstrated from Bertho et al. [40] comparing two

D polymers: MDMO-PPV (Tg ∼ 45oC) and “high Tg PPV” (Tg ∼ 138oC). As a result, the

solar cells based on the ”high Tg PPV” show an enhanced thermal stability, compared to the

analogous system based on MDMO-PPV [40]. However when the P3HT (Tg ∼ 6oC) is added in

the comparison, an intermediate behaviour of the corresponding solar cell was observed, despite

the Tg of P3HT is lower than that of MDMO-PPV [173]. This unexpected result reflects the more

complex mechanism involved in the P3HT:PC61BM , where simultaneous processes take place.

The first one occurs at temperature up to 110oC promoting the crystallization of P3HT resulting

in a higher Jsc. While, increasing the annealing time or increasing the temperature to 150 oC, the

fullerene starts to cluster as in blends with MDMO-PPV, resulting in a decreased Jsc.

As a consequence the knowledge of the Tg of the pristine D polymer is not enough to predict the

thermal behaviour of the corresponding solar cell, mainly because this value can also vary when

the D is blended with the fullerene. A clear example is observed in Figure 4.5 where different value

of Tg is observed as a function of different P3HT:PC61BM ratio [164].
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Figure 4.5: Variation of the Tg of the P3HT:PC61BM blend in function of the D:A ratio. Data
are collected from different references [164]

In conclusion, the Tg of the active blend (T blendg ), which can be significantly differs form the Tg

of the D polymer, is the more appropriate parameter to predict the thermal behaviour of a solar

cell. However, despite an high polymer’s Tg is expected to give high T blendg , the determination of

the T blendg is not trivial.

4.3 Fabrication and characterization of P3HT and PTB7

based solar cells

In order to evaluate how the thermal degradation can affect the active layer, two representative

polymers are used as D materials to fabricate BHJ solar cells: P3HT and PTB7. Their chemical

structures are reported in Chapter 2 Figure 2.2, coded as P(7) and P(8). As discusses in the

previous Chapter, the P3HT is one of the most famous organic semiconductor polymer, based on

the repetition of thiophene rings. The best performance can be obtained when it is combined with

PC61BM using a D:A ratio of 1:1 wt/wt [174]. The main characteristic of this material is that it

forms crystalline domains with a high mobility allowing to increase the thickness of the active layer

(∼300nm). A common strategy to enhance the cristallinity of P3HT blends is based on a slow

drying process, following by a thermal annealing at high temperatures (110oC − 140oC). On the

opposite, PTB7 is a commercial D polymer commonly used for high performing BHJ solar cells,

which, contrarily to P3HT, has an amorphous character [175]. Based on this polymer, different

innovations on the device structure were demonstrated to lead to high efficiency solar cells [133].

However in the standard structure the best performing device gives an efficiency of 7,4% when

PTB7 is combined with PC71BM with a ratio 1:1,5 wt/wt [81]. Note that, the main challenge
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was to optimized the morphology of the active layer, this goal was reached adding to the initial

CB solution a small percentage of solvent additive (3% v/v of DIO) [176].

4.3.1 Device fabrication

To compare the thermal behaviour of the active layer, the same device structure is used for the two

polymers based solar cells. The stack selected is: ITO/PEDOT:PSS/Active Layer/ZnO/Ag. The

cathode (ZnO/Ag) is chosen to prevent degradation processes, such as oxidation and diffusion, that

can occur at the active layer/electrode interface when other common materials such as Ca/Al[42]

or LiF/Al [156] are used.

For both devices the glass/ITO substrate is cleaned following the procedure reported in Chapter

2. Then a thin layer (∼ 35nm)of PEDOT:PSS is deposited by spin coater in air and annealed for

15 minutes at 150oC to eliminate residual water.

Then, the samples are immediately transferred inside the glovebox (inert atmosphere) for the

active layer deposition. The active layer of P3HT is based on a solution of P3HT:PC61BM ( 1:1

wt/wt), dissolved in ODCB:CB (1:1 v/v) with a polymer concentration of 30 mg/ml. In parallel,

PTB7 is mixed with PC71BM (1:1,5 wt/wt) and dissolved in CB solution with 3% (v/v) of DIO

as additive (the total concentration is 25 mg/ml). Both solutions are formulated in glove-box to

avoid oxygen/water contamination and stirred overnight at 60oC. The P3HT:PC61BM solution

is spin-coated on the top of the PEDOT:PSS layer (1000 rpm for 10 seconds) and the resulting

wet film is slowly dried (30 min) in glove-box. Before the ZnO deposition, the stack is annealed at

110oC for 10 minutes. The PTB7: PC71BM solution is spin coated at 700 rpm for 120 seconds

allowing the complete drying of the resulting film. No additional post treatments were carried out.

Next, a solution of ZnO nanoparticles (provided by Genes-Ink, Lab-Ink Jet ZnO) is spin coated

on the top of the active layers. The ZnO layer has a thickness around 50 nm. To complete the

device fabrication, 100 nm of Ag are deposited using a thermal evaporator directly connected to

the glovebox at 10−6 mbar at a rate of 1 nm/s to inhibit any atoms percolation.

4.3.2 Electrical characterization

The PV parameters of the best performing P3HT and PTB7 based solar cells are reported in Table

4.1 and the corresponding JV curves are reported in Figure 4.6.

Active Layer Jsc[mA/cm
2] Voc [V] FF [%] PCE [%]

P3HT:PC61BM 8,6 0,60 57 3,0

PTB7:PC71BM 13,4 0,72 66 6,4

Table 4.1: PV parameters of the best P3HT and PTB7 based solar cells with the structure
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/ActiveLayer/ZnO/Ag

From the literature, BHJ solar cells based on blends of P3HT: PC61BM typically show effi-

ciencies in the range of 2-4% [113]. The variability of the PCE is a consequence of the role of the
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Figure 4.6: JV curve of PTB7 (green) and P3HT (black) based solar cells.

organization of P3HT films are strongly dependent on the polymer packaging in the solid state.

For example, the highest mobility (µh = 0, 1− 0, 3cm2/V s) is obtained with a regioregular P3HT

able to generate thin films with a high degree of crystallinity. Vice versa, when the P3HT film is

amorphous, the resulting mobility drop to 10−3 - 10−4cm2/V s [113]. In general, when PC61BM

is blended with P3HT, polymer crystallization is partially hindered. However when P3HT has

time to crystallize, either by using casting techniques with slow evaporation of solvent or by using

solvents with high boiling points, the charge mobility of the resulting films is typically improved

[113]. In addition, a proper post-deposition thermal annealing helps to improve the crystallinity

of the P3HT leading to higher PV performance [177]. In this context, another crucial parameter,

that influence the morphology and electrical properties of the resulting blend, is the molecular

weight (Mw) of P3HT. It is well known that Mw strongly affects the conformation, packing and

interactions of the polymer chains [178] [179]. The P3HT Mw can range over 10kDa to 120kDA

and the higher performance are obtained from the highest Mw. In this thesis the P3HT has a

relatively low Mw of 37kDa, thus the performance obtained in this work are in well agreement

with the literature confirming the optimized morphology of the active layer.

On the other hand, the PTB7:PC71BM solar cells exhibit high performance which are strongly

dependent on the processing conditions. It was shown that, in order to increase the nanoscale

phase separation, chemical additives, such as DIO, have to be added in PTB7:PC71BM blend

solution [180]. In fact without additive, PC71BM molecules tend to aggregate, while with the

correct amount of DIO ( 3% v/v) the aggregation is limited and an optimal BHJ morphology can

be obtained[176].

As a result, standard solar cells with a PCE of 7,4%, Voc 0,74V, Jsc 14,5 mA/cm2 and FF 69

% have been reported in literature [81]. In this thesis PTB7 based solar cells show a slightly

lower PCE (6,4%) likely due to the different cathode used, in fact it is well know that the energy

matching between the interfacial layers (or electrodes) and the PTB7 layer, plays an crucial role

in optimizing the charge transport and collection processes [134]. Here, ZnO/Ag is used as top

electrode, while in literature reference devices are capped with Ca/Al. However, as mentioned
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before, the Ca/Al electrode is extremely sensitive to the ambient conditions (even in glove-box)

and is usually not recommended for thermal degradation tests. In conclusion, despite the differ-

ent cathodes, responsible for different charge extraction processes, the obtained OPV results are

comparable.

4.3.3 Optical characterization

The absorption spectra of the two active layers based on P3HT and PTB7 are reported in Figure

4.7. The P3HT:PC61BM blend spectrum shows an intense absorption between 400 nm - 650

nm, with three vibronic shoulders. It is well established that the position of the P3HT peak

absorbance band (at around 500 nm) provides information on the degree of conjugation of the

polymer chains, while the P3HT vibronic shoulders (at around 600 nm) provides information on

the degree of interchain order/interactions [181]. Thus the peaks indicate strong intermolecular

interactions among the P3HT chains, also suggesting a high ordering of the polymer chains in the

solid state. From the absorption spectrum is evident that the main limitation of the P3HT as D

material, despite the good degree of crystallinity which in principle favours high charge mobilities,

is represented by the relatively narrow absorption band, up to 650 nm, which limits the light

harvesting and thus the resulting photocurrent generation.

On the opposite the PTB7 : PC71BM blend spectrum shows a broader absorption from 300 nm

to 750 nm. The absorption between 550 nm and 750 nm is mainly due to the PTB7, while its

relatively weak absorption from 300 nm to 500 nm is compensated by the presence of PC71BM .

The amorphous character of the PTB7 film is confirmed by the absorption spectrum where no

vibronic shoulders are observed. As result the broader absorption of PTB7 based devices is one

of the main reason for the higher Jsc (13,4 mA/cm2) compared to the analogous cells based on

P3HT (8,6 mA/cm2).

Figure 4.7: Absorption spectra of PTB7:PC71BM (1:1,5) (green) and P3HT:PC61BM (1:1)
(black).
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4.3.4 Morphological characterization

The AFM is a powerful tool that allows to characterize the surface nanomorphology of a BHJ

active layer, with a resolution on the order of nanometers. The AFM images, topography and

phase, of P3HT based blend are reported in Figure 4.8. In a relatively large area of 5µm × 5µm

the morphology is characterized by a finely structured blend organization (Figure 4.8a and b). The

heights average is 36 nm and the RMS is 14,4 nm in agreement with values reported in literature

[174]. Indeed a rough surface indicates the presence of ordered structure in the film, while smoother

films are observed when crystalline domains of P3HT are not formed ( without the annealing step

or due to a fast dry). When a relatively small area of 1µm×1µm is considered, reported in Figure

4.8c and d, ordered domains of dozens of nm well dispersed in the background are observed. This

fine intermixing is compatible with the exciton λD of P3HT in blend with PC61BM (4,6 - 9 nm)

[55] thus promoting an efficient exciton dissociation and charge generation.

Figure 4.8: AFM images, topography and phase, of P3HT:PC61BM (1:1) thin film. a,b) area
5µm× 5µm and c,d) 1µm× 1µm
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Figure 4.9: AFM images, topography and phase, of PTB7:PC71BM (1:1,5) thin film. a,b) area
5µm× 5µm and c,d) area 1µm× 1µm

Diversely, the PTB7 has an amorphous character and the resulting BHJ morphology is ex-

pected to be smooth and almost featureless [182]. In Figure 4.9a and b are reported AFM images,

topography and phase, of an area 5µm × 5µm of the active layer based on PTB7. The morphol-

ogy, indeed, appears smoother in comparison with to the P3HT case, the RMS is 1,1 nm and

the height average is 4,2 nm. In addition, the solvent additive (DIO) acts as a good solvent for

PC71BM , further hindering the PC71BM aggregation and promoting a fine intermixing with the

polymer chains, in agreement the featureless and smooth surface of the resulting film [176]. Chen

et al. [182] describe the multiple-length-scale structural features of PTB7:PC61BM by means

grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering. It was shown that the films could form hierar-

chical nanomorphologies at with several nanometers of PTB7 nanocrystallites within hundreds

of nanometers of intermixed amorphous PTB7-rich or PC61BM -rich domains. This hierarchical

nanomorphology is coupled to significantly enhanced exciton dissociation, which consequently con-

tribute to photocurrent. Despite the fullerene used in this work is PC71BM instead of PC61BM

a similar hierarchical behaviour of the morphology seems evident in smaller AFM images (Figure

4.9c), in good accordance with the high Jsc measured for the solar cells.
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4.4 Thermal degradation of P3HT and PTB7 based solar

cells

In order to study the effect of the high temperature and avoiding other sources of degradation,

the thermal tests are carried out in dark and inert atmosphere. Following the standard protocols

for testing the thermal stability of organic solar cells [152] the temperature of the test is fixed at

85oC. The PV performances are monitored at certain interval times for a total period of 24h. After

the test, the aged devices are characterized and compared with the fresh ones. The reported PV

data are an average among 15 different cells obtained in two different laboratories. The errors are

obtained for each single parameters from the standard deviation. The absolute error of 7%-10%

in the PCEs reflects the reproducibility of the organic devices. Despite the error, the results are

well consistent with the thermal degradation processes proposed.

4.4.1 Electrical characterization

The PV parameters of fresh and aged devices based on P3HT and PTB7 are reported in Table 4.2.

Active Layer condition Jsc[mA/cm
2] Voc [V] FF [%] PCE [%]

P3HT:PC61BM fresh 8,3 ± 0,5 0,59 ± 0,01 60 ± 4 2,9 ± 0,2

P3HT:PC61BM aged 7,9 ± 0,5 0,56 ± 0,01 52 ± 4 2,4 ± 0,2

PTB7:PC71BM fresh 14 ± 1 0,72 ± 0,01 59 ± 7 6,0 ± 0,4

PTB7:PC71BM aged 13 ± 1 0,64 ± 0,02 36 ± 5 3,0 ± 0,3

Table 4.2: PV parameters of P3HT and PTB7 based solar cells both fresh and aged for 24h at
85oC in inert atmosphere

The P3HT solar cell shows a loss in PCE of just 17%, thus the active layer morphology can be

considered thermal stable following the standard directives [152]. The main parameter affected by

the high temperature is the FF, also the Voc slightly decay while the Jsc is substantially unchanged,

inside the error, during the thermal test. It is reasonable to supposed that charge collection process

is altered affecting the shunt resistance but not the Jsc.

In the opposite aged PTB7 based solar cells shows relevant losses in the PCEs (50%). It is

known that the thermal treatment of BHJ solar cells based on low energy-gap amorphous-type

polymers yielding high power conversion efficiency, such as PTB7, causes serious deterioration of

their photovoltaic performance [28], likely a suboptimal reorganization of the active layer.

To better understand the electrical behaviour of the BHJ devices under thermal stress, the evolution

of the normalized PV parameters, as a function of the ageing time, is reported in Figure4.10

P3HT based solar cells show an initial increase of the Jsc and FF in the first 5 hours followed

by a slight decrease. This behavior is in perfect agreement with the work of Bertho et al. [173]

where they observed an increase in Jsc when the cells is annealed at 90oC. Indeed, they suggest
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Figure 4.10: PV parameters decay during the thermal stress for both PTB7 (green) and P3HT
(black) based solar cells.

a morphological reorganization of the P3HT domains into fiber-like structures, which enhance the

charge transport properties and thus the Jsc of the corresponding BHJ blends. However the drop

in PCE is mainly due to the Voc and FF. What it is expected to occur is well described by Sachs-

Quintana et al. [160], they observed a similar behaviour with a P3HT:PC61BM solar cells aged

at 60oC for 50h. They claimed that during the thermal stress a thin polymer layer is formed at

the back contact, creating an electron blocking layer between the BHJ and the electron extracting

electrode that, in a standard structure, can disturb the charge diffusion and collection.

On the contrary, the thermal degradation of PTB7 based solar cells is quite controversial. Tada

[28] observed that, when PTB7:PC71BM processed without DIO is annealed at 80oC in inert

atmosphere, the PCE drops from 2,97% to 1,33% mainly due to a drop in Jsc and FF. The

hypothesis, confirmed by transmission electron microscopy, affirms that the thermal annealing

induces enlarged nearly- pure domains of the fullerene as well as the polymer, causing an increase

of recombination of photocarriers yielding approximately 50% reduction in the PCE. However,

when PC71BM is substituted whit C71 an improvement on the thermal stability was obtained.

The C71 seems to suppress the aggregation of fullerenes and thus hinder the enlargement of nearly-
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pure domains.

On the other hand Chun-Guey Wu et al.[183] reports that PTB7:PC71BM blended film processed

with DIO is thermally sensitive. When the device is annealed at 100oC for 30 minutes a drop in

PCE of 20% is observed mainly due to a significantly decrease on the Jsc. The additive has a

higher boiling point (Tb= 325oC) compared to the CB (Tb = 131oC) and it is a good solvent for

fullerene, therefore during the film drying process, it allow PCBM to reorganize, resulting in better

nanophase segregated structures[184]. Indeed, residual traces of additive can remain in the active

layer and, under thermal stress, they can evaporate inducing a BHJ reorganization. Interesting,

changing the solvent additive (DIO) with a solid compounds (2,3-pyridinediol) the thermal stability

considerably increases with a loss in performance of just 3%. Its melting temperature is 245oC,

thus, neither under high temperatures of thermal stress, it will evaporate guaranteeing no changes

in the active layer morphology.

The results obtained for the PTB7:PC71BM in the present work are partially in agreement with

the literature. In fact in the first 8 hours is registered a drop in the performance that could be

ascribed to a partial segregation between the D and the A phases within the active layer. The

change in the D/A reorganization can also justify the decreased Voc [141]. After the 8 hours the

Jsc remains substantially constant, while the Voc continue to decrease. As in the case of the P3HT

a degradation at the interface between the electrode and the active layer is expected to occur.

4.4.2 Optical characterization

In order to understand the origin of the PV parameters decay for both devices the UV-visible

absorption spectra of the active layers is registered before and after thermal degradation. The

plots are reported in Figure 4.11

Figure 4.11: Absorption spectra of the active layers based on a) P3HT and b) PTB7 before and
after thermal stress.

From the PV parameters decay of P3HT based solar cells no relevant variations in the optical

proprieties of the active layer are expected. In fact, before and after the thermal test, the absorption

spectra of the P3HT:PC61BM blend perfectly overlap. The annealing step at 110oC after the
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active layer deposition allows to form P3HT crystalline phase and improves the active layer thermal

stability.

In the opposite the PTB7 based blend shows a slight variation on the absorption spectra suggests

a reorganization in the blend morphology [141] [185] in agreement with the decay of the PV

parameters. The main variation is localized in the high energy portion of the spectrum, while

the tails of the absorption doesn’t change. This suggests that the PTB7 remain mainly in an

amorphous conformation, while the fullerene molecules probably start to aggregate.

Despite the absorption measurement is an interesting tool that gives qualitative information about

relevant variations in the bulk of the active layer, it is not enough sensitive to reveal surface

modifications and/or slight morphological changes.

4.4.3 Morphological characterization

To validate the hypothesis formulated from the electrical (Table 4.2 and Figure4.10) and the opti-

cal characterization, the AFM and KPFM techniques have been employed, to explore the surface

morphology of both polymer based blends, before and after degradation. Despite the high reso-

lution of the AFM technique which allows to observe morphological features at nanoscale level, it

doesn’t provide information about the phase segregation of the BHJ components. However, using a

conductive tip it is possible to overcome this kind of limitation. In fact the KPFM images obtained

at the same time and in the same region of the AFM images give information about the surface

potential which is expected to be different for D and A domains [186].

Note that, the absolute value of the surface potential obtained from the KPFM cannot be used for

a quantitative analysis. However the scale of colours are adjust to the same interval allowing to

compare images for a qualitative analysis.

The AFM images of fresh and aged P3HT based blends are reported in Figure 4.12. As ex-

pected slight changes of BHJ morphology are observed. The RMS passes from 14,4 nm for the

fresh active layer to 15,6 nm for the aged device (Table 4.3). This result correlates well with the

optical characterization and the Jsc decay, while it does not give information about the variation of

the other PV parameters. In this view the KPFM images (Figure 4.13) help to further clarify the

degradation processes occurred in the P3HT based blend. For the fresh device the KPFM image

(Figure 4.13b ) shows the same morphology of the AFM image (Figure 4.13a ). The different

potential of the BHJ components clearly identifies the two species: the red regions, with a high

surface potential, corresponds to polymer-rich domains, while the blue ones, with a low surface

potential, are based on fullerene-rich areas [186]. Note that the green area likely represents an

intermix between the two species that exhibits an intermediate value of surface potential.

Diversely, the KPFM and AFM images of aged P3HT based device are quite different (Figure 4.13c

and d). The distribution of the potential does not reflect the AFM image, indeed the domains are

poorly defined, while in the AFM images large aggregates can be identified. This result suggests

that most of the domains are based on the same material (polymer), which could be in agreement

with the formation of a skin layer of P3HT at the top of the active blend during thermal degrada-

tion [160].
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Active Layer Conditions Heights average [nm] RMS [nm]

P3HT:PC61BM Fresh 36 14,4

P3HT:PC61BM Aged 38,6 15,6

Table 4.3: Morphological parameters of P3HT based solar cells both fresh and aged for 24h at
85oC in inert atmosphere

Figure 4.12: AFM images of the P3HT based solar cells a) fresh and b) aged
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Figure 4.13: AFM images 5µm× 5µm of P3HT active layer a) fresh and c) aged. Corresponding
KPFM images b) fresh and d) aged.
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On the other hand, during thermal degradation a modification of the D A intermixing is

expected for the PTB7 based active layer. Figure 4.14a and b show the AFM images (size: 5µm×
5µm)of the fresh and aged PTB7 based device, which seem do not reveal evident changes of the

nanoscale morphology. However, reducing the area of the scanning (Figure 4.14 c and d, size:

1µm× 1µm ) clear variations of the BHJ film become evident.

As discussed, what it is expected that the annealing induces the formation of D and A rich-domains

mainly due to the agglomeration of PC71BM . From the AFM it is difficult to discriminate this

behaviour. Interestingly, when the KPFM images are compared to the corresponding AFM images,

the complementary information allow a better understanding of the involved processes. Similarly

to the AFM, the KPFM images of fresh and aged device on a relatively large area, does not

reveal evident changes or specific features of the active layer (Figure 4.15a and b respectively).

Even in this case, KPFM images on a smaller scale exhibits appreciable differences (Figure 4.16).

Despite the absolute value cannot be used to compare the results, the same width in the potential

distribution was used for the color scale. This allows to discriminate the D rich domains (red) to

the A rich domains (blue). Interestingly, in the aged device more separated phases appear evident

in good accordance with the previous hypothesis.

Active Layer Conditions Heights average [nm] RMS [nm]

PTB7:PC71BM Fresh 4,2 1,1

PTB7:PC71BM Aged 5,3 1,2

Table 4.4: Morphological parameters of PTB7 based solar cells both fresh and aged for 24h at
85oC in inert atmosphere
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Figure 4.14: AFM images of PTB7 based solar cells on the right fresh active layer while on the
left aged .
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Figure 4.15: 5µm × 5µm AFM images of PTB7 active layer a) fresh and c) aged. Corresponding
KPFM images b) fresh and d) aged.
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Figure 4.16: 1µm × 1µm AFM images of PTB7 active layer a) fresh and c) aged. Corresponding
KPFM images b) fresh and d) aged.
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4.5 Conclusion

In conclusion the thermal degradation of P3HT and PTB7 based solar cells have been studied.

The highly crystalline polymer shows a better thermal stability mainly because the best active

layer morphology is obtained with an annealing step during the process fabrication. This step not

only leads to high performance but also to a more thermally stable morphology at temperature

stress of 85oC. Note that when the film morphology is not well optimized both the performance

and the thermal stability can be affected [76].

On the other hand the best performing PTB7 based solar cell shows a poor thermal stability. The

amorphous behaviour of the PTB7 leads to a less stable active layer morphology. Moreover the

use of the additive in the fabrication process has a positive effect in the initial performance, but it

results detrimental for the thermal stability. The main degradation process involved is the fullerene

aggregation, which is likely facilitated in a soft matrix of an amorphous polymer. Note that after

a certain time (8-10hours) the reorganization reaches a thermally stable morphology that leads to

a final PCE of 3,0% considerably lower than the initial one, but comparable with the P3HT based

solar cells.

In conclusion, the highly efficient solar cells are not necessarily thermally stable. In view of a

commercial product a correct compromise between stability and efficiency has to be reached before

getting into the market.
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Thermal degradation effects on

operating devices

5.1 Influence of internal interfaces on thermal degradation

In the previous Chapter was showed how the thermal behaviour of the active layer is a crucial

aspect for the thermal stability of the corresponding solar cells. The main degradation mechanism

is the reorganization of the blend morphology. The process can involve the surface and thus the

interfaces with the electrodes, or it can be a bulk reorganization. In both cases the main parameters

responsible for the degradation is the solid state organization: crystalline against amorphous. In

general this behaviour is connected with the T blendg [164]. However it is difficult to determine this

value, being related to many factors. Recent studies have demonstrated that the different active

layer morphology and thickness can have impact on the T blendg , however this value can be influenced

also from the nature of the underlying substrate. For example Liu et al. [187] observed different

Tg of an amorphous conjugated polymer when is deposited on Si-SiOx substrates with respect to

the same films coated on the top of the PEDOT:PSS surface. Moreover, different values of T blendg

were observed at the surface with respect to the bulk, confirming that the interactions occurring

at the interface are crucial for thermal degradation processes. The influence of the adjacent layers

on the thermal behaviour of a solar cells becomes evident when a standard structure is compared

to an inverted one. Devices based on the same active layer (P3HT or PCDTBT) were used to

demonstrate that the inverted structures result more thermally stable than the standard (Figure

5.1 ) [160]. In fact, for both active layers the thermal degradation induces a vertical segregation

and a thin polymer layer is formed at the back contact, creating an electron blocking layer that is

detrimental for the standard structure, but not harmful for the inverted device.

5.1.1 Role of buffer layers

The effects of thermal degradation on an operating device don’t concern just the active layer but

can involve also buffers layers. A clear example is obtained comparing the thermal stability, at

85oC for 150 hours in dark and in inert atmosphere, of three different solar cells based on the same

111
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Figure 5.1: Thermal degradation at 65oC of a) P3HT:PC61BM and b) PCDTBT:PC71BM devices
with different back contacts [160]

active layer.

The device structure used is ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P(3):PC61BM/HBL/Al. The devices differ only

in the HBL while the other layers are identical. The HBLs chosen are LiF and two formulation

of ZnO nanoparticles (ZnOA and ZnOB). The details of ZnO formulation are confidential, they

differ on the solvent used for the nanoparticles dispersion and on the stabilizing additive, while

the nature of the nanoparticles and their dimensions are the same. In Table 5.1 are reported the

PV parameters of fresh and aged devices. The results are an average of 6 devices and the error is

calculated from the standard deviation. Note that the initial performance of the different devices

are comparable between them, thus allowing a good comparison.

HBL Conditions Jsc[mA/cm
2] Voc [V] FF [%] PCE [%] ∆PCE

LiF Fresh 9,5 ± 1 0,815 ± 0,005 56 ± 3 4,3 ± 0,3

Aged 4,4 ± 0,4 0,670 ± 0,003 50 ± 1 1,5 ± 0,2 - 65%

ZnOA Fresh 10,3 ± 0,5 0,805 ± 0,005 49 ± 5 4,1 ± 0,4

Aged 10,2 ± 0,4 0,765 ± 0,005 45 ± 4 3,4 ± 0,2 - 15%

ZnOB Fresh 10,5 ± 0,1 0,805 ± 0,005 51 ± 1 4,3 ± 0,2

Aged 6,8 ± 0,5 0,770 ± 0,005 42 ± 1 2,2 ± 0,1 - 49%

Table 5.1: PV parameters of the solar cells based on different HBLs before and after thermal test

When LiF is used as HBL a loss in PCE of 65% is observed after the thermal test. The main

parameter affected is the Jsc passing from 9,6 mA/cm2 to 4,4 mA/cm2. As expected, the high

temperature likely induce the LiF dissociation, the Li+ atoms percolate into the active layer and

form the complex PC61BM
− : LiF+ causing the performance degradation [156]. Diversely, when

ZnO NPs are used as HBL, a different thermal degradation mechanism is expected. Interestingly,
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despite the ZnOA and ZnOB formulations are based on the same nature and dimensions of the

nanoparticles their thermal behaviours are very different. The solar cells based on the first formu-

lation ZnOA shows good thermal stability with a loss of PCE of just 15%, while devices based on

ZnOB show a loss in PCE of almost 50%. The Voc of both devices has the same drop, the values

pass from 0,81V to 0,77V. This reduction can be correlated with the same aspect: it was found

that high temperature can increases the WF and decrease the conductivity of ZnO films [188] in

agreement with the observed variation in Voc. Note that the energetic properties of the ZnO are

correlated with the nature of NPs, thus, as the two formulation are based on the same material,

the same behaviour is expected. However, observing all PV parameters, in particular the Jsc, the

two devices present a different thermal degradation. In the device based of ZnOA the Jsc doesn’t

change after degradation, suggesting that the active layer morphology and the ZnOA are thermally

stable. On the opposite when ZnOB is used as HBL the Jsc decreases from 10,5 mA/cm2 to 6,8

mA/cm2. These results clearly suggest that the ZnO layers (A and B formulations) are the main

responsible for the thermal degradation of the corresponding devices, since the active layers of

both devices have been processed using identical conditions. It is reasonable to assume that during

the heating process, residual traces of additive/solvents/dopants in the ZnOB layer, diffuse into

the adjacent BHJ layer likely determining the reduction of the performance. Additional tests to

clarify the involved mechanisms are currently underway.

In conclusion, despite the active layer was demonstrated to be thermally stable, the stability of the

different operating devices is strongly influenced by the nature/intrinsic properties of the HBL.

Thus, in addition to the T blendg , the thermal behaviour of the buffer layers is another essential

parameters to evaluate the device stability.

5.1.2 Confinement effect

As above mentioned it is clear that the thermal behaviour of a solar cell depends on the contribution

of each layer and interface. To this end, in order to properly evaluate the thermal stability of a

working solar cell, it is mandatory to analyse the whole device. However common techniques used

to study aged devices not always are able to give a complete description of the mechanisms induced

by the temperature. A clear example is represented by AFM and KPFM techniques. As showed in

Chapter 4, the changes on the surface morphology of the active layer give important information on

the occurring degradation processes, however not always the investigated areas is representative of

the device behaviour. In fact, for solar cells the crucial regions of the active layer are located under

the electrode, not accessible from AFM measurement. To clarify this concept, a representative

example is reported.

A solar cell based on a Merck’s D polymer (chemical structure is confidential) shows a good thermal

stability after an annealing at 85oC in dark in inert atmosphere for 150 hours (Table 5.2).

The device structure used is ITO/ZnO/Active Layer/MoO3/Ag. The PV parameters and the JV

curves for the fresh and aged are reported in the Table 5.2 and Figure 5.2.

The PCE loss is less than 20%, the Jsc passes from 11,7 mA/cm2 to 11,0 mA/cm2 suggesting

that no relevant morphological changes of the active layer are expected. However using a standard

morphological characterization unexpected results are found. The AFM images of the fresh and
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Condition Jsc[mA/cm
2] Voc [V] FF [%] PCE [%]

Fresh 11,7 ± 0,3 0,780 ± 0,005 68 ± 2 6,2 ± 0,1

Aged 11,0 ± 0,04 0,73 ± 0,01 62 ± 2 5,0 ± 0,2

Table 5.2: PV parameters of the representative solar cells before and after the thermal test

Figure 5.2: JV curve of the representative solar cell before and after the thermal stress.

aged device, reported in Figure 5.3, show that after the thermal ageing the morphology of the

active layer is drastically changed. Large domains on the order of few µm are formed, the optimal

intermix between D and A interface observed in the fresh active layer, is completely loss in the

aged device. In light of this results, it may be surprising that such drastic morphological changes

(in the area outside the top metal electrode) occurring with thermal ageing do not correspond to

drastically reduced OPV performance of the solar cells.

In order to justify this apparent incongruence an alternative technique is used to map the active

layer morphology: the Laser Scanning Confocal Microscopy (LSCM). The main limitation of this

technique is that the resolution is limited by the wavelength of the laser used, in this case the reso-

lution is around 200 nm. In a fresh device the LSCM image cannot resolved the D and A domains

typically in the range of nm, but in the aged device, when the domains become much bigger, they

can be appreciated. Despite the resolution, the main advantage of this technique is the possibility

to investigate the active layer in the operating device. The LSCM images of the aged solar cells

both outside and under the electrode are reported in Figure 5.4 a and b respectively. The two

images are very different between them: outside the electrode the same big crystal observed in the

AFM image are presented, while under the electrode the morphology appears homogeneous and

almost featureless correlating well with the PV parameters of the aged device.

This result is a clear example of the so called ”confinement effect”: the interactions at the or-

ganic/electrode interface could strongly stabilize the active layer morphology and influence the

reorganization of the BHJ blend in the device during ageing [169]. In this sample this interaction
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Figure 5.3: AFM images of the representative solar cell a) before and b) after the thermal stress.

seems to be stronger than the polymer interchain ones, thus hindering the formation of the rod-like

aggregates which would be otherwise favoured.

In conclusion the thermal stability of a solar cells strongly depends both from the active and the

buffer layers, as well as from the interface between them and the electrode. For this reason, in-line

techniques, able to investigate the whole operating device, are essential to properly characterize

the effect of temperature on operating devices.
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Figure 5.4: LSCM images of the representative solar cell after the thermal stress, a) outside and
b) under the electrode
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5.2 How to predict the device thermal stability

An innovative technique, based on a capacitance measurement on a working device, allows to

predict the maximum limit temperature for a stable solar cell [76].

Four different BHJ solar cells with different thermal behaviour were selected from the work of

Tessarolo et al. [76]. The thermal test is based on monitoring the performance decay during an

annealing at 85oC for 24 hours in dark and inert atmosphere. The solar cells differ just in the

D polymer used, their polymer structures, reported in Chapter 2 Figure XX, are also depicted in

Figure 5.5. In details P(2) FQ-BDT-4TR is a D polymer already reported in Chapter 3, P(8) is

the PTB7 studied in the previous Chapter, while P(9)PTT-MIM and P(10) PBnDT-FTAZ are

two new D polymer based on different backbone.

Figure 5.5: Chemical structure of P(2) FQ-BDT-4TR, P(8)-PTB7, P(9)PTT-MIM and P(10)
PBnDT-FTAZ used as D polymer in the solar cells.

5.2.1 Devices Fabrication

The device stack used for all devices is ITO/PEDOT:PSS/ActiveLayer/ZnO/Ag. The PEDOT:PSS

is spin coated over the ITO surface to form a thin layer (∼ 35nm) and annealed at 150oC for 15
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minutes to eliminate any residual water, then the devices are moved into the glovebox to deposit

the other layers. The active layer of the first device is based on a solution of P(2):PC61BM in

ratio 1:1 wt/wt dissolved in ODCB. The layer is deposited with spin coater following the procedure

reported in literature [75] without an additional annealing. The Active layer of the second device

is based on PTB7:PC71BM in ratio 1:1,5 wt/wt. The deposition conditions are described in the

previous Chapter. The device based on the P(9) is obtained from a solution of P(9):PC61BM in

ratio 1:1,5 wt/wt dissolved in a mixture of ODCB and DIO (98:2 v/v). The layer is deposited via

spin coater at 700 rpm for 120 seconds, without any addition annealing. In the end the last device

is based on active layer of P(10):PC61BM in ratio 1:2 wt/wt dissolved in ODCB deposited at 1500

rpm for 10 seconds. The resulting film is still wet and it is leaved to dry in a petri dish without

cover for 30 minutes. Then it is annealed at 110oC for 10 minutes. Over the active layers, a film of

50 nm of ZnO is deposited via spin coater inside the glovebox. In the end the cells are moved into

the metal evaporator directly connected to the glovebox, then 100 nm of Silver were evaporated

at 10−6 mbar at a rate of 1 nm/s to inhibit any atoms percolation. The PV parameters of fresh

devices are reported in Table 5.3. The results obtained for P(2),P(9) and P(10) based solar cells

are an average on 6 devices, while P(8) based device was investigated in more details, thus the

values, obtained from an average on 15 devices, are slightly different, but still consistent, from the

reference paper [76]. It should be noted that the initial PCEs of P(2) and P(10) based solar cell

are considerably lower than the corresponding values reported in literature (5,3% and ∼ 6% [189]

respectively). The main reason of this discordance is that different batches with different Mw were

used, moreover the replacement of LiF with ZnO as buffer layer, can altered the PV performance.

However the achievement of ”hero” efficiency is out of the aim of this work, while it was preferred

to selected different thermal behaviour in order to cover all the possible cases, from completely

unstable to highly stable devices.

5.2.2 Standard thermal degradation test

The standard thermal test is performed at 85oC following the procedure reported in literature

[152]. The test is carried out inside the glove-box to prevent interactions of devices with oxygen

and/or moisture. The test runs for 20 hours and the solar cells are illuminated to monitor the

OPV performance for a total period shorter than 30 minutes, allowing to neglect the initial burn-in

light induced degradation [190].

Table 5.3 summarizes the OPV response data, before and after thermal degradation, of the

different polymer based BHJ solar cells. To better analyse the trend of the OPV performance

of each device, normalized PCE, Voc, Jsc and FF, as function of time are reported in Figure

5.6. Fitting of the PCE data was carried out using an exponential decay: PCE = PCEf +

(1− PCEf )exp(−t/τ), where t represents the experiment time, PCEf is the final value attained

by the efficiency and accounts for the percentage of the initial efficiency preserved after thermal

degradation, while the time constant τ is the lifetime at which the efficiency value is decreased by

a factor e, and allows to compare the kinetic of the PCE decay of each samples. The PCEf and

τ values are reported in Table 5.4.

The most stable device is based on the polymer P(2) as shown in Figure 5.6. The drop in normalized
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Active Layer Conditions Jsc[mA/cm
2] Voc [V] FF [%] PCE [%]

P(2):PC61BM Fresh 7,3 ± 0,3 0,890 ± 0,005 47 ± 2 3,1 ± 0,2

Aged 7,5 ± 0,3 0,82 ± 0,02 46 ± 3 2,9 ± 0,2

P(8):PC71BM Fresh 14 ± 1 0,72 ± 0,01 59 ± 7 6,0 ± 0,4

Aged 13 ± 0,4 0,64 ± 0,02 36 ± 5 3,0 ± 0,3

P(9):PC61BM Fresh 8,8 ± 0,2 0,76 ± 0,01 50 ± 1 3,4 ± 0,2

Aged 7,8 ± 0,3 0,51 ± 0,04 37 ± 3 1,5 ± 0,2

P(10):PC61BM Fresh 8,3 ± 0,7 0,78 ± 0,01 44 ± 1 2,8 ± 0,3

Aged / / / /

Table 5.3: PV parameters of the solar cells based on different BHJ before and after thermal test

PCE is only of 7% after 20 hours at 85oC. For this polymer all the photovoltaic parameters

remain constant during the experiment time, negligible thermally-induced morphological changes

are expected to occur. In the other extreme, devices fabricated with P(10) degraded very fast:

after 1 minute of thermal stress PCE drops to 65% of the initial value by the fast initial decay in

Jsc and FF, leading to a very low efficiency after only 15 minutes, no photovoltaic response was

obtained after the 20 hours. For P(10) based solar cell important morphological reorganization are

supposed, but the drastically drop in performance not allows to investigate properly the mechanism

occurred.

Devices fabricated with the D polymers P(8) and P(9) show an intermediate behaviour between

these two border cases. As already discussed in Chapter 4 the P(8) (PTB7) based device shows a

drop in PCE from an initial value of 6% to a value of 3% after 20 h. The main factor influencing

the degradation trend is FF, which drastically decreases due to an increased series resistance in the

device, which could be ascribed to a partial segregation between the D and the A phases within

the active layer.

In the end, the P(9) based solar cells shows a drop in PCE from 3,4% to 1,5% mainly due to a

decrease in FF and Voc. In particular seems that two degradation processes are taking place: one

occurred in the first 5 hours which affects FF due to an increase in the series resistance in the

device, and a second, with a slower kinetic, mostly affecting Voc.

5.2.3 Capacitance based thermal test

The four solar cells are a representative group of device with different thermal behaviour. They

can be used to demonstrate the working principles and the reliability of the innovative thermal test

based proposed [76]. The new method consists on the detection of the whole device capacitance

variation as a function of temperature (C-T). This approach is based on the model proposed by
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Figure 5.6: PV parameters decay of the 4 BHJ solar cells based on P(2) (magenta), P(8) (green),
P(9) (blue), P(10) (red).

Lungenschmied et al. [191] where the Cg is used to monitor morphological changes in operating

devices. Cg can be expressed by the equation Cg = εε0A/d where A is the area of the device, d is

the thickness of the active layer, ε0 the dielectric constant of vacuum and ε the static permittivity

of the active layer. When the temperature is increased two phenomena can influence Cg due to

significant morphological modifications of the active layer: i) variation of the active layer thickness

(d) [192] [171], and ii) change in the dielectric properties of the blend (ε) [193][194]. The correct

conditions to measure the Cg are obtained from the MS analysis (Section 5.3.2). Once selected the

correct frequency and applied voltage, devices are introduced in an oven with a heating ramp of 1
oC/min and capacitance is monitored every 10 seconds. The variation of capacitance with respect

to temperature for all P(2)-P(10) based devices is reported in Figure 5.7. All the curves have been

smoothed and normalized at their maximum to simplify their comparison.

For all devices, except the specific case of P(10) based solar cell, the C-T curves show an initial

rise after which capacitance reaches a maximum value, in correspondence to a temperature defined
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Figure 5.7: C-T curve for P(2)(magenta), P(8) (green),P(9) (blue) and P(10) (red) based devices.
The brown dash line indicates the temperature of the thermal life test (85oC). The maximum of
the Capacitance-Temperature (TMAX) is indicated in the graph for each system [76].

as TMAX (Table 5.4), and then capacitance starts to decrease. The initial rise is in agreement

with previous work on P3HT [192] and PCDTBT [171] based solar cells, where, increasing the

annealing temperature, a reduction of the active layer thickness is observed as a consequence of an

increased phase-separation of the BHJ components and possibly to residual solvent loss, resulting

in an overall reduction of the free volume of the BHJ films. Moreover Pearson at al. [195] observed

that the PEDOT:PSS layer has a thickness contraction in the low temperature range up to 70oC,

which can partially contribute to the initial rise of Cg. A further increase in the temperature

above the TMAX gives rise to a capacitance decrease. This fact could be attributed to additional

physical or chemical processes occurring in the active layer and/or at the active layer/electrode

interface which could modify the dielectric permittivity of the layer and/or the thickness of the

active layer. Regardless the degradation process involved the presence of this maximum indicates

that significant morphological rearrangements occur in the active blend in relation with the onset

of the thermal stability.

The TMAX values extracted from the C-T measurements correlates well with the thermal

degradation behaviour of the devices observed during the performance thermal tests. Indeed, by

plotting the PCEf and τ values, calculated from the PCE decays during the thermal stress at 85oC,

versus the corresponding TMAX obtained from the C-T measurements (Figure 5.8) for all devices,

a clear and direct correlation is found. In conclusion devices show to be thermal stable when the

temperature of the thermal stress is below the TMAX , while above the TMAX PV performance

start to worsen.
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Active Layer PCEf (%) τ (hours) TMAX(oC)

P(2):PC61BM 92 ± 6 15 ± 3 102 ± 5

P(8):PC71BM 46 ± 12 9 ± 3 77 ± 3

P(9):PC61BM 32 ± 4 3,5 ± 1 58 ± 5

P(10):PC61BM 0 0,2 53 ± 7

Table 5.4: PCEf and τ parameters calculated from the exponential fitting of the PCE decay and
Tmax obtained from the C-T curve. The errors are derived from the fitting, while the error of
TMAX is higher for the broader peaks.

Figure 5.8: Correlation between TMAX and parameters extracted from life test at 85oC: a) Pro-
portion of initial efficiency preservation (PCEf ) after thermal degradation and b) time constant
τ calculated from the PCE decay [76].
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5.3 Investigation on thermal degradation mechanisms

The innovative thermal test based on a capacitance value is an interesting tools able to predict

the limit temperature for a stable solar cell. However it doesn’t give accurate information about

the mechanisms involved into the degradation process. To have a reliable description about the

phenomena, additional measurements, based on specific technique able to analysed the whole device

in operating conditions, are needed. A preliminary study on the thermal degradation occurred on

the devices under investigation is reported in the followed sections.

5.3.1 Optical characterization

Figure 5.9: EQE plots of the fresh and aged devices based on a) P(2), b)P(8) and c) P(9).

The EQE is a common technique used to analyze a complete solar cell. In contrast to the

Absorption measurements that give information just about the active layer, the EQE takes into

account simultaneously several factors such as the absorption of the active layer, the charge gen-

eration and the collection processes in short circuit conditions, thus providing information about
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the photocurrent generated at specific wavelengths, which can be directly correlated to the corre-

sponding Jsc.

The EQE of the P(2), P(8) and P(9) of fresh and aged devices are reported in Figure 5.9, unfortu-

nately the P(10) aged device did not give any PV response. The P(2) based solar cell represents

the more stable device and no relevant changes in terms of EQE spectrum have been observed.

The P(8) based device shows a slight variation of the EQE spectrum in particular in the range

between 400 nm and 500 nm where the absorption is mainly due to the PC71BM confirming the

reorganization of the fullerene domains supposed to occur after thermal degradation. At wave-

lengths > 500 nm the EQE profiles are nearly identical, in agreement with the small drop in Jsc.

Analogously, the EQE spectra of the P(9) based device reflects the modest reduction in Jsc that

passes from 8,8 mA/cm2 to 7,8 mA/cm2. For both cases, it is reasonable to suppose a morpholog-

ical reorganization of the active layer which likely determines an increase of the series resistance

within the devices. As a result, the charge diffusion/collection processes and thus the resulting

EQE values are partially affected.

5.3.2 Mott - Schottky analysis

The MS analysis is based on the C-V characteristic described in Chapter 2. The frequency is fixed

at 1 kHz, the capacitance of the encapsulated devices is measured in dark in function of an external

bias ranging from -1 V to 1,5V.

Recalling the theory reported in Chapter 2, the standard C-V characteristic scans a Schottky

junctions between a doped semiconductors and a metal. The analysis is based on the depletion

approximation, which implies that there are no free carriers in the space charge region at the

junction under investigation. The CV characteristic it is expected to follow the MS relation [97]:

C−2 =
2(Vfb − V )

A2εε0NA
(5.1)

Where Vfb is the potential at which the band become flat, A is the area of the device, ε the

dielectric constant of the active layer, ε0 the vacuum permittivity and NA the doping density. If

the depletion approximation is satisfied, the charge in the space charge region is entirely due to

dopant atoms or molecules. Thus, the width ω of the depletion region is modulate from an external

bias by the follow relation[97]:

ω =

√
2εε0(Vfb − V )

qNA
(5.2)

Note that in intrinsic or lowly dopant materials, the capacitance is no longer dominated by

the charge of the doping atoms, but instead it is dominated by the charge carriers injected from

the contact [98] and the MS analysis cannot be considered reliable. Those consideration, assumed

for a single carrier devices, can be used for a bipolar device with some precautions. Simulation

study [98] demonstrated for thin film (∼ 100nm) that: if the doping density obtained from the

MS analysis is higher than (1016cm−3) the results are reliable, otherwise the assumptions are not

satisfy and the results inconsistent.
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Moreover, the Vfb is even more sensitive to the validity of the depletion approximation than the

determination of the doping density. In fact in principle at V= Vfb no electric field is present

inside the semiconductor, no current flows inside the device and thus, in a JV of a solar cells, this

bias correspond to the Voc. In the real device recombination process at the internal D-A interface

or nonselective contacts can violate the depletion approximation, in this case the Vbi obtained

can differ from the Voc [98]. The origin of this different is due an accumulation of charges at the

interface between the active layer and the electrode that induce a variation in the Vfb value [196].

In particular it was shown that, in a standard structure, when the fullerene molecules move close

to the top electrode a better charge selectivity is obtained induce a Vfb that can be lower than Voc.

Vice versa when excess of polymer is present at the top active layer surface, the recombination

at the contact increase and the Vfb becomes higher than Voc[197]. Then the Vfb measured in the

Mott-Schottky analysis in a BHJ solar cells, give information not mainly on the Voc but rather

about the content of fullerene at the cathode interface.

The MS plot of fresh and aged devices are reported in Figure 5.10. The aged P(10) based device

is not reported because the measure results meaningless. From the linear part of the spectrum,

assuming ε = 3 for all devices, it is possible to calculate NA from the slope and the Vfb from the

intercept, those values are reported in Table 5.5 for all devices. A relative error of 10% is consider

for all the values calculated from the fitting.

Active Layer conditions Nd(cm
−3 Vfb (V) Voc (V)

P(2):PC61BM Fresh (2,5 ± 0,3) ×1016 1,0 ± 0,1 0,890 ± 0,005

Aged (5,8 ± 0,6) ×1016 0,95 ± 0,09 0,82 ± 0,01

P(8):PC71BM Fresh (2,9 ± 0,3) ×1016 0,68 ± 0,07 0,72 ± 0,01

Aged (2,5 ± 0,3) ×1016 0,73 ± 0,07 0,64 ± 0,02

P(9):PC61BM Fresh (5,2 ± 0,5) ×1016 0,97 ± 0,08 0,76 ± 0,01

Aged (8,2 ± 0,8) ×1015 0,65 ± 0,06 0,51 ± 0,04

P(10):PC61BM Fresh (5,2 ± 0,5) ×1015 0,97 ± 0,09 0,78 ± 0,01

Table 5.5: NA and Vfb parameters calculated from the MS plots. Voc values are recalled for an easy
comparison. The relative error for each value is around 10 % mainly derived from experimental
noise and calculated from the fitting.

From the MS analysis on P(2) based solar cell the NA doubles, within the measurement un-

certainty, in accordance with the great value of Jsc after the thermal test (Table 5.2). Vfb results

higher than the Voc indicating that a non-selective contact was obtained from the beginning, in ac-

cordance with the low FF. However this morphological organization, despite the low performance,

is highly thermal stable.

For the P(8) based device the NA , calculated from the MS analysis, remains constant suggesting
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Figure 5.10: Mott-Schottky plots of the fresh and aged devices based on a) P(2),b) P(8) c) P(9)
and d) P(10)

that any morphological changes occurred into the active layer doesn’t affect the D polymer doping

level. As supposed the reorganization is mainly due to the fullerene agglomeration. The Vfb value

obtained for the fresh device is in perfect agreement with the literature [198] and close to the Voc

suggesting that at the initial conditions the device is optimized. However after thermal degrada-

tion, Vfb pass from 0,68V to 0,73V in an opposite trend respect the Voc that diminishes from 0,72

V to 0,64 V. Also the reduction of the FF indicates the presence of recombination pathway. As

supposed in the previous Chapter the thermal degradation induces a agglomeration of fullerene

that can affect the intermixing of D and A, and thus increase the non germinate recombination.

The fresh P(9) based device has a high doping density NA = 5, 2 × 1016cm−3 that drastically

decreases after the thermal test to 8, 2× 1015cm−3. The drop suggests a strong reorganization of

the active layer and an increase of the defect states. As a consequence, recombination processes

increase affecting both the FF and the Jsc. The Vfb of the fresh device is higher than the Voc

suggesting that an excess of polymer is present close to the cathode even on the fresh device,

justifying the low PV performance. Then, after the thermal test, the Vfb decrease from 0,97V to

0,65V following the trend of the Voc, however the low value of NA < 1016cm−3 calculated for the

aged device suggests that the depletion approximation is not valid and the last value of Vfb cannot

be considered reliable. [98].
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Similarly for the fresh P(10) based device a low doping concentration of 5, 2× 1015cm−3 is calcu-

lated, thus no consideration on the Vfb can be done. Moreover the low NA is in accordance with

the low PV performance.

5.3.3 Impedance Spectroscopy analysis

In order to confirm the suppositions obtained from the MS analysis a deeper investigation of the

impedance device response can be done by IS. The range of frequency used is from 1 MHz to 100

Hz. The measurement were carried out for encapsulated devices under 1 Sun and the external

bias is varied from -0,05V to 0,8V with a step of 0,05V. The range of frequency and voltage

is selected to guarantee the stability of the solar cells during the measurement. Despite these

precaution the P(10) based solar cells wasn’t stable during the measurement and for this reason

the IS analysis wasn’t reliable and it is not reported. The curves obtained for all devices are

fitted with the equivalent circuits shown in Figure 5.11. As explained in details in Chapter 2, in

the Nyquist plot of an optimized solar cells is expected to be a single arc shifted from the origin

of a value Rs which corresponds to the series resistance of the ITO/PEDOT:PSS contact. The

arc is the result of a recombination resistance Rrec, that has to be higher as possible to inhibit

recombination processes, in parallel with a chemical capacitance Cµ correlate with the DOS of

the fullerene (Figure 5.11a). When an additional arc (in the high frequency range) appears might

be the signal of charge transport limitations within the active layer. This additional arc can be

fitted with a transport resistance Rt in parallel with the Cgeo that take into account the dielectric

proprieties of the active layer. The equivalent circuit used to fit those Nyquist plots is reported

in Figure 5.11b. An eventually contact problem can be detected in the low frequency part of the

spectrum, but the low number of data recorder in this region not allows a correct fit. Note that

the Rs calculated for all devices results < 5Ω/cm2, as expected the ITO/PEDOT:PSS electrode

has the same behaviour for each device and its degradation is neglected in this conditions.

Figure 5.11: Equivalent circuit used to fitting the IS data: a) case of one arc b) case of two distinct
arcs.

The fitting parameters obtained for the P(2)based devices are reported in the Figure 5.12.
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Both the fresh and the aged devices present a unique arc in the IS spectra which has been fitted

with the equivalent circuit reported in Figure 5.11a. From the previous results it is supposed that

a contact problem is present from the beginning, however from the IS spectra the arc formed at

low frequency can be observed, but not properly fitted. The Rrec of the aged devices is slightly

lower than the Rrec of the fresh devices, indicating that the phenomena of recombination slightly

increase, in good accordance with the modest decrease in PCE (-7%) registered after the thermal

test (Table 5.2). The variation of Rrec and Cµ well describe the loss in the Voc that passes from

0,89V to 0,82V. In fact Cµ is correlated with the DOS of the fullerene [103], different distribution

of the energy level of the fullerene can induce a variation in the recombination process and thus in

Voc [199]. In the end the presence of a single arc in the IS spectrum of the aged devices indicates

that the charge transport properties of the system are not affected by the thermal test, highlighting

a good thermal stability of the solar cell.

Figure 5.12: Parameters obtained from the fitting of the IS spectra by the equivalent circuit
reported in Figure 5.11a of P(2) based solar cells

Concerning the P(8) based device, the previous results suggested that the temperature induces

an active layer reorganization which favours charge recombination processes. The IS analysis

confirms this hypothesis, the fitting parameters obtained for the P(8) based device are reported

in the Figure 5.13. The IS spectrum of the fresh device presents a single arc, confirming that

the initial device was optimized, thus neither contact nor transport problems are expected. On

the opposite, the aged device shows a second arc at high frequency indicating an alteration of the

transport process induced by the thermal degradation. The Rrec parameter it diminishes of one

order of magnitude from the fresh to the aged device, in perfect accordance with the assumptions

and in particular with the drop in FF from 59% to 36%. Analogously to the previous case also

the Cµ is in good agreement with the PV results, an evident variation in the shape indicates a

reorganization of the energy level of the fullerene and justifies the loss in Voc. Finally, the Rt

calculated for the aged device is higher at low bias, when higher current circulate into the solar

cells. Despite the presence of the new arc indicates a limitation on charge transport, the low value

of the Rt < 20Ω/cm2 correlates well with the slightly decrease of Jsc that passes from 14mA/cm2
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to 13mA/cm2.

Figure 5.13: Parameters obtained from the fitting of the IS spectra by the equivalent circuit
reported in Figure 5.11 of P(8) based solar cells

In the end for the P(9) based device an increase of the defect state is supposed from the MS

analysis. The parameters obtained from the fitting of the IS spectra of the fresh and aged devices

are reported in Figure 5.14. Interestingly the fresh device shows an unoptimised charge transport

that worsens under thermal stress. The Rt clearly increases from the fresh to the aged device

justifying the drop in Jsc from 8, 8mA/cm2 to 7, 8mA/cm2. The reorganization of the active layer

concern mainly the A material, the Cµ proves that the energetic distribution of the fullerene dras-

tically change after the thermal annealing in agreement with the loss in the Voc from 0,76V to

0,51V. On the contrary to the P(8) based device, the variation in the Rrec cannot justify the big

drop in the FF from 50% to 36%. However from the MS analysis a migration of D polymer close

to the top electrode is supposed. This process in a standard configuration is detrimental for the

PV performance in particular for the FF. As consequence, in the IS spectrum of the aged device

an additional arc at low frequency it is expected, in fact it can be appreciate but not properly fitted.

In conclusion, the hypotheses obtained from the previous measurements are confirmed by the

IS measurement underling the power and the efficacy of this technique to discriminate all the pro-

cess involved in a solar cell. Note that increasing the data at low frequency can help to have a

quantitative analysis of the contact problem, but implies a longer time of measure that can affect

the stability condition, fundamental for reliable IS data.
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Figure 5.14: Parameters obtained from the fitting of the IS spectra by the equivalent circuit
reported in Figure 5.11 of P(9) based solar cells
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5.4 Conclusion

In conclusion, the techniques used to study the thermal degradation effects give a complete de-

scription of the phenomena involved. In fact both minimal and strong reorganizations of the active

layer, for P(8) and P(9) based devices respectively, can be detected following the proposed analy-

sis. For example, despite FF for P(8) and P(9) devices follow the same trend during the thermal

test, the causes of their decay are different. In the case of P(8) based devices an increase of the

charge recombination in the bulk of the active layer, caused by the thermal degradation, justifies

the drop in FF, while for P(9) based devices the contact problem, worsen in the aged device,

results predominant with respect to the FF variation. In view of a commercial product, both the

efficiency and lifetime are crucial parameters that have to be simultaneously optimized. Thus an

high efficiency is not enough if the thermal stability is not guaranteed. A representative case is the

comparison between the P(2) and P(8) based devices: despite the initial PCE of P(8) was higher

than the one of P(2) based devices (6% against 3%) after the thermal test the performance resulted

comparable, indicating that in principle both materials can be chosen for as active materials for

commercial applications.

In this context, it is difficult to select a priori the best device without performing any thermal test.

Here we demonstrate that the long standard test procedures routinely used to establish the lifetime

of OPV devices (150 hours) can be easily replaced with the new fast capacitance based thermal

test proposed (2 hours). The new approach not only identifies the stable device at a particular test

temperature, but also it gives an additional information: the value TMAX suggests the limit op-

erating temperature above which the device becomes thermally unstable. Thus, this new method

results to be an interesting tools in view of an industrial production. For the future work it will

be interesting to investigate the effects of thermal degradation for different configurations based

on the same active layer in order to identify optimal devices in terms of efficiency and stability.
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6

Photodegradation effects on BHJ

solar cells

6.1 Light-induced degradation

Summarizing from the previous Chapters, the stability of an encapsulated organic solar cells can

be affected from incident light and high operating temperature. The degradation involves mainly

the active layer properties, but it can affects also the other layers and interfaces that composed the

device. Focusing the attention on photostability, it is well know that organic materials, in particular

photoactive materials are vulnerable to photodegradation under UV-visible light irradiation, in

presence or in absence of oxygen [200][201]. In most cases, the degradation induces modifications

in the chemical structure of the macromolecular chains [202][203]. These structural changes provoke

variations of the physical and chemical properties of the polymer, mainly in terms of loss of π-

conjugation with the consequent deterioration of the performance of the system in which the

material is used [204]. The mechanisms by which most polymers degrade when submitted to UV-

visible light irradiation in ambient air are well understood [200][201]. The first step of the oxidative

reactions is always a hydrogen abstraction on the polymeric backbone (PH) by a free radical (r•)

formed by photonic excitation of a chromophoric species:

PH + r• → P • + rH (6.1)

Then the macroradical produced P • can reacts with oxygen and induce a chain reaction [200].

Thus hydrogen abstraction can be significant for modifications of the polymer properties. This

reaction strongly depends on the chemical structure of the polymer, moreover many study shown

that the hydrogen abstraction most likely occurs at the side-chains. However them are fundamental

to tune several properties such as: i) solubility and processability, ii) position of the HOMO and

LUMO levels, iii) structural conformation and iv) intra- and inter-chain interactions of the polymer

chains. Thus their nature, length and position has to be properly choose to satisfy the compromise

between good processability, performance and stability.

133
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Despite the chain reaction is governed by the O2, it is important to observe that also in total

absence of oxygen the polymer can degrade under light soaking [153][203]. Indeed, absorption of

the UV - visible radiation range contained in the solar spectrum can induce photochemical processes

such as rearrangements, chain scissions and crosslinking reactions. The main consequence of these

reactions is a decreases of the UV-visible absorbance in the domain of visible light[200] due to the

partial interruption of the π - conjugation[204][138].

Some general considerations can be resumed from literature and used as guide lines for the synthesis

of new materials. First, the stability ranking of the side chains from the lowest to the highest is as

follows: CO2R < OR < H [203]. Second, moieties containing a quaternary site are very unstable

(e.g. fluorene, cyclopentadithiophene) because of the oxidability of this site. Third, the presence of

readily cleavable bonds (such as C-N or C-O) also limits stability. In the end aromatic polycyclic

units generally exhibit a good photochemical stability [203].

6.1.1 Effect of fullerene

The intrinsic photostability of a D polymer is fundamental aspect for the resulting device stability,

however its behaviour can be influenced when mixed with fullerene derivatives [153][205][206]. In

fact PC61BM has been observed to stabilize many π-conjugated polymers used in the active layer

by reducing the photodegradation rate. Three mechanisms are usually invoked for the stabilizing

effect of PC61BM : screening from UV light, exciton quenching and radical scavenging.

To quantify the benefit due to UV inner filter effect, Distler et al. [206] compared the stability of 3

similar system: a P3HT film deposited on a glass substrate, an analogous films with an additional

layer of PC61BM deposited on the opposite site, and then P3HT:PC61BM blend film. All system

were irradiated and the corresponding absorption decay was recorded. Comparing the degradation

rate of the three films appears that the optical screening effect of PC61BM seems to contribute

30% to the observed reduction of the P3HT degradation rate.

Another mechanism that limits the polymer degradation is the exciton quenching by electron

transfer to PC61BM , in fact this process reduces the lifetime of the excited singlet state and thus

reduces the population of all reaction-inducing states (e.g., triplet states) (Figure 6.1b). Triplet

states are notorious for their reactivity, due to their relatively long lifetime, which favours bimolec-

ular reactions [205].

In the end, in many study it is reported the radical scavenging ability of fullerenes, mainly due to

the stabilization of radicals by their addition to the extended π -system [207] .

Nevertheless, despite most of D polymers show an enhancement on their photostability when mixed

with fullerene, sometimes the presence of PC61BM can be detrimental for the device. An example

is the PCPDTBT based active layer. In this blend the presence of fullerene enhances the generation

of triplets via the CT state (Figure 6.1a). In presence of oxygen, the triplet state may sensitize

the formation of chemically active oxygen species (e.g., singlet oxygen), which then would act as

oxidants for the polymer [206].
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Figure 6.1: State diagram of the PCPDTBT:PC61BM and P3HT:PC61BM blends. CTS is the
energetic level of the CT state between the polymer and fullerene; FC is the energetic level of
free charge carriers, T is the triplet state and S is the singlet state. The oxygen singlet energy is
indicated by the dashed red line across the graph. [206]

6.1.2 Effect of solvent additives

The use of solvent additive in the D:A blend solution is a common strategy to optimize the mor-

phology of the active layer [151] taking advantages from two main aspects: a selective solubility of

the fullerene derivatives and a higher Tb than the host solvent. The selective solubility is necessary

to perform D:A domains in solution and the different Tb to preserve the domains during the drying

process [184]. The most common additive that meets these requirements is the DIO, however,

despite the benefits in terms of photovoltaic performance[151], recently it was found to have a

detrimental impact on device stability during UV-light exposure [208]. In fact DIO molecules are

highly sensitive to light, and the radicals formed are susceptible to saturate instantaneously the

neighbour π-conjugated systems and/or to be trapped by the fullerene. Moreover when the BHJ is

confined by a top layer, residual additives, or more precisely the photoproducts issued from their

degradation, cannot migrate out of the film and they can react with the polymer and fullerene

molecules, determining their degradation [176].

As a result, the photostability of a D polymer can be related to its chemical structure both in

terms of backbone and number, size and nature of the side chains. However, when the polymer is

used into an active layer of a solar cells, additional factors should be taken into account to rule

the photochemical behaviour of a complete BHJ device.

6.2 Photodegradation of Quinoxaline based polymers

In order to further elucidate the relationship between the intrinsic photostability of different donor

polymers and the corresponding impact in terms of device photodegradation, a series of quinoxaline

based polymers have been concretely studied. The intrinsic stability of each polymer is investi-
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gated by monitoring the UV-vis absorption decay of the corresponding neat films under 1 Sun

illumination, as a function of ageing time. Next, the corresponding BHJ solar cells are fabricated

and tested during prolonged light exposure in order to evaluate and compare the photostability

responses of more complex systems such as complete device,under working conditions.

6.2.1 Polymers structures and characterization

The studied D polymers are based on a fluorinated quinoxaline (FQ) acceptor unit either with a dif-

ferently substituted benzodithiophene (BDT) or an unsubstituted thieno[3,2-b]thiophene (TT). In

details: P(3)-PFQBDT-TR (already investigate in Chapter 3) containing alkyl-thienyl side chains,

P(11)-PFQBDT-OR containing alkoxy side chains, P(12)-PFQBDT-TROR containing alky-oxy-

alkyl-thienyl side chain and P(13)-PFQTT has an unsubstituted TT. The chemical structure of

the polymer reported in Chapter 2 Figure 2.2, are recalled in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2: Chemical structure of P(3)-PFQBDT-TR, P(11)-PFQBDT-OR, P(12)-PFQBDT-
TROR and P(13)-PFQTT [78]

SWV have been employed to investigate the electrochemical properties of the polymers and

estimate the HOMO and LUMO energy levels (Table 6.1). The different in the side chains have an

effect on the EHOMO and ELUMO . Polymers P(3) and P(12) present similar HOMO and LUMO
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energies while the analogous polymer P(11) shows a slightly higher HOMO level likely due to the

stronger electron-donating effect of the alkoxy side chains linked to the BDT unit. Moreover the

TT polymer P(13) exhibits further raised HOMO and LUMO energy levels mainly because the

relatively high electron density of the TT unit, compared to other D moieties, increases the push-

pull character of the polymer. Interestingly, all polymers exhibit relatively deep HOMO energy

levels, which would result in devices with a high Voc and ensure good air stability [137] [49].

D Mn (kDa) Mw (kDa) λmax (nm) λonset (nm) Eoptgap (eV) EHOMO (eV) ELUMO (eV)

P(3) 37 133 610 726 1,71 -5,89 -3,61

P(11) 32 82 595 702 1,77 -5,74 -3,50

P(12) 24 54 617 720 1,72 -5,84 -3,56

P(13) 19 53 629; 676 750 1,65 -5,64 -3,45

Table 6.1: Molecular weight, optical and energetic proprieties of P(3), P(11),P(12), (13) D polymer.
An error of 2 nm is considered for each wavelentgh due to the spectrum resolution.

For the optical characterization of the polymers, the absorption spectra of the thin films are

reported in Figure 6.3.

The UV-vis spectra of all polymers exhibit similar main features: a higher-energy absorption

band, between 380 and 480 nm, which can be assigned to localized π − π∗ transitions and a

lower energy band, between 500 and 700 nm (up to 750 nm for P(13)), arising from the intra-

molecular charge-transfer-like interactions between the electron-rich (BDT or TT) and electron-

poor (FQ) moieties, and from the inter-chain interactions between the polymer chains. For P(13)

the vibrational structure of the low energy band is well resolved showing two peaks at 630 nm

and 670 nm, respectively, while for P(3), P(11) and P(12) the two vibrational peaks are partially

overlapped. The replacement of the alkoxy chains on the BDT unit (P(11)) with thiophene based

side groups (P(3) and P(12)) is known to extend the π-conjugation (2D-conjugated polymer)

resulting in a red-shifted absorption profile [209]. Then, the use of an electron-rich TT comonomer,

instead of the weaker electron donating BDT unit, leads to a further significant red-shift (50 nm)

of the absorption spectrum of the corresponding polymer P(13)

6.2.2 Photodegrdation of neat polymer films

In order to investigate the photochemical stability of P(3),P(11),P(12) and P(13), a set of neat

polymer films deposited on glass substrates were prepared and illuminated in air at 1 Sun for 72

hours. Then, the absorption spectrum of each films is recorded at certain interval time.

Figure 6.4 shows the evolution of the UV-vis absorption profiles of P(3),P(11), P(12) and P(13)

as a function of the irradiation time (after 0, 5, 30, 45 and 72 h). As expected, the general

tendency, similar for all polymers, is a decrease of the peaks magnitude over time due the photo-

bleaching[138][200]. Despite the different rate of the photodegradation as a function of the polymer
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Figure 6.3: Absorption spectra of P(3)(red), P(11) (purple), P(12) (green), P(13) (light blue).

structure, it is evident that for all polymers the low energy peak decreases faster than the high-

energy peak, resulting in a change of the relative absorption peak ratio. It has been demonstrated

that the relative ratio of these peaks varies with the polymer chain length, suggesting that the π-

conjugation length of polymers could be reduced when the they are subjected to photo-induced oxi-

dation, likely due to saturation/opening of π-conjugated units or chain scission reactions [210][211].

To evaluate the photodegradation of the four polymers, the decrease in the intensity of the ab-

sorption peaks, relative to the same electronic and vibrational transition, are compared. Thus

the absolute absorption maximum (λmax reported in Table 6.1) have been used for P(3), P(11)

and P(12), while for P(13) it is considered the relative absorption maximum at 629 nm related to

the first vibration peak of the electronic transition. Then, to quantify the photodegradation, it is

calculated the remaining peak absorbance (RmAbs) define as:

RmAbs =
Amax(t)

Amax(0)
× 100 (6.2)

where Amax(t) is the residual absorbance after a specific time t (5, 30, 45 and 72 h, extrapolated

from the UV-vis spectra in Figure 6.4), while Amax(0) is the initial absorbance (at t=0 h). Figure

6.5 exhibits the trend of RmAbs plotted against the irradiation time for all polymers.

The P(11) shows the worst photostability , RmAbs decreases quickly to 85% after 5 h of illumi-

nation, and then follows a degradation rate similar to the other materials reaching a final value of

45%, after 72 h. In the opposite polymers P(3), P(12) and P(13) exhibit a relatively similar and

constant decay during illumination indicating an improved resistance towards photodegradation

as suggested by the relatively high values of RmAbs after 72 h ( 65%, 58% and 74%, respectively

for P(3), P(12) and P(13)). As above mentioned, the polymer structure and in particular the

number, length and nature of the side chains linked to the polymer backbone strongly influence

the photochemical stability of the resulting polymers. Looking at the structural differences of the

present polymers, P(11) contains alkoxy side chains with the oxygen atoms linked to the BDT

comonomer which can be readily cleaved under illumination, thus starting the polymer degrada-

tion [200]. Indeed, the resonance stabilizing effect of the oxygen atom is known to weaken the
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Figure 6.4: Absorption spectra decay of a) P(3)(red), b) P(11) (purple), c) P(12) (green), d) P(13)
(blue) D polymers.

energy of the C-H bond of the adjacent CH2 group thus favoring the hydrogen extraction (by a

free radical) leading first to side chain oxidation and then to the subsequent stepwise oxidations

[200].

For P(3) and P(12), the replacement of the oxygen atoms with aromatic units (thiophene) sig-

nificantly improves the resulting photochemical stability. Interestingly, the nature of the residual

portion of the side chain linked to the thiophene ring (alkyl or alkyl-oxyalkyl , respectively for P(3)

and P(12)) has a negligible impact on the photodegradation rate of the corresponding polymer

films. In the end, polymer P(13), in which the BDT unit has been replaced with an unsubstituted

fused bithiophene (TT) comonomer, is the most photochemically stable material of the series. In

general, these findings are fully consistent with the literature and confirm that the use of unsub-

stituted aromatic units enhances the photochemical stability of the resulting polymer films, while

the presence of the oxygen close to the backbone is detrimental[206].

6.3 Photodegradation of polymer based solar cells

As previously mentioned, once analysed the photodegradation of the neat polymer it is interest-

ing to investigate the photostability of the corresponding BHJ solar cells. To this end, working

devices were exposed to prolonged illumination in inert atmosphere and the evolution of their PV

performance were periodically monitored.
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Figure 6.5: RmAbs decay of P(3)(red), P(11) (purple), P(12) (green), P(13) (blue).

To take into account the increase of the temperature during light exposure (thermal degradation),

all BHJ devices are fabricated in duplicate: the first group of devices is exposed to heat stress

(named ”Heat”) and a second group of samples is exposed to light stress (named ”Light”).

The device structures used, identical for all polymers, is glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/active layer/LiF/Al

therefore the differences between the devices can be mainly related to the different stability of the

active blends, since the internal interfaces and/or buffer layers are the same in all cases. Moreover,

the stack was demonstrated to be relatively stable and compatible with light soaking tests [212].

6.3.1 Device Fabrication

After the cleaning process of the ITO-glass substrates, a thin layer of PEDOT:PSS was deposited

by blade-coating, following the procedure already reported in Chapter 2. The active layer solutions

of P(3) and P(11) are based on ODCB, while in the case of P(12) and P(13), 3% v/v of DIO is

added to the ODCB solution. All polymers are blended with PC61BM with a weight ratio of 1:1.

The active blend solutions were processed by blade-coating in air, without the need of additional

thermal treatments. The PV parameters of the best solar cells are reported in Table 6.2.

Active Layer Additive Jsc(mA/cm
2) Voc (V) FF (%) PCE (%)

P(3):PC61BM (1:1) / 10,2 0,81 63 5,2

P(11):PC61BM (1:1) / 7,7 0,77 68 4,1

P(12):PC61BM (1:1) 3 % 7,6 0,85 58 3,8

P(13):PC61BM (1:1) 3% 9,2 0,65 64 3,8

Table 6.2: PV parameters of devices based on P(3), P(11),P(12), (13) as D polymer

All OPV devices exhibit remarkable photovoltaic responses, with the maximum PCE of 5,2%
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for the P(3):PC61BM active layer, in agreement with previous results (Chapter 3). The Voc

of all BHJ devices correlates well with the difference between the HOMO level of the D and

the LUMO level of the A. The low-lying HOMO levels (-5,8 eV) of BDT based polymers P(3)

P(11) and P(12) result in higher Voc (0,8 V) compared to that obtained by using the TT-Q

polymer P(13) (0,65 V), having a relatively higher HOMO level(-5,64 eV). The FF values seem to

depend on the structural complexity of the side chains linked to the BDT moiety, which strongly

affects the polymer:fullerene self-organization in the solid state. Fill factors (FF) of 68%, 63%

and 58% are obtained, respectively, for BHJ cells based on P(11) (containing alkoxy side chains),

P(3) (containing alkyl-thienyl side chains) and P(12) (containing longer alky-oxy-alkyl-thienyl side

chains). On the other hand, the P(13) based blend exhibits a FF of 64% suggesting a proper phase

segregation and inter-chain interactions likely promoted by the presence of the planar TT unit.

The Jsc varies between 7,6 mA/cm2 (for P(11) and P(12)based devices) and 10,2 mA/cm2 (for P(3)

based device). Since the three polymers exhibit UV-vis absorption spectra with very similar profiles

in the same spectral ranges (Figure 6.3) the observed variations may be ascribed to the different

charge transport properties of the polymers due to their different morphological organization in

film. Similarly, despite the red-shifted absorption spectrum of P(13) compared to the other ones,

the corresponding OPV device generates a comparable Jsc(9, 2mA/cm
2), likely due to the relatively

low molecular weight of the polymer (Table 6.1).

6.3.2 Photodegradation test and evolution of PV parameters

The light soaking test is carried out by illuminating the cells at 1 Sun for 72h in inert atmosphere

and monitoring the PV performance at different interval time: 24h, 48h and 72h (”Light”). In

parallel, an identical set of devices, processed in the same experiment, are entirely masked with

black tape, and kept under illumination(”Heat”). On Figure 6.6 and 6.7 are reported the trend of

the normalized PV parameters of the solar cells in function of the ageing time for the ”Heat” of

the ”Light” groups respectively. To summarize the results, the initial (PCEi) and final (PCEf )

PCE values and their percentage variation are reported in Table 6.3. The results are an average of

6 devices. The errors are calculated from the standard deviation. Note that, despite the devices

are fabricated in the same conditions and in the same experiment, the typical reproducibility of

organic device determines slightly different on the initial performance.
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Figure 6.6: PV parameters decay of devices based on a) P(3)(red), b) P(11) (purple), c) P(12)
(green), d) P(13) (blue) heat in Dark in inert atmosphere.
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Figure 6.7: PV parameters decay of devices based on a) P(3)(red), b) P(11) (purple), c) P(12)
(green), d) P(13) (blue) under 1 Sun in inert atmosphere.
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Active Layer Ageing PCEi (%) PCEf (%) ∆ PCE

P(3):PC61BM (1:1) Heat 4,1 ± 0,2 3,8 ± 0,1 -7%

Light 4,9 ± 0,3 3,6 ± 0,2 -27%

P(11):PC61BM (1:1) Heat 3,6 ± 0,2 3,4 ± 0,1 -6%

Light 4,0 ± 0,1 2,9 ± 0,1 -28%

P(12):PC61BM (1:1) Heat 3,5 ± 0,3 2,4 ± 0,1 -31%

Light 3,7 ± 0,1 1,1 ± 0,1 -70%

P(13):PC61BM (1:1) Heat 3,2 ± 0,1 2,7 ± 0,1 -15%

Light 3,7 ± 0,1 0,3 ± 0,1 -92%

Table 6.3: Initial PCEi and final PCEf and relative variation of the devices based on P(3),
P(11),P(12) and P(13)
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The OPV devices exposed to Heat stress retain most of their initial performance (∆PCE <

15%), except the case of the P(12) based cell which shows a reduction in PCE of -31%, likely due

to thermally induced morphological rearrangements of the D:A blend as suggested by the decrease

in Jsc and FF. Indeed, the presence of relatively long and branched side-chains causes steric hin-

drance in solid films which might increase the π−π stacking distances and in turn increase the void

fraction and therefore the PC61BM diffusion rate, promoting the generation of aggregates/clusters

in the BHJ blend which might limit the OPV performance [40][167].

During Light soaking the performance of the BHJ solar cells gradually decreases with the irradi-

ation time and it is reasonable to assume that the contribution of the thermal degradation is not

substantial, except the case of the P(12) cell. As shown in Figure 6.7, the degree of photodegra-

dation is considerably different among the polymers. The decrease of the PCE is generally caused

by a decrease in FF and Jsc, whereas the Voc remains constant during the 72 h of measurement,

except the case of P(13) based cells. Note that, the Voc loss during photoinduced degradation has

been demonstrated to become relevant in amorphous materials as a result of a redistribution of the

charges in a broader density of states [213]. The amorphous character of the P(13) based blend

might be related to the relatively low molecular weight of the polymer (Mn=19 KDa, PDI=2,8

Table 6.1).

As a result, the photodegradation of the solar cells exhibits a different trend in comparison to the

behaviour of the corresponding neat films.

Indeed, P(3) and P(11) based devices are the most stable, preserving more than 70% of their

initial performance, with a reduction in PCEs mainly due to a decrease in FF values. Diversely,

P(12) and P(13) based devices exhibit the largest degradation during the light soaking, showing a

decrease in PCE of 70% and 92% respectively. Note that, both cells (P(13) and P(12)) have been

processed using DIO as solvent additive. Probably, residual amounts of additive remain in the

film, contributing to device degradation [176][200]. This aspect combined with the poor thermal

stability of P(12) based device can justify the drastic loss in PCE of 70%. Surprisingly the solar

cell based on the most photostable polymer P(13) (in neat film) totally degrades losing its initial

performance after 24 h under 1 Sun, in absence of oxygen (Figure 6.7). Analogously, for P(13) the

presence of DIO in the blend solution can partially explain the loss in performance, in addition it

is reasonable to assume that the absence of side chain in the TT unit implies that the site of the

degradation involve the polymer backbone thus determining a drastic effect on the π− conjugation.

6.3.3 Optical Characterization of the Active Layer

In order to evaluate the effects of the light soaking on the optical properties of blend films, the

absorption spectra of the solar cells before and after ageing are carried out (Figure 6.8). Note

that, despite the devices are fabricated using the same conditions, the ageing can induce slight

variation on the thickness of the active layers. A small difference (<20 nm) can affect the light

absorption. In order to take into account this variation, the absorption spectra are normalized by

the thickness of the active layer. Following the law of Lambert-Beer the resulting value is called

”Linear absorption coefficient” [214].

Observing Figure 6.8 it is evident that the photodegradation of the active layers is considerably
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reduced with respect to the pristine polymers (Figure 6.4). The main reasons can be traced to the

absence of oxygen that slow the photodegradation [202][211], but also the presence of fullerene that,

as observed for many D polymer [202] [206], stabilizes the active layer. Comparing the polymer

with the thiophene based side chains, both the absorption spectra of P(3) P(12) based active layer

show a decrease of the linear absorption coefficient under ”Heat” condition, suggesting a variation

of the BHJ morphology. Apparently this reorganization is beneficial for the solar cells based on

P(3), indeed the PCE and Jsc remain constant under this stress conditions (Figure 6.6), while

seems to be detrimental for the P(12) based device which shows a loss in PCE of ∼ 30%. On the

opposite, under ”Light” condition, an additional variation of the morphology is supposed, that

further decrease the absorptions, in this case it induces a loss in PCE for both devices. Additional

interfacial effects can affect the performance, but they cannot be appreciated by the absorption

measurement.

Interestingly, an unexpected behaviour is observed for the P(11) based active layer. The Absorption

increase upon stress in the same way for ”Heat” and ”Light” conditions in contrast with the

behaviour of pristine film (Figure 6.4). Probably the high temperature induces a reorganization of

the active layer that is beneficial for the optical properties. Under ”Heat” conditions this beneficial

effect can guarantee a good stability reflecting the unaltered PCE before and after stress. While

the loss in performance registered under ”Light” cannot be correlated with the optical absorption,

but it probably depends on interfacial defects that limit the FF and then the PCE.

In the end, the P(13) blend presents the biggest difference between the absorption spectra passing

from the fresh to aged devices. A strong reorganization of the active layer is expected to occur.

As mentioned before, the presence of residual traces of DIO can also induce the degradation of

the polymer by hindering the π− conjugation and thus the resulting optical absorption. Further

investigations should be carried out to discriminate the reasons of the loss in performance, however

it is interesting note that the active layer based on the most photostable polymer (in neat film),

results to be the less stable in blend.

Again, as for the thermal degradation, the information on the stability behaviour of the D polymer

are not sufficient to predict the stability of the corresponding solar cell, in which other factors play

simultaneously a role during degradation.
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Figure 6.8: Absorption spectra of active layers based on a) P(3), b) P(11), c)P(12) and d) P(13),
before ageing, at ”Heat” and at ”Light” stress in inert atmosphere.
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6.4 Influence of the top electrode on the photodegradation

The photodegradation of the active layer is not always the major cause of the OPV degradation

[215]. For instance, several groups demonstrated that the cathode interfacial layer has a signifi-

cant role on the device lifetimes [215] [212] [216]. This observation is valid also for the previous

quinoxaline based polymers solar cells. In fact, comparing two similar devices structure

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/ActiveLayer/LiF/Al and ITO/PEDT:PSS/ActiveLayer/Al a different photo-

stability is observed, despite processing conditions for devices fabrication are the same. The PCE

decay during the ”Heat” and the ”Light” stress of the two devices structures are reported in Figure

6.9 and 6.10 respectively.

To summarized the percentage of PCE variation from fresh to aged device a corresponding ∆PCE

value is reported in Table 6.4.

Figure 6.9: PCE decay of P(3)(red), P(11) (purple), P(12) (green), P(13) (blue) based devices
heat in dark in inert atmosphere with a) LiF/Al and b) Al as top electrode.

The ”Heat” stress has similar effect on the devices when the top electrode LiF/Al is replaced

with Al. Probably the temperature reached under illumination is not enough high to induce per-

colations of atoms from the top electrode into the active layer [156]. Thus the thermal degradation

mainly concerns the properties of the other layers.

Diversely the stability under ”Light” conditions results worsened for devices where Al is used as

top electrode, with a loss in PCE of more than 60% for all devices. This result is not surpris-

ing, in fact many research groups [215][212] observed that the photostability of organic solar cells

is limited by photo-induced changes that occur at the active organic layer/Al electrode interface.

Wang et al. [216] suggest, from X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy characteristics, that the interface

photodegradation consists of a reduction in bonds associated with organic-metal complexes, with

a consequent decrease in organic/metal adhesion. This contact degradation reduces both charge

injection (i.e., from the metal to the organic layer) and charge extraction (i.e., from the organic

layer to the metal) [216].

However, it has been demonstrated [215] [212] that the presence of a buffer layer, as LiF, can have
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Figure 6.10: PCE decay of P(3)(red), P(11) (purple), P(12) (green), P(13) (blue) based devices
under 1 Sun in inert atmosphere with a) LiF/Al and b) Al as top electrode.

significant benefits to minimize this photo-induced degradation and then to improve the photosta-

bility.

These considerations, in perfect agreement with the presented results, underline how the or-

ganic/metal interface plays a crucial role on the device stability.

6.5 Influence of buffer layers on the photodegradation

A possible strategy to increase the stability of the solar cells is the use of an inverted structure [217]

. This configuration is proven to be more stable than the conventional one because no low WF

metal electrode is exposed to ambient conditions and therefore its deterioration due to oxidation

can be prevented [218]. In inverted structures, to optimize the charge collection at the electrodes,

air stable high WF materials e.g. PEDOT:PSS or MoO3 are typically used as interlayer at the top

anode as EBL, while low WFn materials like PFN, PEIE, TiOx or ZnO are deposited on ITO (cath-

ode) acting as HBL [219]. Among them ZnO is very attractive for its high electron conductivity,

good optical transmittance, non toxicity and low cost [220]. In addition, ZnO can be synthesized

in the form of nanoparticles (ZnO NPs) which can be deposited from solution generating thin

films with high conductivity without the need of strong annealing treatments [221]. ZnO NPs are

usually doped with small amounts of metal ions, to increase their electrical properties [222]. The

most studied is the aluminum-doped ZnO (AZO) [223], the AZO has the same advantages of ZnO

NPs, while having a conductivity which can be three order of magnitude higher [224]. This is a

good advantages in the industrial fabrication, where relatively thick layers, in order of 100 nm,

are preferred to ensure complete substrate coverage and avoid the risk of defects. Here, the higher

conductivity AZO NPs allows to obtained thicker layer maintaining the conductive proprieties

necessary for the final device [225].

Despite ZnO shows a variety of suitable properties for photovoltaic applications, one limitation

is that its conductivity is negatively affected by chemisorbed oxygen [37]. It is well known that
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Active Layer Top electrode ∆ PCE Heat ∆ PCE Light

P(3):PC61BM (1:1) LiF/AL -7% -27%

AL +4% -61%

P(11):PC61BM (1:1) LiF/Al -6% -28%

Al -4% -79%

P(12):PC61BM (1:1) LiF/Al -31% -70%

Al -27% -91 %

P(13):PC61BM (1:1) LiF/Al -15% -92%

Al -13% -98%

Table 6.4: Variations of PCE under ”Heat” and ”Light” stress, of devices based on P(3),
P(11),P(12), (13) with LiF/Al or Al as top electrode.

O2 molecules are able to capture electrons from the conduction band of ZnO creating a depletion

region near the surface with high resistivity [177]. This process is physically reversible and if ZnO

is irradiated with ultraviolet light, oxygen molecules can be released from the ZnO layer leading

to an improvement of the ZnO conductivity [220][226]. Although light irradiation could restore

the conductivity of ZnO, prolonged illumination could induce irreversible degradation [227][28].

Indeed, UV light soaking in the presence of oxygen triggers the formation of shunts which reduce

the n-type behaviour of the ZnO. These shunts are likely p-type defects of the lattice structure

that induce an increase of the ZnO WF [5]. As a consequence, the presence of oxygen during the

ZnO film processing could represent an issue for the photostability of solar cells.

6.5.1 ZnO characterization

In order to understand how to limit the degradation under prolonged illumination on solar cells,

a light soaking test is performed on four devices based on different buffer layer. The formulations

of ZnO-based NPs used for the EBLs, are: i) pristine (ZnO) and ii) low (AZOlow), iii) medium

(AZOmedium) and iv) high aluminium-doped (AZOhigh) [83].

To guarantee a good comparison, all the EBLs are deposited via spin coating in the same condition.

The film thickness is intentionally fixed around 40 nm for all ZnO/AZOx NPs to obtain layers with

similar conductivity and avoid the limitations which could occur when using thicker undoped ZnO

films. Then, the morphology of each layer is investigated, the AFM images are reported in Figure

6.11. Each samples results very similar between each other, the surfaces are homogeneous and

relatively smooth with a RMS of 8 nm, 6 nm, 4 nm and 4 nm for ZnO, AZOlow, AZOmedium and

AZOhigh, respectively. From an optical point of view, all the ZnO-based layers are characterized
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by similar UV-vis spectra with an optical transmittance higher than 80% over the entire visible

range and an absorption peak at 345 nm (Figure 6.12). The optical properties, in conjunction with

the relatively low surface roughness, make the ZnO-based films compatible for their incorporation

in polymer solar cells. Moreover, the energy levels of the Valence band and of the Conductive

band are similar for all ZnO (-7,7 eV and -3,6 eV, respectively) and AZOx (-7,8 eV and -3,7 eV,

respectively) layers.

To note, ZnO, AZOlow, AZOmedium and AZOhigh are characterized by similar optical, morpho-

logical and electronic properties which do not depend on the aluminium concentration in the

nanoparticles.

Figure 6.11: AFM images of ZnO, AZOlow, AZOmedium and AZOhigh films deposited via spin
coater
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Figure 6.12: Transmittance of ZnO, AZOlow, AZOmedium and AZOhigh films with a thickness of
40 nm.
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6.5.2 Device Fabrication

The solar cells are based on inverted structure: glass/ITO/EBL/P(1):PC61BM/MoO3/Ag. De-

vices have the same active layer based on a D polymer P(14) PFQ2T-BDT with a new chemical

structure, similar to the P(3), reported in Chapter 2 Figure 2.2The HOMO and LUMO level,

reported in Table 2.1 in Chapter 2, are -3,6 eV and -5,9 eV respectively. The deep HOMO energy

levels would result in devices with a high Voc and ensure good air stability [137] [49]. The P(14) is

mixed with PC61BM in ratio 1:1 in a solution of ODCB with 3% of DIO.

In order to investigate the effect of the oxygen adsorbed by the ZnO during film processing two

groups of devices are fabricated: one with the EBLs deposited in inert atmosphere, and one pro-

cessed in air.

As reported in Table 6.5, all the Device show nearly identical photovoltaic performances, with

initial PCE over 4%, Jsc of ∼ 8,7 mA/cm2, Voc of ∼ 0,87 V, FF of ∼ 55%. Therefore, the OPV pa-

rameters of fresh cells are not affected by the Al doping content in the ZnO layer. This is expected

since the ZnO, AZOlow, AZOmedium and AZOhigh based films show similar optical transmittance,

surface roughness and WFs. In addition the photovoltaic response of the solar cells are independent

on the processing environment, since it results unvaried if ZnO or AZOx films are either processed

in inert atmosphere or in air.

HBL HBL process conditions Jsc(mA/cm
2) Voc (V) FF (%) PCE (%)

ZnO N2 8,6 ± 0,3 0,870 ± 0,005 55 ± 2 4,1 ± 0,1

Air 8,8 ± 0,3 0,870 ± 0,005 55 ± 1 4,2 ± 0,1

AzOlow N2 8,7 ± 0,1 0,870 ± 0,005 55 ± 1 4,2± 0,1

Air 8,8 ± 0,3 0,870 ± 0,005 54 ± 2 4,1 ± 0,1

AzOmedium N2 8,7 ± 0,3 0,870 ± 0,005 55 ± 2 4,2 ± 0,1

Air 8,7 ± 0,3 0,870 ± 0,005 55 ± 2 4,2 ± 0,1

AzOhigh N2 8,6 ± 0,2 0,860 ± 0,005 56 ± 1 4,1 ± 0,1

Air 8,8 ± 0,2 0,86 ± 0,01 54 ± 1 4,1 ± 0,1

Table 6.5: PV Parameters of BHJ solar cells based on different HBLs processed in inert atmosphere
and in air. )
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6.5.3 Devices photodegradation

To study the photodegradation, all devices are kept in a glove box under 1 Sun for 40 hours and

their J-V characteristics are measured at defined time intervals.

Figure6.13 a shows the J-V plot of fresh and degraded devices with the ZnO-based HBLs pro-

cessed in inert atmosphere. After light soaking, the J-V curves result slightly changed in a similar

way for all devices (Table 6.6). Indeed, the devices were equally degraded reaching similar OPV

parameters (Table 6.6 ): Jsc drops to about 7 mA/cm2, Voc to 0,81 V, FF to 45% and the PCE

decreases from about 4% to 2.5%. A partial decrease of the photovoltaic performance with light

soaking can be expected for all devices as observe in the previous section. Despite the P(14) has

chemical structure similar to the P(3) the different in the photostability can be related to the

presence of DIO in the active layer solution. In any case, since the OPV parameters of all the

degraded ZnO-based solar cells are comparable, it is reasonable to assume that the light-induced

processes occurring in the four devices are not influenced by the nature of the ZnO-based HBLs

when processed in inert atmosphere.

HBL HBL process conditions Jsc(mA/cm
2) Voc (V) FF (%) PCE (%)

ZnO N2 7,2 ± 0,3 0,810 ± 0,005 43 ± 1 2,5 ± 0,1

Air 7,5 ± 0,1 0,660 ± 0,005 35 ± 1 1,7 ± 0,1

AzOlow N2 6,9 ± 0,5 0,810 ± 0,005 46 ± 1 2,6 ± 0,1

Air 7,3 ± 0,3 0,810 ± 0,005 43 ± 1 2,5 ± 0,1

AzOmedium N2 7,0 ± 0,2 0,810 ± 0,005 43 ± 1 2,4 ± 0,1

Air 6,9 ± 0,2 0,720 ± 0,005 40 ± 1 2,0 ± 0,1

AzOhigh N2 6,9 ± 0,3 0,820 ± 0,005 45 ± 1 2,5 ± 0,1

Air 6,8 ± 0,1 0,720 ± 0,005 41 ± 1 2,0 ± 0,1

Table 6.6: PV Parameters of BHJ solar cells based on different HBLs processed in inert atmosphere
and in air after photodegradation test

On the contrary, the degradation trend observed for the devices based on air processed HBLs

is considerably different. As shown in Figure 6.13b and in Table 6.6, degraded devices exhibit

different J-V plots. In particular it can be observed that the least stable solar cell is device with

undoped ZnO as HBL, while the most stable solar cell is device where the ZnO-based HBL is

prepared with the lowest concentration of aluminium dopant. The other formulations of AZOx

show an intermediate behaviour, but still an increased stability as compared to device based on

undoped ZnO. Interestingly the degraded device based on ZnOlow gives the same photovoltaic

response (same J-V curve) irrespective of the AZO processing atmosphere.
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Figure 6.13: J-V plots of fresh (filled symbols) and degraded (empty symbols) solar cells with
HBL of i) ZnO (red), ii) AZOlow (black), AZOmedium (blue) and AZOhigh (green). The ZnO-
based HBLs are processed a)in inert atmosphere, N2, and b)in air. The black arrows highlight the
transition of the J-V curves when passing from fresh to degraded devices.

The degradation processes which involve the HBL of a solar cell usually affect the bulk conductivity

and/or its charge selectivity [227][28].

It has been demonstrated that organic solar cells containing a ZnO film which has been pre-

viously UV soaked in dry air, suffer of shunting losses [228]. Indeed, during illumination, the UV

treatment of oxygen present in dry air causes the introduction in the ZnO lattice of interstitial

oxygen atoms which act as p-type defects [229]. As a result, the Fermi level of ZnO decreases, pro-

moting the extraction of holes from the valence band of the D material that affect the Voc and the

FF [230], in agreement with the results (Table 6.6). Indeed, oxygen adsorbed on ZnO/AZOx dur-

ing processing, when released under illumination, causes of the degradation of the devices through

the shunting process.

To verify the occurrence of the UV/oxygen-related degradation process in the present systems,

all the devices with air-processed HBLs are degraded under 1 Sun UV-filtered. Since oxygen can

degrade ZnO/AZOx films only under UV irradiation, the use of a filter should hinder the described

shunting process. The J-V plots of all the devices before and after degradation with the UV-filtered

light are reported in Figure 6.14. As expected all the solar cells are now characterized by the same

J-V plot after UV-filtered light-soaking. Indeed as oxygen cannot interact with the ZnO/AZOx-

based HBL, the devices are equally affected by the same degradation processes, which is in this

case independent on the HBL nature and which involves the remaining layers of the devices.
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Figure 6.14: J-V plots of fresh (filled symbols) and degraded (empty symbols) solar cells with
HBL of i) ZnO (red), ii) AZOlow (black), AZOmedium (blue) and AZOhigh (green). The HBLs are
processed in air and the light soaking is filtered by an UV filter.
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6.6 Conclusion

In conclusion, as observed for the thermal stability, also the photostability of a solar cells depends

on many factors. First of all, the reported study demonstrated that: focusing the attention on

the photodegradation of a pure D polymer, despite it can provide precious information on the

intrinsic properties of different materials, remains rather inconclusive in terms of stability assess-

ments of corresponding OPV devices. Indeed, the introduction of additional variables such as

fullerenes molecules, solvent additives, different processing conditions strongly influences the BHJ

self-organization, the morphological stability and thus the resulting photodegradation mechanisms.

In addition, it has been demonstrated that the interface between the active layer and top electrode

is crucial for the degradation. Detrimental interaction with Al is observed under light soaking, that

can be prevented adding a buffer layer. However, in order to improve the device lifetime, buffer

layers and metal contact have to be chosen carefully. For example, LiF results beneficial for the

photostability preventing the photo induced interactions between active layer and Al, however it

has a negative effect under thermal stress, due to the percolation of Li atoms into the active layer.

Moreover, in view of an industrial product, where all layers are deposited in air, the contamination

of oxygen, that can accelerate the photo degradation, has to be considered.

For this reason, the concept of inverted structure has been introduced. This configuration results

more stable because no low WF metal electrode is exposed to ambient and therefore oxidation can

be prevented. Despite this advantage, also in the inverted structure, as for the standard, the buffer

layers can affect the resulting stability. In fact it has been demonstrated that, when ZnO/AZO

is used as HBL, the presence of oxygen during the layer deposition can be detrimental for the

photostability of the resulting solar cell. In particular the air-processed devices based on undoped

ZnO result particularly affected by degradation while, using AZO, the loss of performance ascribed

to ZnO-oxygen interaction can be partially or totally prevented.
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Conclusions and future work

In the field of Photovoltaic technologies the organic solar cells are particularly attractive because

of their ease of processing, mechanical flexibility and potential low cost production techniques.

So far, the reported efficiencies are not high enough to allow direct competition against mature

photovoltaic technologies, however with the introduction of new photoactive materials, device ar-

chitectures and light management structures, the power conversion efficiencies, at laboratory scale,

has rapidly reached the 12%, showing a great potential and a bright future for organic solar cells.

Nevertheless, in view of commercial products, two main problems are still unresolved: the rela-

tively low performance of the modules and their lifetime.

In sight of this, in the first part of this work, particular attention was given to the optimization

of the BHJ devices performances, based on different photoactive materials and fabricated with a

solution based deposition (doctor blade) technique fully compatible with roll-to-roll production.

In particular six different donor polymers based on the same Donor and Acceptor units have been

investigated in order to correlate their structure with the corresponding device performance. As a

result, promising approaches to further optimize the polymer’s optoelectrial properties, and thus

the corresponding device performance, are demonstrated.

The second part of the work was focused on the solar cells lifetime, in particular on the thermal

and photostability. First, the thermal evolution of active layers based on two standard polymers

(P3HT and PTB7) has been investigated. The highly crystalline polymer (P3HT) showed a higher

thermal stability than the amorphous one (PTB7). Through a morphological characterization it

has been demonstrated that the main degradation process involved was the fullerene aggregation,

which is likely facilitated in a soft matrix of an amorphous polymer. Moreover, the devices com-

parison showed that: despite the initial efficiency of P3HT based solar cell was half then the PTB7

based device, after the thermal stress the two residual performances become comparable, under-

lining that in view of a commercial product, a correct compromise between stability and efficiency

has to be reached before to get into the market.

In this context, an innovative fast capacitance based thermal test has been proposed. This new

approach not only identifies the stable device at a particular stress test temperature as a standard

thermal test, but it gives additional information regarding the limit operating temperature above

which the device becomes thermally unstable. Thus, this new method results as an interesting

tools in view of an industrial production. In addition it was demonstrated the potential of the

Impedance Spectroscopy technique as a powerful tool to indentify and explain the degradation

mechanisms occurring within the device during the ageing process. As future works it would be

159
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interesting to investigate different photoactive materials and device structures in order to establish

general guidelines to obtain stable organic solar cells.

In the end, the photostability issue was addressed comparing the behavior of four different pho-

toactive materials. As a result, a discrepancy between the photo degradation of the pure donor

polymers and the corresponding devices was found. The reasons of this incongruence are mani-

fold. Firstly the introduction of additional variables such as fullerenes molecules, solvent additives,

different processing conditions, strongly influences the BHJ self-organization, the morphological

stability and thus the resulting photo degradation mechanisms. In addition, it has been demon-

strated that also the buffer layers photostability plays a crucial role on the whole device lifetime.

Solutions to limit the device photo degradation are proposed.

For future work it would be interesting to investigate the behavior under light soaking of different

device architectures, varying the combination of active and buffer layers, in order to understand

and possibly prevent the degradation mechanisms.
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